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Background and Introduction 

The field of peace and conflict studies is full of analysis and mapping models.  Some 

models focus on specific elements of conflicts, such as party analysis, escalation analysis 

or position/interest/need dynamics.  Others attempt to understand conflicts 

holistically, and to address several of its elements.  This model, C.R. SIPPABIO, fits with 

this second group of comprehensive analysis models.  I was inspired by the work of 

several scholars in developing this model, namely Chris Mitchell, Johan Galtung and 

Chris Moore.  They all looked at conflicts as a situation which included, among other 

things, some form of divergence of interests and a struggle to achieve one’s interest over 

the other.    

C.R. SIPPABIO elaborates on the dimension of the situation in three ways.  First, the 

model recognizes eight elements that are essential for the existence and persistence of 

any conflict (the SIPPABIO elements: Sources, Interests, Positions, Parties, 

Attitudes/Feelings, Behavior, Intervention and Outcome/Stage).  Second, it 

acknowledges that conflicts do not exist in a vacuum, and hence understanding the 

Context in which a conflict takes place is essential to a complete assessment of what 

shapes the eight essential elements.  Finally, in the heart of conflicts often are dynamics 

of Relationship, with its three elements: Bond, Power and Patterns.   

C.R. SIPPABIO provides a complete guide for understanding conflicts holistically.  As 

such, it is most useful as an introductory tool to the field of peace and conflict studies.  

It also prepares practitioners in the field of peace and conflict resolution to 

systematically analyze conflicts in order to best choose appropriate intervention 

approaches.   

This manual embraces the notion that education for conflict and peace spans all levels 

from the inter-personal to the global, including the international, community, 

workplace, organization and family levels.  Accordingly,   we use examples and 

applications to all those levels throughout.  Furthermore, we believe that relating the 

knowledge of peace and conflict to the micro interpersonal, family and workplace levels 

would best prepare even those interested only in the macro level to deeply internalize 

and embrace peaceful approaches to conflict. 
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C.R. SIPPABIO has been evolving since I first conceptualized and designed it in a 

training manual on conflict resolution for Muslim communities (Say Peace) in 2002 with 

the support of graduate students (Patty Anton, Fatima Mirza and Louai Al-Hafar) at the 

Graduate School of Islamic and Social Sciences (GSISS) in Leesburg, Virginia, USA.  In 

2008, the model underwent one more update as it became a standard feature of the 

foundation course at the University for Peace (UPEACE).  Allison Attenello, then a 

graduate students at UPEACE, contributed significantly to updating the literature and 

providing relevant examples and illustrations.  In 2016, with funding support from El-

Hibri Foundation, I produced a new edition of (Say Peace), and an updated version of 

C.R.SIPPABIO.  Ms. Lilya Akay, a graduate of Hacettepe University’s Master’s Program 

in Peace and Conflict Studies, contributed significantly to the updating of that version 

of C.R. SIPPABIO.   Consistent with the pattern of continuously updating the model by 

relying on recent graduate students to provide fresh knowledge, updated literature and 

relevant timely examples, Ms. Marie Sender of UPEACE contributed significantly to 

this latest 2019 version.   I intend to continue with this pattern of periodic updates in 

partnership with recent graduate students of peace and conflict studies in order to 

ensure that the model responds well to the contemporary state of peace and conflict in 

academia and on the ground. 

Please use  the following link to watch the 2016 introductory video:  

https://1drv.ms/v/s!ApXwNFAET995oEiDDjf_pDmyEdZ1  

 

Amr Abdalla- August 2019 

  

https://1drv.ms/v/s!ApXwNFAET995oEiDDjf_pDmyEdZ1
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1) The Multiple Origins of the Contemporary 

Field of Peace and Conflict Studies 

Often when I introduce myself as a professor of peace and conflict studies, people 

assume that our work is focused on the international level of conflicts.  I am always 

quick to correct this misunderstanding and to assert that our field of study and practice 

applies to all levels of conflict, because they often share similar characteristics and 

processes.  I go further to explain that even the best of diplomats working on 

international and global level issues better be someone who has internalized peaceful 

approaches to conflict at the personal level; this makes them better diplomats! 

This conviction reflects how the contemporary field of peace and conflict studies has 

been developed over the past six decades.   There are at least five stories that have 

shaped the field, with each representing specific levels and dimensions of conflict: The 

International Nation-State Story; The Liberation and Emancipation Story; The 

Environment and Climate Change Story; The Business and Labor Story; and, The 

Family/Personal Story.  The five stories do not stand separate from each other. Instead, 

often they have influenced each other and overlapped as will be discussed below.  In 

addition to the five stories, this section will conclude with a discussion of the role of the 

media in shaping and influencing all five stories. 

The International Nation-State Story 

World War II redefined the international dynamics between nation-states as new 

superpowers with divergent ideologies and drive completed to spread their domain 

over much of the globe and the emerging post-colonial states.   The development and 

use of nuclear power at the end of the war and the unprecedented loss of life and 

destruction were to be avoided as much as possible, despite the relentless race to 

produce more powerful weapons of mass destruction.  The establishment of the United 

Nations and regional organizations was intended to maintain peace between nations, 

no matter how fragile it may be, and to provide mechanisms for preventing the 

escalation of violent conflicts between nation-states. 

Since then, the world has witnessed the development of new instruments and 

modalities around issues such as peacekeeping, human rights, the Responsibility to 

Protect (R2P), international negotiations, mediation and adjudication. 
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Academic and professional programs have proliferated around the world to conduct 

research and education on this level of conflicts and peaceful interventions.  The focus 

within this story is on the nation-state actors’ engaging in conflicts and the roles played 

by international and regional organizations.   Within this story, scholars distinguish 

between various stages or milestones such as the cold war, the wave of independence of 

colonized nations, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the rise of religious violent 

extremism.  Each milestone required various scholarly and academic efforts, and the 

development of appropriate forms of peaceful interventions. 

Advances made in areas such as gender, human rights, multiculturalism, and role of 

civil society actors influenced much of the literature within this story.  Particularly, the 

scope of peacekeeping interventions has grown beyond the military mission to include 

more attention to the above mentioned issues. 

The Liberation and Emancipation Story 

The 1950’s and 1960’s in particular witnessed at least two types of liberation and 

emancipation movements.  The first related to nations that have been colonized for 

decades and even centuries.  After WWII and the retreat of the United Kingdom and 

France as superpowers, colonized nations pursued their independence with more vigor.  

The new superpowers, the United States and the Soviet Union, competed to bring 

liberated nations under their military, economic and of course ideological spheres.  The 

ideological struggle between communism/socialism vs. capitalism/democracy shaped 

much of the conflicts of that era.  Meanwhile,  newly liberated nations were seeking to 

assert their own identity, be it national, racial, ethnic, and/or religious.  These 

developments gave rise to scholarship on the role of identity in conflict and peace, and 

its link to ideology, the right to self-determination, and the scope of the right to armed 

struggle against foreign occupation. 

The second type related to the civil rights movements particularly in the United States, 

but also elsewhere such as in South Africa.  Those movements, also tied to the notion of 

identity, emphasized the human aspiration for dignity, equality and justice regardless 

of race, ethnicity or gender.  Literature about identity, non-violent resistance, activism. 

advocacy, gender equality and feminism reflected the dynamics, and success, of these 

movements. 
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The Environment and Climate Change Story 

Natural resource scarcity has been recognized in the literature of peace and conflict 

since time immemorial as a cause of conflicts.  However, since the 1970’s the debate 

about environmental and climate changes and their effects on the availability of natural 

resources alarmed scholars in the field of peace and conflict.  These changes had direct 

impact on the livelihood of people and nations worldwide, with direct negative effects 

on how resources are distributed or accessed.  The classic understanding of conflicts in 

terms of access to natural resources, and the associated variables of power based on 

authority stemming from social and political factors, was no longer sufficient.   

Understanding the realities of climate change, based on scientific evidence of increased 

desertification for example, necessitated the development of deeper literature on the 

topic, and on the impact on conflicts and peaceful interventions. 

Awareness increased about the negative environmental consequences due to massive 

industrialization and other human practices.  Their direct link to conflicts became more 

evident, and consequently peaceful efforts had to include processes and modalities that 

would reduce the negative impact on the environment, and respond to the realities of 

climate changes.  New scholarship, literature, academic and professional programs 

grew in the last two decades to address the link between environment, climate change, 

peace and conflict.  Among the advances made within such scholarships were the 

environmental participatory assessments of conflicts, with a strong focus on the gender 

and community elements.  Development, as a result, gained a key position in the field 

by mediating the space between environment, natural resources, climate change, and 

the dynamics of conflict and peace. 

The Business and Labor Story 

Two paradoxical factors seem to have contributed to this story!  The first is the rise of 

socialist doctrine since the 19th century demanding more rights to the labor force, with 

communism being its extreme application.  With advances in education, and growing 

frustrations among workers under capitalist systems, it became in the best interest of 

owners and management of businesses and industries to allow the formation of labor 

unions.  The labor unions became a better alternative compared to swinging towards 

anarchy, socialism or communism.  Labor unions in capitalist nations engaged with 

owners and managers in collective bargaining, negotiations and mediation in order to 

secure more gains for the workers, such as higher wages, health care and social security.  
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Owners and managers also engaged in these practices as they prevented strikes, and 

ensured that assembly lines continue to operate without disruption to the market and 

bottom line profit.  The field of peace and conflict benefitted greatly from scholarship 

that focused on the principles and methods of negotiation and mediation which 

emerged in response to those developments. 

The second factor, paradoxically, reflected the reality of the post-Soviet Union world, 

or, according to Fukuyama’s “The End of History”, that capitalism has “won”!  for 

better or for worse, the capitalist model is here to stay for some time.  The role of private 

businesses worldwide has grown and multi-national companies have become a massive 

component of not only the economic life of nations, but also the social and political 

ones.   

Privately-owned businesses in certain industries such as the mineral extraction business 

have been in the middle of some sever conflicts worldwide, with negative consequences 

to the environment, communities, nations, and the companies themselves.  This 

required the development of corresponding scholarship on how the management of 

such businesses must not only address workers’ needs and demands (the first factor), 

but also the needs and demands of the environment, communities and nations where 

they operate.   Literature on Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) and Social Corporate 

Responsibility (CSR) became essential within the field of peace and conflict. 

The Family/Personal Story 

Finally, the adjudication mechanisms set in place to address family conflicts, such as 

divorce, child support and the like, in addition to commercial and business disputes, 

have proven over the last decades to be costly, slow, risky, and often non-responsive to 

the real needs and interests of conflict parties.   In discussing this fifth story, I was 

particularly inspired by the finale of the 1979 Oscar-winning movie Kramer vs. Kramer.  

In the movie, divorced partners fought each other in court for custody of their son.  The 

lawyers for each side used sever cross-examination techniques to prove the other “bad” 

and their client to be the one deserving of custody.  The severe judicial techniques 

reflected how far lawyers will go to support their client, even to the distaste of their 

own clients.  Ultimately, although the court ruled in favor of one parent, when time 

came to execute the court verdict, the parents reached their own agreement which 

reflected what they felt was best for their child and for themselves!  A similar Egyptian 
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movie also in the 1970’s (I need  Solution) reflected the agony that women must endure 

when seeking divorce in the court system. 

The two movies reflected the frustrations with the judicial systems, and warranted the 

search for alternatives.  This signaled the birth of Alternative Dispute Resolutions 

(ADR) as a movement and as a model for resolving conflicts away from the judicially-

imposed verdict.  ADR created an entire industry of mediation and arbitration for 

resolving family and other conflicts.  This also opened the door in the field of peace and 

conflict for exploring and understanding models of dispute resolution in other societies 

and culture which did not necessarily follow the classic judicial system or the “western” 

model of mediation.  The movement has been so successful that schools in many 

countries introduced Peer Mediation as an approach for resolving conflicts between 

students instead of always resorting to the school administration to make decisions that 

are usually punitive. 

Role of the Media 

Media, thanks to the technological advancements, acts as a fluid factor that spans all the 

five stories, influencing conflicts, peaceful approaches, and that offers new frontiers.  

Social media already played significant roles in the Arab Spring.  It has been in the 

middle of the arguments of whether Russia interfered in the US elections in 2016.  And 

Donald Trump has been the Twitter in Chief, with a lot of success as far as he and his 

supporters are concerned!  Finally, the debates in the field of media about Peace 

Journalism will continue for a long time to come.  What is confirmed is that the role of 

media is growing and so are the scholarship and training on the topic.   

 

Those are the five stories that have shaped the field of peace and conflict studies as we 

know it today, along with the role of the media.   As stated earlier, the five stories 

influence each other, and learn from each other.  Scholarly efforts, including monitoring 

and evaluation (M&E) of peaceful intervention projects and programs, strive to 

document successful models of peaceful interventions in order to establish the common 

threads and processes that can be replicated within the same and across stories. There 

will definitely be more stories to influence the field in the future especially with the 

technological advancements in Artificial Intelligence and communication.   
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2) Conflict Definitions and Mapping 

 

 

2.1) Definitions of “Conflict”  

We have chosen three main definitions, each focusing on a specific level of conflict, such 

as interpersonal conflict, social conflict, and international conflict. This will assist in 

understanding clearly the general and particular elements that are considered and 

related to the field of peace and conflict. However, we will start by giving the literal 

meaning of conflict as it is stated in Webster’s dictionary: 

Conflict 1- fight, battle, War 

2- A competitive or opposing action of incompatibles: antagonistic state or 

action (as of divergent ideas, interests or persons) 

3- A mental struggle resulting from incompatible or opposing needs, 

drives, wishes, or external or internal demands 

4- The opposition of persons or forces that gives rise to the dramatic action 

in a drama or fiction 1 

 

From these different literal meanings of the word, we see that the term itself had been 

stated and used in different manners. Sometimes it takes a physical meaning, and 

others it takes a psychological meaning. Sometimes it is an individual behavior, and 

others it is a group behavior, etc.  

This various uses of the term led some researchers to say that “considerable ambiguity 

surrounds the term conflict,”2 and others claimed that “the term conflict has come to be 

so broadly applied that it is in danger of losing its status as a singular concept.”3 

 

 

1 Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, 1987, p. 276 
2 Mitchell, C.R, The Structure of International Conflict (MacMillan Press, 1981), p. 15 
3 Rubin, J. Z., Pruitt, D. G., Kim, S. H., Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement (McGraw Hill, 
Inc, New York: 1994 (2nd Ed), p. 5 
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This ambiguity in determining one meaning for the term conflict led to different 

conclusions depending on the approach of each researcher and the field that concerns 

him/her the most. Here are some of the definitions used in the field:4 

• Conflict is an expressed struggle between at least two independent parties 

who perceive incompatible goals, scarce resources and interference from the 

other party in achieving their goals.5 

• Conflict means perceived divergence of interests, or a belief that the parties’ 

current aspirations cannot be achieved simultaneously.6 

• Conflict is any situation in which two or more social entities or parties 

perceive that they possess mutually incompatible goals.7 

 

2.2) Definitions of “Peace” 

Below are four definitions of peace.  Note that the four definitions were selected 

because they reflect different states of peace varying in their focus and 

comprehensiveness.  There is no one correct or wrong definition.  Instead, each 

definition may be the most suitable, or the one to be pursued the most, based on careful 

analysis and assessment of a conflict situation: 

• Peace is:  "A state or period in which there is no war or a war has ended." 

Oxford Dictionary of English 

 

• Peace is:  "[The] absence of violence or evil; the presence of justice." 

Wikipedia.org (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peace) 

 

• Peace is:  "the wholeness created by right relationships with oneself, other 

persons, other cultures, other life, Earth, and the larger whole of which all are 

a part." 

(Earth Charter principle 16 f)  

 

4 For further discussion of these definitions from an Islamic perspective see: Amr Abdalla, Principles of 
Islamic Interpersonal Conflict Intervention, Journal of Law and Religion, V. 15, Fall 2000, p. 9 
5 Wilmot and Hocker, Interpersonal Conflict (McGraw-Hill, Inc, Boston, Massachusetts, 1998), p. 34 
6 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994,  p. 5 
7 Mitchell, The Structure of International Conflict, 1981, p. 17 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peace
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• Peace is:  "... a Primary Principle and a prime virtue ... inner tranquility and 

serenity of soul..." 

Miriam's Well: Glossary (http://miriams-well.org/Glossary/) 

 

2.3) Fundamentals of the Peace and Conflict Field 

The field of peace and conflict studies is unique in many ways.   The elements below 

explain some of the fundamentals of this field which distinguish it from other fields of 

studies in humanities and social sciences: 

1.  Multi-Disciplinary Approach 

• As explained earlier with the five stories that started the modern field of 

peace and conflict studies, the influence of various academic disciplines and 

levels of analysis have been in the core of establishing the field.  Political 

sciences and international relations theories and frameworks informed 

international levels of analysis.  Sociological and cultural theories of various 

ranges contributed to understanding group and community dynamics, and 

the role of contextual factors that will be explained below with the C.R. 

SIPPABIO model.  Psychology and social psychology provided insights into 

individual and group dynamics during conflict and in the process of pursing 

peace. Gender, feminist studies, and environmental studies contributed 

significantly to shedding light on dynamics of power, access to resources and 

deep questions of social justice and equality. 

1. Culturally Appropriate 

• The link of culture to peace and conflict is among the most researched 

dimensions due to its strength and impact on their dynamics and outcomes.  

Cultural considerations are significant not only for how people behave in 

conflicts, or how they shape their notions of right and wrong, but also they 

are important for how we conduct research in the field, design relevant 

interventions, and identify those who can effectively intervene effectively to 

bring about peace. 

  

http://miriams-well.org/Glossary/
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2. Collaborative/Participatory Process 

• The field of law and adjudication is based on the notion of rights and the 

principles of proof and evidence to support one’s claims in order to win over 

opponents.  Inversely, the field of peace and conflict is based on the 

identifying the needs and interests of conflict parties, understanding their 

relationship and their context, and supporting them to explore collaboratively 

mutually satisfactory outcomes.  In order to achieve this, the focus of the field 

of peace and conflict is primarily on how to develop appropriate models of 

intervention in conflicts that engage parties in seeking peaceful processes and 

outcomes.  Negotiations and mediation are among the commonly-used 

interventions. 

 

3. Adjustable Interventions 

• Conflict analysis and mapping is an ongoing process, and should not be 

handled as a one-time effort.  This is because conflicts are dynamic, tend to 

shift, escalate and de-escalate.  In addition, external, or previously 

unaccounted for, factors may emerge during the life of a conflict.  Therefore, 

the selection of specific interventions should respond to such developments 

in order to ensure that violence is minimized if not eliminated, and that 

efforts to advance peace are benefitting as much as possible from the ongoing 

analysis and mapping.  

 

4. Empowerment 

• Power asymmetry and issues of justice and equality are often in the heart of 

conflicts on all levels from the interpersonal and family levels to the 

community, organizational, international and global levels.  Issues of gender 

inequalities, socio-economic class differentiation, racism and discrimination 

have for long contributed negatively to such inequalities.   If not addressed, 

such injustices continue to fuel societal conflicts and disturb peace.  The field 

of peace and conflict studies, thanks especially to the influence of gender and 

feminist studies, has developed a strong theoretical and practical component 

of empowerment not only in terms of research but also in terms of designing 

interventions that are cognizant of the existence of such injustices and that 
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ensure that disenfranchised groups and individuals are empowered using 

non-violent and peaceful means. 

 

5. Interactive and Participatory Learning 

• “Everyone is already an expert in peace and conflict!”  This is a statement that 

I use in the beginning of introductory courses and workshops on peace and 

conflict studies.  Unlike other fields of knowledge (for example, chemistry, 

physics, engineering, law, languages, etc.) where students or participants may 

have no or little knowledge, everyone definitely has experiences with conflict 

situations, and efforts- successful or not- to advance peace.  These experiences 

are critical for the learning of everyone in a class or a workshop.  Such 

experiences humanize this field of study, and often help students or 

participants to realize that in some cases “they are not alone” and in others 

that “there are different ways”!  therefore, an educator in this field 

encourages sharing of experiences with the objective of bringing to life 

theoretical and conceptual models that would otherwise be difficult to 

comprehend or relate to.  The use of interactive methods and participatory 

approaches in a classroom or a workshop are therefore integral to this field. 

 

2.4) Some Characteristics of the Field of Peace and Conflict 

1. Recognition that conflicts are inevitable 

• No matter what, there will always be conflicts, as this is part of human nature 

and tendency. It is important to accept such premise because it makes us 

more realistic about what we can aspire for in the field of peace and conflict 

resolution. Our aspiration is to prevent or transform the negative or violent 

elements of conflicts but not to think that we can ever eradicate conflict.  

 

2. Conflict and peace apply to various levels: interpersonal, family, community, 

organizational, national, international and global levels 

• As much as conflicts are inevitable, they also happen on all levels. When 

thinking of conflicts, be aware to not only consider international conflicts and 
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wars. Conflicts happen e.g. between people, inside families, at work and also 

on a global level. You might even experience conflict within yourself when 

having trouble to e.g. make an important decision. 

 

3. While conflict can be destructive and harmful, peaceful approaches can make 

it positively transformative 

• As it has been mentioned before, constructively-dealt-with conflicts are an 

opportunity for change. Hence, if conflicts are resolved in a peaceful and non-

violent manner, then positive transformation can take place. If conflicts are 

dealt with violently however, then negative consequences are likely to persist.   

 

4. Conflicts may be manifest or latent 

• Often, conflicts are easy to spot due to their destructiveness or violent 

expression (e.g. when two family members stopped communicating with 

each other). Sometimes however, conflicts can be latent and less easily 

detected. At one point, these latent conflicts can suddenly erupt. This may 

come as a surprise to observers although the conflict might have been in the 

hiding for a long time. If we apply proper conflict analysis and assessment, 

we can prevent latent conflict from becoming violent.  

 

5.  “No one wakes up in the morning thinking that s/he is the bad guy!”  

• In a conflict situation, each party usually perceives her / himself as the “good 

guy” and not as the “bad guy” or the destructive person.  The opponent is 

perceived as the “bad guy”. At the same time, the opponent also perceives 

herself / himself as the good guy and the other as the bad one. Consequently, 

an important step in resolving conflicts is to get parties to understand how 

the other can wake up thinking that he or she is right, and how they see us as 

the bad ones.  
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6. “There is no road to peace; peace is the road” (Gandhi) 

• Peace is not an end in itself but a process. The means of how to achieve peace 

are as important as peace itself. One cannot aim at achieving peace through 

violent actions as violence (not to be confused with the use of force or self-

defense) will always lead to more violence. Peace is a road that every single 

human being needs to walk down if the ideal of peace as an end shall be 

reached. There are many different roads that can be taken though because 

there are many different approaches to achieving peace.  

 

2.5) Components of Conflict 

Having said that, we will try to define the meaning of the term “conflict” as accurately 

as possible. We will try, while including all of the related components of the concept, 

and at the same time, excluding all unrelated ones. In other words, it will be an 

inclusive-exclusive definition. 

In order to achieve this goal, we need, first, to identify the essential related elements to 

the term. According to Mitchell8, the structure of a conflict consists of three 

components, which are: 

• Conflict situation (a situation of incompatible goals) 

• Conflict attitudes and perceptions (a range of psychological conditions 

experienced by the parties involved) 

• Conflict Behavior (a set of related behaviors used to achieve the disputed 

goals) 

This model examines the most relevant elements in a conflict, but we believe that it 

neglects to mention the CONTEXT in which this conflict takes place that has a 

considerable impact on the form of conflict. In addition, since parties of a conflict are 

often connected by RELATIONSHIPS it is important to focus on the dynamics of this 

relationship. In this regard, we prefer to differentiate among the following three terms: 

conflict, conflict situation and conflict resolution. 

 

8 Mitchell, The Structure of International Conflict, 1981, p. 16 
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Conflict: a situation in a specific context in which two or more relatively independent 

disputant parties perceive mutually incompatible goals or interests. 

Conflict Situation: a state of affairs in a specific context in which a relationship of the 

disputant parties gets disturbed because of their attitudes or behaviors. 

Conflict Intervention: a process which requires collaborative efforts of various parties 

to reach a reasonable resolution or satisfactory outcome that suits the conflicting parties 

who are disputing over a particular issue. 

 

2.6) C. R. SIPPABIO- A Model for Conflict Analysis9 

This model has been developed to ease analyzing the different stages of the process of 

resolving a conflict. Indeed, C. R. SIPPABIO is the abbreviation of the following 

elements: Context, Relationship, Sources, Interests, Positions, Parties, 

Attitudes/Feelings, Behavior, Intervention and Outcome/Stage10: 

  

 

9 You may watch videos by Dr. Amr Abdalla explaining the C.R. SIPPABIO model on the following link: 
https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AGqS9A2vEyolJI0&id=79DF4F045034F095%213593&cid=79DF
4F045034F095. The videos were papered as part of the online Foundation Course on Peace and Conflict 
Studies, University for Peace, 2009-2013. 
10 In the following chart you will find some of the elements underlined. These underlined headings are 
hyperlinked to their later descriptions. Pressing Ctrl on your keyboard and clicking on the underlined 
heading will bring you directly to the detailed description. If you want to get back to the main chart 
simply again press Ctrl and click on the main heading of the description section (e.g. “Sources”) to get 
back to the C.R. SIPPABIO chart.  

https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AGqS9A2vEyolJI0&id=79DF4F045034F095%213593&cid=79DF4F045034F095
https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AGqS9A2vEyolJI0&id=79DF4F045034F095%213593&cid=79DF4F045034F095
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C.R. SIPPABIO 

A Framework for Conflict Analysis1 
 

 

 

 

 
1 From: Say Peace: Conflict Resolution Training Manual for Muslim Communities.  Amr Abdalla, et al.  The 

Graduate School of Islamic and Social Sciences.  Virginia, USA.  2002 (updated 2015) 
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3) Context and Relationship 

 

3.1) Context  

Conflicts do not occur in a vacuum.  They are shaped, processed, and influenced by 

various contextual factors, and do interactively affect, and are affected by, the 

relationship of parties.  In this section we will discuss some of the major contextual 

factors that do influence conflicts, and will also discuss concepts related to relationship. 

 

Context is the sociological, economic and political setting in which a conflict takes place. 

For example, cultural perspectives, such as one’s access to power and whether the 

culture is low- or high- context in its structure, also affect conflict. Knowing the context 

enables an intervener to understand and predict the attitudes, behaviors, and the 

direction of a conflict because contextual factors affects the sources, perspective and 

attitudes of peoples in conflicts. Examples of contextual factors that may influence 

conflicts are: history, geography, ethnicity, religion, gender, media, etc. …  

In addition, understanding the context prevents an intervener from applying unsuitable 

resolution that may complicate a conflict rather than resolve it.  As it will be discussed 

later, a special part of the peace and conflict studies field, named conflict sensitivity, 

focuses on the analysis of peacebuilding program based on identified elements of the 

context that could impact positively or negatively aspects of the designed programs. 

Reciprocally, it also helps determine aspects of the program that could have negative 

impacts and would therefore prevent it from reaching the desired effects 

In order to illustrate how context factors operate in conflict situations, we will discuss 

the following context factors: gender, ethnicity, religion, culture and geography, as they 

emerged within conflicts in the Balkans and Bangladesh.  These brief case studies 

exemplify the intersections between conflict and context factors that shape the nature 

and expression of conflict.   
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3.1.1) Gender & Conflict:  Conflict in the Former Yugoslavia 

Gender is a contextual factor that impacts how conflict is enacted and resolved.  Sex and 

gender are intrinsically linked, and distinctions between the two are often confused.  

Sex is generally defined as the biological categories of male and female.  Gender refers 

to socially constructed concepts of masculinity and femininity.  For example, a woman’s 

ability to produce eggs and conceive is a biological function related to her sex, while the 

concept of woman as nurturing, emotional and a caretaker is a socially constructed 

gender role.  Likewise, a man’s ability to produce sperm and impregnate a woman is a 

biological function related to his sex, while the notion of man as strong, logical and a 

provider is a socially constructed gender role.  In other words, gender is the socially 

constructed expression of sex.     

Significantly, gender shapes the ways people think, behave, and construct their 

identities.  Gender also influences interactions between people.  Notions of masculinity 

and femininity are not static, but rather vary depending upon the time, geographical 

region, religion, ethnicity, et cetera in which these constructions emerge.  Significantly, 

regardless of the factors that shape gender, notions of gender are policed and reinforced 

by a set of social penalties and rewards in all societies.  Although these penalties and 

rewards vary contextually, it is important to recognize that men and women who 

challenge gender proscriptions face negative consequences in all societies.      

Gender is also a key factor in many different types of conflict.  Gender can influence 

how and why violence is enacted against a group of people, and it can serve to unify 

and/or divide groups.  The conflict in the Balkans11 during the early 1990s provides an 

 

11 After World War II, Yugoslavia was comprised of six republics: Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Serbia and Macedonia, and two provinces, Vojvodina and Kosovo.  A variety 
of ethnicities and religions existed within each of these republics.  After the collapse of the Soviet Union 
in 1991, the political climate in Yugoslavia changed dramatically.  Croatia and Slovenia, wanting self-
determination, declared independence from Yugoslavia.  Following suit, Montenegro and Bosnia-
Herzegovina sought secession.  Croatian and Slovenian secession lead to war with Serbian rebels, who 
opposed independence movements.  This pattern of secession and war repeated itself in Bosnia in 1992.  
Nationalism and ethnic divisions increased during this period in the Balkans, fueling ethnic cleansing 
initiatives taken by all sides, predominantly Serbian forces.            
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interesting case study of how gender and conflict intersect.  Specifically, government 

forces on all sides used gendered propaganda as a tool to achieve military objectives 

and overpower the opposition.   

Prior to and under the leadership of Slobodan Milosevic, the Serbian government 

tightly controlled the media.  The media became a main source of Serbian propaganda 

during the conflict and women were often placed at the center of this propaganda.  

Specifically, women were used as symbols to represent population growth and national 

vulnerability in the Serbian state.  In the first instance, the Serbian government 

articulated that women had a national responsibility to act as producers of the Serbian 

population and Serbian army.  State-generated images connecting motherhood and 

nationalism overwhelmed Serbians during the conflict period.  Women were thus 

reduced to their reproductive functions and told literally to bear soldiers for the nation 

as a demonstration of national commitment.  In the second instance, crimes committed 

against women were used to represent crimes committed against the Serbian state.  

Throughout the conflict, images of raped women and girls appeared on television.  

These images served to symbolize the invasion of Serbia by opposition forces, thus 

justifying counterattacks made by Serbia.  Images of raped women/nation effectively 

fueled hatred amongst ethnic groups and perpetuated the conflict.  Importantly, the 

propaganda used by the Serbian government was utilized similarly by opposing forces 

in the Balkans.     

Symbolism and propaganda were also directly linked to Serbian policies of ethnic 

cleansing, which targeted Kosovar Albanians, Croats and Bosnians throughout the early 

1990s.  Ethnic cleansing policies specifically targeted women and girls in the Balkans.  

In addition to killing, ethnic cleansing involved the systematic rape and impregnation 

of women and girls.  Rape was used as a tool of war with two objectives: 1) to increase 

the desired population 2) to humiliate the opposition.  Significantly, these objectives are 

directly tied to the use of women as symbols of population growth and national 

vulnerability.  As symbols of population growth and national vulnerability, women and 

girls are viewed as the means by which military forces can achieve their objectives.  In 

the first instance, systematic rape and forced impregnation serve to increase the 

population of the aggressor and control and reduce the growth of targeted 
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populations.12  In the second instance, because women and girls were used to represent 

national vulnerability, rape serves as a tool to exploit weakness and demonstrate power 

over a nation. Thus, women and girls were raped to represent a symbolic attack against 

the opposition. Ultimately, the gender-based violence which occurred in the Balkans 

can be tied directly to gender-based propaganda and symbolism that was used by 

warring parties.  In this way it is clear that gender can be a key factor shaping how 

conflict evolves. 

3.1.2) Ethnicity, Religion and Geography:  The Case of Bangladesh (1947-

1971)     

Most conflicts are influenced by more than one contextual factor, and it is this 

combination that can contribute to the complexity of conflict situations.  The case of 

Bangladesh represents a multiplicity of such factors. 

Briefly, as India was gaining independence from Britain in 1947, tension escalated 

between Muslims and Hindus regarding the ability of Muslims to co-exist in one 

nation-state with a majority of Hindus.  As a result, the leaders of both groups ended up 

agreeing to divide India into two nations- one Hindu and one Muslim.  The territories 

that had a majority of Muslims were located to the east of India in the Bengal area, 

dominated by the Muslim Bengali ethnic group, and the west of India, in what is now 

known as Pakistan, and which is dominated by several ethnic groups including the 

Punjabis.  The Muslims decided to form one nation-state with two geographical areas 

called East Pakistan (what is now called Bangladesh) and West Pakistan (what is now 

known as Pakistan), separated by the Indian subcontinent. 

The relations between the citizens of the two Pakistans reached several boiling points 

from 1947 to 1971, mainly because of ethnic differences, perceptions of threat to identity 

and language, and feelings of unfairness in resource distribution and governance 

among Bengalis. Bengalis perceived that their co-nationalists of West Pakistan 

 

12 In the context of the Balkan conflict, children resulting from rape were socially recognized as having the 
ethnic identity of the male perpetrator, rather than the mother.  In this way, rape was used to diminish 
Albanian Kosovar, Croatian and Bosnian populations and increase Serbian populations.  Albanian 
Kosovar, Bosnian and Croatian actors who raped Serbian women applied the same thinking.      
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controlled the government and most resources. When general elections were held in 

1970, a Bengali political party - Awami League - won an absolute majority, which 

should have allowed it to form the government.  However, those in power in West 

Pakistan resisted the democratic transfer of power, which resulted in a war in which as 

massive numbers of civilians died, injured, raped or were forced out of their homes.  

The war ended with the military intervention of India on the side of the Bengalis, who 

declared independence from the Pakistani state and declared the birth of their nation - 

Bangladesh - in 1971. 

The description of the conflict above shows that contextual factors such as ethnicity, 

religion, nationalism and geography all played major roles in shaping the conflict and 

its dynamics.  Being of the same religion was considered in 1947 sufficient to build one 

nation-state on two territories separated geographically by an entire subcontinent.  But 

later, culture, language, and their relation to the Bengali ethnicity proved to be 

significant - especially when there was a perception of injustice because of their 

ethnicity. It is interesting that while geographical distance perhaps contributed to the 

development of the conflict between Bengalis and others in West Pakistan, it also 

contributed to the rapid de-escalation of the violent conflict of 1971, because the huge 

distance between the two nations - Pakistan and Bangladesh - prevented any 

continuation of violent military actions. 

3.1.3) Indigeneity, language and gender: Forced Sterilization of Indigenous 

People of Peru (1995-2000) 

Conflicts around the world regarding indigenous people and their rights are 

representations of one of the most ancient and wider conflicts in our modern history. 

Today, after massacres and genocides, the conservation of their culture is a major issue 

for most of the indigenous population in the world. Moreover, indigenous people still 

represent an oppressed group in numerous countries even if an increasing number of 

states now recognizes indigenous rights. 

Since several elements of the context often influence a conflict, looking at indigenous 

problematics from an intersectional perspective is necessary. For example, the situation 

of Quechua women in Peru could not be understood outside of this perspective. Indeed, 
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factor like gender, ethnicity and language have been determinant to shape the creation 

and the evolution of the conflict. 

Briefly, two decades ago, the right-wing party of the Peruvian political landscape, while 

in power, started a program of forced sterilization “el Programa de Salúd Reproductiva 

y Planificación Familiar”. The author N. Carranza Ko explains “it focuses on the forced 

sterilization of women of indigenous and poor economic backgrounds”13 

Indeed, the program was presented as a tool to “alleviate poverty” and in Spanish, 

which made it complicated to understand for Quechua and Andean population. This 

program resulted in more than 200 000 indigenous women and 25 000 indigenous men 

in Peru being forced to sterilization.  

As stated by the Article 7(I)(g) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 

forced sterilization represents a crime against humanity (ICC 2002). The former dictator 

of the Peruvian government, Alberto Fujimori, is in jail since 2007, however factors of 

the context like language, indigeneity and gender still play a preeminent influence on 

the dynamics of the conflict and its resolution. It is only in 2017, almost 20 years after 

the end of its second term that indigenous women of Andean and Amazonian 

communities have been able to bring the case before the UN.  

3.1.4) Culture and Conflict  

In several parts of the world, researchers have identified that conflict behavior and 

attitude vary from one society to another, based on cultural and world view differences 

(Lederach, 1986; Black, 1991; Augsburger, 1992 and Avruch, 1993).  Further, they also 

recognized that societies in general are heterogeneous; therefore, conflict behaviors and 

attitudes may vary according to the different norms, values, and world-views that exist 

within one society.   

In the heart of the research conducted for the development of this manual was a clear 

understanding that individuals are not made of constant values or norms.  Instead, they 

develop a repertoire of dynamic, fluid value systems that inform attitudes and 

 

13 Carranza Ko Ñ. Chapter 8: Forcibly Sterilized: Peru’s Indigenous Women and the Battle for Rights (G. Blouin-
Genest et al. (eds.), Human Rights as Battlefields, Human Rights Interventions, 2019) p150 
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behaviors differently according to the type of setting, sphere, or situation encountered.   

The repertoire of value systems varies from one person to another; translating this 

repertoire into attitudes and behaviors is also an individual journey. However, the 

development of these value systems occurs within the individual’s existence in groups.   

While it is acceptable to think that "social systems can only exist because human 

behavior is not random, but to some extent predictable14", it is also understandable that 

an individual's behavior in a given situation, within a certain realm of life, will not 

necessarily follow the set of values and norms which are highly emphasized within that 

realm.  Hofstede (1980) related that variance in individual behavior to what he referred 

to as "Mental Programming."  He distinguished between three levels of mental 

programming: the universal, the collective, and the individual.  He explained: 

Every person's mental programming is partly unique, partly shared with others.  We 

can distinguish broadly three levels of uniqueness in mental programs... The least 

unique but most basic is the universal level of mental programming which is shared 

by all, or almost all, mankind.  This is the biological "operating system" of the 

human body, but it includes a range of expressive behaviors such as laughing and 

weeping and associative and aggressive behaviors which are also found in higher 

animals... The collective level of mental programming is shared with some but not 

all other people; it is common to people belonging to a certain group or category, but 

different among people belonging to other groups or categories.  The whole area of 

subjective human culture... belongs to this level.  It includes the language in which 

we express ourselves, the deference we show to our elders, the physical distance 

from other people we maintain in order to feel comfortable, the way we perceive 

general human activities like eating, making love, or defecating and the ceremonial 

surrounding them.  The individual level of human programming is the truly unique 

part— no two people are programmed exactly alike, even if they are identical twins 

raised together.  This is the level of individual personality, and it provides for a wide 

range of alternative behaviors within the same collective culture.15  

 

14 Hofstede, G., Culture's Consequences: International Differences in Work-related Values (Beverly Hills, 
California: Sage Publications, 1980), p.14 
15   Hofstede, Culture's Consequences: International Differences in Work-related Values, 1980, pp. 15-16 
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Values, norms and their influence on individuals' behavior fall under the second 

category, the collective. It is within that category that individuals learn certain modes of 

behavior in certain situations. However accurate a model in identifying values and 

norms that could predict a range of behaviors in given situations is, the individual level 

of mental programming will always be the ultimate determinant of behavior. This is 

even truer when the range of values and norms available are themselves conflicting. 

This is especially the case in societies that are going through transitions. In such cases, 

the pre-established sets of values and norms are challenged by alternative, and not 

necessarily consistent, sets of values. Individual adaptations under these circumstances 

may show higher levels of unpredictability. 

Several authors in the fields of anthropology, sociology, and social psychology have 

recognized the relationship of culture to conflict patterns and the importance of 

understanding cultural norms and values in order to understand conflict patterns.  

Peter Black (1991), for example, stated that: 

Conflict management is only possible in connection with conflict analysis.... Every 

outsider involved with the dispute (whether researcher, observer, mediator, facilitator, 

arbitrator or judge) carries out some kind of analysis.  The question then arises: What 

prerequisites, if any, exist for a successful third-party analysis of a conflict? It seems that 

an awareness of the possibility of fundamental differences in deep cultural 

presuppositions is likely to yield productive understandings.16 

Of course the influence of cultural values and norms does not mean that all individuals 

within a given society, or a group within that society, would understand and behave in 

a conflict in the same manner.  Cultural values and norms provide a repertoire of 

analysis and behavioral models that individuals relate to in varying ways.  As Bailey 

(1991) stated: 

Culture is a collection of constructs about the way the world is, about the way 

people are, and about the way both should be.  These constructs take the form of 

 

16    Black, P., Surprised by Common Sense: Local Understandings and the Management of Conflict on Tobi, 
Republic of Belau in K. Avruch, P. Black & J. Scimecca (Eds) Conflict Resolution: Cross-cultural 
Perspectives (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1991), p. 145   
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both beliefs and values.  Any particular collection is identified by the people who 

hold it...or by the institutions or settings in which it is found.  This identification 

can be carried progressively downwards (from the general to the particular)...The 

final level is the culture of an individual, a total set of personal constructs.  The 

array of cultural knowledge at the disposal of any particular individual is an 

idiocosm...A culture, in one of its aspects, is a set of imperfectly shared beliefs and 

values that guide conduct.  The sharing is incomplete, individuals having their 

own personal selection in the form of their idiocosm.17 

Cross-cultural analysis of models of conflict analysis and resolution thus requires an 

understanding of the prevalence of specific cultural values and norms in a given 

society.  Lederach (1987) provided an example of how his attempts to implement a 

North American interpersonal conflict model in South America revealed the numerous 

cultural assumptions embedded in every aspect of the model.  From defining issues to 

the concept of neutrality; from the proper entry of a third party to the procedures; from 

communicating to generating options, the North American model for interpersonal 

conflicts seemed too 'Yankee' to the indigenous (of South America).  Lederach also, and 

more profoundly, recognized the underlying cultural emphasis upon the individual 

and upon independence in the North American model.  He stated: 

We assume a large degree of autonomy and individualism.  This may be the 

most important assumption.  We expect people to be responsible for resolving 

their own conflicts.  That is an empowering thing, but it assumes a strong 

emphasis on the "I" and a weak emphasis on the "We."  There are many people in 

the world that have a strong emphasis on the "We."  They are not autonomous 

decision makers but are closely integrated with the wider social network.  It is 

within that network that decisions are made.18 

In the case of Lederach, it became obvious that models for conflict analysis and 

resolution that were developed to reflect certain social values and norms in one society 

 

17   Bailey, F., Tertius Luctans: Idiocosm, Caricature, and Mask in K. Avruch, P. Black & J. Scimecca (Eds) 
Conflict Resolution: Cross-cultural Perspectives (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1991), pp. 61-61   
18   Lederach, J., Cultural Assumptions of the North American Model of Mediation: from a Latin American 
Perspective, Conflict Resolution Notes, 4(3), p.24 
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(individualism and autonomy in the United States) were not applicable in societies that 

did not share the same value and norm foundation.  In addition, the implications to the 

cross-culture transfer of social models such as the conflict resolution models are both 

obvious and less obvious.  One obvious implication is that transferring an institutional 

model that is based on specific norms and values in a certain society may or may not 

prove to be effective in another society.  Such transfer also has other less obvious 

implications: 1) it may force a change (desired or not) in the "import" society, in order to 

adjust to the model and; 2) it deprives the import society from designing models based 

on its own unique norms and values. 

Other examples can be found on the Pacific Islands. For example, Pederson described:  

Pacific Islanders prefer the term “disentangling” over the more individualistic 

notions of conflict resolution or dispute management. Disentangling is more a 

process than an outcome and the image of a tangled net or line blocking 

purposeful activity has a practical emphasis as well as implying the ideal state 

where the lines of people’s lives are straight.19 

  

 

19 Pedersen, P. B. (2001). Chapter 16: The Cultural Context of Peacemaking. In D. J. Christie, R. V. Wagner & 
D. A. Winter (Eds.), Peace, Conflict, and Violence: Peace Psychology for the 21st Century. Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. pp. 4 
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3.2) Relationship 

We will examine Relationship in light of three elements: Bond, Power and Patterns: 

3.2.1) Bond: 

There are different levels of conflicts: inter-personal and inter-group. The bond, 

attachment, or connection within which a conflict exists is vital in determining the type 

of intervention needed to be taken.  The significance of the relationship bond lies in its 

cultural meaning. Often, specific relationships in given cultures require that parties play 

certain roles, and abide by specific rules. The meaning of a bond therefore may 

influence how people behave in given conflict situations.  For example, a son or a 

daughter’s bond to a mother or a father within a traditional collective society will be 

defined by specific cultural norms and will provide parties guidelines and expectations 

regarding behavior. The same may be said in terms of the bonds established between 

leaders of groups and their followers. 

 

3.2.2) Power 

Within long relationships, certain dynamics exist that manifest themselves during 

conflict situations. Power is a significant dynamic in any conflict situations. A definition 

of power is the ability to achieve one’s desired outcomes, or to transform the position of 

an adversary party. People derive their power in conflict situations usually from 

contextual factors. For example, disparities in socio-economic class status may 

determine how parties would relate to each other during a conflict. The same is true 

regarding gender, certain ethnicities and religious affiliations. The notion of power 

influences the tactics one is using during a conflict and its resolution, and, according to 

Lewicki and Literrer (1985), power may influence people to undertake actions that they 

actually do not want to engage in. For example, a weaker political party may choose to 

be part of a structure that it actually perceives as defective, rather than not being 
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involved in the political process at all, arguing that instead of having no say at all it is 

better to be part of a bad game20. 

Knowing one’s own and the adversary’s power is not only important during a conflict 

but also for its resolution, e.g. through the means of negotiation. Power is applied 

during all phases of a negotiation process and negotiation power is the ability to 

influence the other party to move their decisions in a desired direction. An assessment 

of the power relations and the power that all parties possess helps in achieving 

negotiation agreements that are most advantageous for all sides.  

Usually, one party seems to be more powerful than the other, but this perception is 

often misleading. The weaker one is often more powerful than one has assumed, and 

inversely, the more powerful one is often weaker than one has initially thought. It is the 

party that perceives itself as weaker that is most concerned about power, and that 

therefore is usually most systematic and rational in applying the power that it has. The 

party which from the outside seems more powerful, does not analyze its power, as it 

already perceives itself as having the power, and is therefore often weakened in 

negotiations since it does not apply its power systematically. Often, the seemingly 

weaker party gains more from the more powerful one during a negotiation than one 

would have assumed, and the seemingly more powerful one is often not able to move 

the less powerful one into the desired direction21. This is due to the fact that there are 

many sources of power that go far beyond the notion of power being merely the 

tangible resources that one possesses. Think for example, of Gandhi’s movement power 

vis a vis of the British empire?  

Many theorists strived to analyze the sources of power that play a role in relationships. 

In 1987, Mayer identified ten sources of power. These are: 

1. Formal Authority: power given to an individual through having a certain position 

within a formal structure that privileges him in decision-making processes, e.g. 

being a manager in a company  

 

20 Anstey, M., Negotiating Conflict: Insights and Skills For Negotiators And Peacemakers (Capetown: 
Juta&Co, Ltd, 1991), p. 114-115 
21 Zartman, W., Rubin, J. Z., Power and Negotiation (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2000), p. 
255-257  
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2. Expert/Information Power: the power that one enjoys from being skilled in a 

certain area 

 

3. Associational Power: an individual enjoys associational power when being 

affiliated with others who have power, e.g. lobbyists   

 

4. Resource Power: the power derived from being in control over resources and e.g. 

denying others the access to needed resources   

5. Procedural Power: power that one enjoys from being in charge of decision making, 

procedures and having the power to e.g. delay important meetings  

 

6. Sanction Power: is based on one’s ability to hinder another party’s ability to 

realize their interests e. g. the power of parents over their child to stop her/him 

to go out or take out their video games. 

 

7. Nuisance Power: a party may not have the power to enforce Sanction Power, but 

may be able to cause severe discomfort to another party, e.g. a union is unable to 

call out on strike, but to appeal for go-slow tactics that also pressurize companies   

 

8. Habitual Power: derived from the consciousness that many times it is easier to 

keep up the status quo than to change it e. g. a wife with the habit of being silent 

and contributing slightly to marital decision gives power to her husband over 

her 

 

9. Moral Power: is based on one’s ability to cater to values that are widely held and 

that is used to influence the sense of morality and right / wrong on the other 

party; the examples of non-violent resistance by leaders such as Gandhi and 

Martin Luther King are usually cited as examples of how moral power was used 

to defeat powers with much larger resource and status power  
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10. Personal Power: personal power is based on personal attributes that one has, such 

as confidence, articulateness and determination, that support other sources of 

power22 

Hence, it is important to deeply analyze one’s sources of power to be able to stand up 

against adversaries and to achieve desired results in a conflict.  

 

3.2.3) Patterns 

In addition to power, often in conflict situations parties engage in patterns of behavior 

that are intended to advance their positions.  Patterns are certain behaviors that parties 

resort to frequently during conflict situations.  For example, especially in family 

conflicts, one party may pretend to fall sick when a conflict situation becomes 

complicated, thus diverting attention to him or herself, and generating guilt among 

other parties for their role in the conflict.  Other patterns may include use of violence or 

vulgar language to force other parties to succumb.  As parties resort to such behaviors 

frequently, they become relationship patterns. 

 

Interactive tool 1: Dividers and Connectors Analysis   

The Dividers and Connectors Analysis is helpful for better understanding the context of 
a conflict: what are connecting factors that bring parties together, and what are dividing 
factors that separate parties (sources of tension). Ultimately, this tool aims at “not 
worsening” a conflict and at determining those factors that support peace which is the 
purpose of conflict sensitivity analysis as we will discuss later under intervention 
section. 

A crucial principle in humanitarian work is the Do no Harm principle, which should 
ensure that peacebuilders at least do not worsen a conflict. A conflict could possibly be 
worsened by not taking into consideration the factors that divide people. In a society 
there always are factors that divide people but also that bring people together. 

 

22 Anstey, Negotiating Conflict: Insights and Skills For Negotiators And Peacemakers, p. 116-117 
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Understanding these dividing and connecting factors of the parties is necessary in order 
to not choose intervention methods that could possibly worsen these factors but use of 
intervention strategies that further build on the Connectors. 

How can I do it?  

The Dividers and Connectors Analysis is best done as a team. It can also be done alone 
but the outcome will be less valid.  

1.) Use the following key questions (or make up your own list of relevant questions) 
and brainstorm about Dividers and Connectors. Conclude with a list of Dividers and 
Connectors. Use an appropriate brainstorming style, such as initial individual 
brainstorming or in small groups or directly brainstorm as a large group.  

Key Questions:  

• What are the dividing factors in that situation? What are the connecting factors? 

• What are current threats and supports to peace and stability? 

• What are the most dangerous factors? 

• What can cause tension to rise? 

• What brings people together? Where do people meet? What do people do 
together? 

• How strong is this Connector? Does it have potential? 

• Are the Dividers and Connectors connected to gender roles, specific groups or 
youth? Are certain groups suffering more than others and what are the 
consequences on Dividers and Connectors?  

You can also use categories as an aid for brainstorming. Categories can be:  

• Systems and Institutions  

• Attitudes and Actions 

• Values and Interests 

• Experiences 

• Symbols and Occasions 

• Political 

• Economic 

• Social 

• Technological 

• Legal Environmental 
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• Geography (village, district, province, national)  

2.) Group discussion: In a group, discuss the two lists. Ask questions to determine if 
the factors that you have listed are the right Dividers and Connectors. Are they already 
existent or are they desired? Try to be as specific as possible. What aspects of e.g. 
poverty are dividing people?  

A factor can appear on both lists. If this happens, try to be even more specific in what it 
is about this factor that is dividing or connecting 

3.) Prioritize your list: which factors are the most important or dangerous Dividers 
right now? And which are the most important and strongest potential Connectors? Be 
sure that these factors are existent in the present moment and not wished for.  

4.)  Discuss the following questions to determine options and opportunities:  

• How can these Dividers (or Connectors) be influenced or changed?  

• What can your team or organization do to have a positive impact? 

• Are you currently doing anything that has a negative impact? If so, what can you 
change? 
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4) Eight Essential Elements of Conflict 

 

 

4.1) Sources / Causes 

Scholars, academicians and lay persons have debated for long the topic of sources of 

conflicts. How often have we heard statements such as “religion is the cause of all 

conflicts,” or “conflicts are always about money!” From a scholarly point of view, we 

have seen how different schools of thoughts and academic disciplines vary in how they 

discuss conflict sources and causes. Marxists, for example, would argue that the 

struggle for the control or means of production, with all the accompanying class 

struggle and alienation of labor, are the main sources of conflicts throughout history.  

Feminists may follow such critical approach, except with a strong emphasis on gender 

dimensions. Psychologists may concentrate on individual traits and personal issues to 

seek sources and causes of conflict. 

From a multi-disciplinary point of view, we suggest here three major sources/causes of 

conflicts: Basic Human Needs, Identity, and Values/Beliefs. We recognize that the three 

suggested sources/causes are interrelated, and that all may be gathered under the 

wider banner of Basic Human Needs. However, for the sake of constructing clear 

analytical lines, with the purpose of ultimately developing effective conflict 

intervention approaches, we discuss each one separately. 

4.1.1) Basic Human Needs as a Source/Cause of Conflict 

 “Conflicts, even of long standing duration, can be resolved if we can just keep the flow 

of communication going in which people come out of their heads and stop criticizing 

and analyzing each other, and instead get in touch with their needs, and hear the needs 

of others, and realize the interdependence that we all have in relation to each other. We 

can't win at somebody else's expense. We can only fully be satisfied when the other 

person's needs are fulfilled as well as our own.”  Marshall Rosenberg  
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What Basic Human Needs are – Different Approaches  

One of the theories in peace and conflict studies is that failure to meet basic human 

needs is a source for conflict. Before turning towards analyzing this theory, one first 

needs to understand what exactly basic human needs are, as there are different 

definitions on which needs can be declared as basic human needs. Here, we will take 

the theory of the psychologist Abraham Maslow’s on human motivation, which he 

formulated first in the 1940’s, as a starting point which makes human motives more 

understandable23. Maslow realized that basic human needs go beyond the pure 

satisfaction of the needs of food, water and shelter, and also comprise non-physical 

elements that lead to growth and development of a person24. Before Maslow, other 

theorists regarded hunger as the main motivator. Through experimental study, Maslow 

changed the focus from drives to goals and arrived finally at a hierarchy of needs, 

divided into five main groups, which are sequenced from lower to higher motives. 

These are physiological needs, security needs, social needs, esteem needs and lastly, 

self-actualizing needs.  Maslow concluded that in this hierarchy, there is no final point 

at which a person is no longer motivated, but rather that, once one of the motives has 

been satisfyingly fulfilled, a new motivation to fulfill a new need will arise25.  

Real life example 1: material needs involved in Egypt-Ethiopia conflict over Nile 
water  

Egypt is almost entirely dependent on the water of the Nile River with satisfying 94 
percent of its need for water from the river26. Ethiopia aims to reduce poverty through 
engaging in a hydroelectric project, anticipated to be completed in 2017, which implies 
constructing a dam along the Nile. That would generate astonishing megawatts of 
electricity27. Egypt is complaining that the dam will disrupt the water flow and impact 

 

23 Christopher, M., Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Salem Press Encyclopedia of Health, 2014)  
24 Marker, S., Unmet Human Needs (from Beyond Intractability: 
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/human-needs, 2003)  [Accessed: March 3, 2015] 
25 Christopher, Maslow's hierarchy of needs, 2014  
26 Otieno, J., Understanding Africa's water wars (from Africa Review: 
http://www.africareview.com/Special-Reports/Understanding-the-water-wars-in-Africa/-
/979182/2062968/-/13c54d5z/-/index.html, 2013),  [Accessed March 16, 2015] 
27 Hussein, H., Egypt and Ethiopia spar over the Nile (from Aljazeera America: 
http://america.aljazeera.com/opinions/2014/2/egypt-disputes-ethiopiarenaissancedam.html, 2014), 
[Accessed: March 16, 2015] 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/human-needs
http://www.africareview.com/Special-Reports/Understanding-the-water-wars-in-Africa/-/979182/2062968/-/13c54d5z/-/index.html
http://www.africareview.com/Special-Reports/Understanding-the-water-wars-in-Africa/-/979182/2062968/-/13c54d5z/-/index.html
http://america.aljazeera.com/opinions/2014/2/egypt-disputes-ethiopiarenaissancedam.html
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the country’s water supply. At one point, the conflict was so intense that It was claimed 
that Egypt threatened Ethiopia with military actions28.  

 

Other needs theorists, such as John Burton, have used Maslow’s theory in conflict 

theory and arrived at different conclusions about the nature of human basic needs. 

These theorists are of the opinion that the fulfillment of needs does not happen in a 

hierarchical order, and that strives for fulfillment happen simultaneously. The list of 

basic human needs of the needs theorists is more exhaustive, and includes the needs 

for:  

• Safety/security (structure, predictability, freedom from fear) 

• Belonging/love (feeling of acceptance; strong relation with one’s family, friends, 

identity groups) 

• Self-esteem (seen, by oneself and others, as competent and capable) 

• Personal fulfillment (reaching one’s potential in life) 

• Identity (needs theorists define identity as the sense of self in relation to the 

world; identity becomes problematic when it is not acknowledged, seen as 

inferior or threatened) 

• Cultural security (strongly related to identity, including acknowledgement of 

language, tradition, religion, culture)  

• Freedom (not being physically, politically or civilly limited; being able to make 

own decisions for one’s life) 

• Distributive justice (fair distribution of resources in a community)  

• Participation (no restraints in participating in and influencing civil society)  

  

 

28 Otieno, Understanding Africa's water wars, 2013  
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Denial of Basic Human Needs Leads to Conflicts   

Human needs theorists regard unmet needs, and people’s striving to fulfill them on a 

personal, group and society level, as one of the main sources of conflict29. Burton argues 

that specifically the denial of three of these basic human needs, identity, security and 

distributive justice, are of crucial importance in understanding the cause of conflict30.  

According to Johan Galtung, who is seen as the founder of the academic discipline of 

peace and conflict studies, there are four basic needs, which are survival, wellness, 

freedom and identity, and a fifth non-human need, ecological balance, and the sum of 

all five can be regarded as one definition for “peace”31. Galtung and Burton differ in 

their approach towards human needs theory, with Burton’s being absolute and 

Galtung’s being relative. Burton argues that there is no need for a comparison and no 

need for injustice for a conflict to evolve; it is enough if one cannot fulfill one’s basic 

human needs to have a conflict, which is an absolute principle32. Galtung, on the other 

hand, holds that there needs to be injustice, in relation to others, for a conflict to occur. 

He explains further that structural violence and cultural violence result in the 

dissatisfaction of basic human needs and lead to direct violence33.  

Real life example 2: Material and non-material needs involved in the Israel – 
Palestine conflict 

In this conflict, the main unmet basic human needs are identity and security. 
Palestinians suffer from denial of identity, personally and nationally. Many Israelis feel 
their need for security is not being met, e.g. because of denial of recognition of the state 
of Israel by most neighboring countries and perceived increasing worldwide anti-

 

29 Marker, S., Unmet Human Needs, 2003  
30 Fetherston, A., Peacekeeping, Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding: A Reconsideration of Theoretical 
Frameworks (International Peacekeeping Vol.7 No.1, 190-218, 2000), p. 202  
31 Galtung, J., Direct, Structural and Cultural Violence (In N. Young, The Oxford International Encycploedia of 
Peace, pp. 312-316, Oxford: Oxford University Press Vol.4., 2010), pp. 312-313  
32 Fetherston, Peacekeeping, Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding: A Reconsideration of Theoretical 
Frameworks, 2000, pp. 202-203  
33 Galtung, Direct, Structural and Cultural Violence, 2010, pp. 313-314  
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Semitism. These unmet needs influence and shape other issues concerning the conflict. 
If the conflict is to be resolved, both parties’ needs have to be addressed and satisfied34. 

 

Human Needs Theory in Conflict Resolution  

Burton differentiates between interests, which are primarily concerned with material 

goods, and needs, which are non-material, and emphasizes that interests can be 

bargained, but needs cannot. Keeping this in mind, one can understand that conflicts 

that derived from unmet basic needs, can be resolved, as, in theory, meeting both 

conflict parties’ basic needs is possible35. What is of high relevance is that the basic 

human needs of identity, security and distributive justice cannot be subject to resource 

scarcity, which implies that there is potential for fulfilling all parties’ needs without 

sacrifices, and, hence, win-win solutions to a conflict are possible36. Therefore, in order 

to solve a conflict, a new approach addressing the fulfillment of human needs is 

needed. Since human needs are not negotiable and cannot be compromised, traditional 

negotiation models for conflict resolution cannot be made applicable. Instead, human 

needs theory uses problem-solving approaches that deconstruct the sources of the 

conflict, and that brings into focus the fulfillment of the unmet needs of all conflicting 

parties.  

Criticism of Basic Human Needs Approach to Conflict  

There is much criticism prevailing regarding the basic human needs approach to 

conflict and conflict resolution. Questions, such as which needs can be defined as basic 

human needs, how to know which needs play a role in a conflict, which needs are met 

or unmet, which needs are more important and whether or not to tackle these first, or 

whether or not human needs differ across cultures, are prevailing and provide 

uncertainty. Critics also argue that conflicts often evolve around both, needs and 

 

34 Marker, S., Unmet Human Needs, 2003 
35 Miall, H., Ramsbotham, O., & Woodhouse, T., Contemporary Conflict Resolution: The Prevention, 
Management and Transformation of Deadly Conflicts (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2011), p. 48  
36 Fetherston, Peacekeeping, Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding: A Reconsideration of Theoretical 
Frameworks, 2000, pp. 202-203 
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interests. Needs and interests can be very different, and purely focusing on satisfying 

the basic human needs of the conflicting parties does not lead to conflict resolution.  

Finally, most scholars are of the same opinion that the basic human needs of identity, 

security and recognition are of crucial importance in most persistent conflicts; they may 

not be the sole element, but need to be focused on in order to effectively transform a 

conflict for the long-term37. 

4.1.2) Identity as a Source/Cause of Conflict 

As said in the previous section, needs theorist John Burton argues that especially the 

basic human need of identity, together with security and distributive justice, is crucial 

in understanding the causes of conflict38.  In the following pages, we will discuss what 

identity is, the reasons behind it causing severe conflict, and the motivation for people 

sacrificing their lives for identity.  

Understanding the Concept of Identity  

Every human being needs to develop a sense of self in order to mature. The self-

perception, or identity, of a human being is a combination of many different traits, such 

as gender or religion, or can even be as specific as belonging to a certain family. Even 

though a human shapes his identity on an individual level, identities are also collective 

and can, for example, be defined on a national or ethnic level. Hence, for an inter-group 

conflict to evolve, a group must have a feeling of a collective identity (e.g. racial, ethnic, 

religious) about themselves and about their opponents, which leads to a perception of 

“us” against “them.”   Orjuela states:  

Central to the construction of identity is the dichotomization of ‘self’ and ‘other’. 

This is a process where unity is created based on difference—a shared identity is 

 

37 Marker, S., Unmet Human Needs, 2003 
38 Fetherston, Peacekeeping, Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding: A Reconsideration of Theoretical 
Frameworks, 2000, p. 202 
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always (more or less explicitly) contrasted to an ‘other’, what is different, what we 

are not. 39 

The concept of having a collective identity results in people feeling in pain when others 

from their identity group get injured or killed, as people who share the same collective 

identity perceive themselves as having the same interest and destiny. Some of the many 

identities, specific or broad, that people have are compatible with each other; for 

example, one can both characterize oneself with belonging to a certain state in the US 

and with belonging to the US as a whole, but sometimes identities can become 

competitive, as is the case in secession conflicts, e.g. one can both identify oneself with 

being Kurdish and with belonging to Iran.  

Some characteristics of one’s identity are attained through birth and unchangeable, such 

as the ethnicity and religion of the parents or the place of birth, but other characteristics 

can be acquired throughout life, for example the language one is speaking, the religion 

one is practicing, or the food one chooses to eat. Therefore, a lot of one’s identities are 

chosen and based on shared values or beliefs40.  

Real life example 3: Ethnic conflict in Georgia – Abkhazia resulting in plea for 
secession  

Ethnic Georgians and ethnic Abkhazians have been in deep conflict for centuries, with 
the conflict reaching a peak during the war in 1992-93. Abkhazia, which is 
internationally perceived as being a region in Georgia, seeks independence mainly 
based on the premise of national self-determination and ethnic survival. In 1999, 
Abkhazia declared its independence which has only been recognized by Russia and its 
allies in 2008. Ethnic Abkhazians are in a minority position in Abkhazia, with Georgians 
representing the majority. Abkhazians believe that their minority status is due to 
Georgian policies and therefore think that independence would improve their position. 
Abkhazians cannot identify with Georgians, as their language and religion are different. 
Abkhazians lay emphasis on their historic traditions, language and long-rooted 

 

39 Orjuela, C. The identity politics of peacebuilding: Civil society in war-torn Sri Lanka. London: Sage. 
Chapter 3, pp. 28 (2008). 
40 Kriesberg, L., Identity Issues (from Beyond Intractability: 
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/identity-issues, G. Burgess, & H. Burgess, Editors, 2003), 
[Accessed: March 29, 2015] 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/identity-issues
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connection to the Abkhazian land, self-identity and culture, and hence, want to have 
their own state to preserve these41.   

 

Real life example 4: The Ukraine crisis  
 
Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Ukraine has been in the middle of two 
dynamics: Russia to the east and Europe to the west have often tried to gain control 
over the region. In 2014, the former Ukrainian president Viktor Ianoukovytch refused a 
contract with Europe, and instead, received a 15 billion dollars from Russia to bail the 
country out. A significant segment of the population considered that Viktor 
Ianoukovytch has sold their country to Russia and, as a result, massive protests started 
in the west. However, opinions in the country were extremely divided which led 
Ukraine towards a political crisis which reflected an identity crisis between Pro-
European Ukrainians and pro-Russian Ukrainians. Those two groups are 
geographically separated (west/east), have different languages (Ukrainian/Russian) 
and the eastern region shares a cultural heritage with Russia. The conflict escalated until 
Ianoukovytch’s ousting, replacement by a pro-European president, Petro Poroshenko, 
and eventually the sending of troops by the Russian government in the region of 
Crimea to “restore peace”.  This led to the annexation of Crimea by Russia. Today, 
while Russia argues that the population of Crimea is a Russophone oppressed majority, 
the Ukrainian government advocates for its territorial integrity. In fact, even if the 
annexation of Crimea was voted by a referendum, a lot of people don’t recognize the 
result as binding since they suspect Russia to be behind it. The hybrid war in Ukraine, 
supported by the EU and Russia is still on-going in 2019. The identity problem of 
Ukrainian hasn’t been resolved and is also fueled by foreign interests since Crimea 
plays an important role for Russian exports of gas. 

 

  

 

41 International Crisis Group, Abkhazia Today Europe Report No 176 (International Crisis Group, 2006), pp. 
i-3 
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Reasons for Identity Conflicts  

Identity only becomes a cause for conflict when it is denied – when a person or a group 

has the feeling that his / her perception of the self is threatened, denied or disrespected. 

Self-perception is a crucial aspect of one’s being, and any threat to identity is highly 

possible to result in a strong counter-action, both possibly being aggressive or 

defensive, which can lead quickly into a persistent conflict. Identity is seen as a key 

driver in most conflicts about race and ethnicity, but also in many conflicts that evolve 

around gender and family. Here, the genders are not of common opinion on their role 

or role of the other, or children disagree when it comes to who is in control of their 

lives42.  

Whether identity results in a source of conflict, and in what way, is strongly dependent 

on the traits that make up the identity, as certain characteristics of identity shape its 

significance for conflict’s perpetuity. For instance, the importance of an identity for an 

individual or group influences its contribution to conflict. Individuals and groups all 

have multiple identities which differ in their importance to them and the threat to an 

identity that is perceived significant is likely to lead to intense conflict. Also, 

perceptions of the “other,” the opponent, are shaping the intensity of the conflict. If the 

opponent side is perceived as being subhuman or evil, then harsher actions for 

defeating the enemy seem justified and violations of human rights or even attempts of 

extinction are more likely. Moreover, if a significant characteristic of an identity is the 

degree to which people perceive themselves as having been victimized by e.g. 

oppression and feel threatened, then these people may engage in actions that threaten 

the opponent, which can result in destructive conflict43. 

Resolving conflicts over identity can be particularly difficult, as the adversary is often 

perceived as evil or subhuman, which leads to that group’s opinions and feelings not 

being regarded as important. Besides, talking to the adversary can be perceived as 

threatening one’s own identity which makes attempts of reconciliation a difficult task. 

 

42 Conflict Research Consortium University of Colorado USA, Denial of Identity (International Online 
Training Program on Intractable Conflicts: 
http://www.colorado.edu/conflict/peace/problem/denyid.htm, 1998),  [Accessed: March 29, 2015] 
43 Kriesberg, L., Identity Issues, 2003  

http://www.colorado.edu/conflict/peace/problem/denyid.htm
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However, also conflicts over identity can be reconciled if the conflicting parties are 

dedicated to ending the conflict and are committed to engaging in longer reconciliation 

processes44.  

Real life example 5: Violent radicalization of Turkish diaspora in Germany as a result 
of identity crises 

Some segments of the Turkish diaspora in Germany are turning more and more 
towards practicing an increased fundamental Islam, especially among the second and 
third generations of the former migrant workers who came from Turkey to Germany 
since the 1960s45. The children of these migrants often do not feel either German, or 
Turkish. They have been growing up in a modern German society, but inside their 
homes experience rather traditional Turkish culture. In addition, a majority of the 
Turkish diaspora is Muslim, living in a Christian secular country to which they have 
difficulty relating.  As a consequence, the offspring are often facing identity crises, as 
they neither feel complete belonging to German culture nor to the Turkish one46. 
Moreover, the diaspora often faces discrimination and rejection for being perceived as 
foreign, which makes identity crises and orientation problems of especially the 
adolescents of the second and third generations almost unavoidable. The search for 
belonging and the rejection can show in different ways: aggression, depression or 
sometimes identification with radical Islamist groups. Specifically the second and third 
generations seem to be prone to radical positions due to the instability of their sense of 
identity47. 

 

  

 

44 Conflict Research Consortium University of Colorado USA, Denial of Identity, 1998  
45 Reimann, A., Umfrage: Viele Deutsch-Türken fühlen sich in Deutschland nicht zuhause  (Spiegel Online, 
http://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/studie-zu-deutsch-tuerken-integrationswillen-steigt-
religiositaet-auch-a-850429.html , 2012), [Accessed: July 20, 2016]   
46 Wereschagin, M., Turks face integration challenges in Germany (The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, 2010)  
47 Sirseloudi, M., The Meaning of Religion and Identity for the Violent Radicalisation of the Turkish 
Diaspora in Germany (Terrorism and Political Violence, 2012, pp.807-824)  
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Self-Sacrifice for Identity  

There are many examples of individuals sacrificing their own lives to benefit a group’s 

agenda, but what motivates these individuals to sacrifice themselves for the group’s 

identity48? Research has concluded that the principle of “identity fusion,” a feeling of 

being one with a group which results into people tying their personal agency to the 

group, is sometimes a reason for this49. People who have their individual identities 

fused with their group are so loyal towards it that they would even die for the group50. 

For example, individuals who have a fused identity with their country are more prone 

to fight and die for it. It is assumed that fused people do not only identify with a group, 

but have a sense of obligation towards it which makes them engage in pro-in-group 

behavior that exceeds mere identification.  

To fully grasp this concept, one needs to differentiate between identity fusion and 

group identification, which are both based on the premise of contrasting personal and 

group identities.  Personal identities are attributes that are unique to the individual, 

such as one’s intelligence or being extrovert; group identities arouse from being 

member in a social group, which connects the group members, for example being 

Americans or being Muslims. The identity fusion approach claims that individuals 

retain their personal agency when fused with a group51, but perceive their individual 

and their group identities as fully overlapping and situate their self completely inside 

the group52 (see Figure 1, “E”). Fused individuals do not subordinate their selves to the 

group, but gain a feeling of being one with the group which contributes to group-

related actions as being a way to express oneself. The process of identity-fusion leads to 

 

48 Swann, W.B., Gómez, Á., Dovidio, J. F., Hart, S., & Jetten, a. J., Dying and Killing for One’s Group: Identity 
Fusion Moderates Responses to Intergroup Versions of the Trolley Problem (Psychological Science Vol. 21 No. 8, 
2010, pp.1176-1183), p. 1176  
49 Swann, W.B. J., Gómez, A., Huici, C., Morales, J., & Hixon, J., Identity Fusion and Self-Sacrifice: Arousal as 
a Catalyst of Pro-Group Fighting, Dying, and Helping Behavior (Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 
Vol.99, No 5, 2010, pp. 824-841), p. 824   
50 Swann et al., Dying and Killing for One’s Group: Identity Fusion Moderates Responses to Intergroup 
Versions of the Trolley Problem, 2010, p. 1167  
51 Swann et al., Identity Fusion and Self-Sacrifice: Arousal as a Catalyst of Pro-Group Fighting, Dying, 
and Helping Behavior, 2010, pp. 824-825 
52 Swann et al., Dying and Killing for One’s Group: Identity Fusion Moderates Responses to Intergroup 
Versions of the Trolley Problem, 2010, p. 1176 
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individuals becoming fully committed to acting on the group’s behalf. These 

individuals would engage in extreme behavior for the group; however, individuals 

differ in their translation of fusion into behavior, meaning that “extreme behavior in 

favor of the group” is perceived differently from individual to individual. For one 

individual engaging in extreme behavior for the group can mean to defend the group 

just by using words, for other individuals it can be to die for it. Hence, there may be 

many people who share the element of being fused with a group but still would not 

sacrifice themselves for it53.  

In contrast to identity fusion, group identification is a feeling of strong loyalty towards 

a group which would motivate members to engage in collective actions for the group. 

Individuals with high group identification would not engage in extreme pro-group 

actions as isolated actors, so would not on their own act on the group’s behalf whereas 

fused individuals are highly motivated to actively participate as individuals in 

achieving justice for the group, even if this implies suicide-killing54. This can explain the 

individual/group dynamics of suicide attacks by religious violent extremists. 

At this point it needs to be stressed once more that not all individuals who are fused 

with a group would sacrifice themselves to benefit the group, which is evident as there 

is a vast majority in the population who are fused with a group but would not engage 

in such extreme actions. Hence, there must be other factors that also play a role, and 

that need to be understood. Together with an individual factor of how far a person 

would go for the group and what engaging in extreme actions for a group mean for the 

individual, it is assumed that the factors of having a strong belief of the group being 

right and “the other” being wrong and a perceived imbalance of power play a role, too.  

 

53 Swann et al., Identity Fusion and Self-Sacrifice: Arousal as a Catalyst of Pro-Group Fighting, Dying, 
and Helping Behavior, 2010, pp. 824-826 
54 Swann et al., Dying and Killing for One’s Group: Identity Fusion Moderates Responses to Intergroup 
Versions of the Trolley Problem, 2010, pp. 1177-1181 
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Figure 1: Measure of identity fusion55. A= no overlap of individual and group, E= 

complete overlap / identity fusion (W.B. Swann, Gómez, Huici, Morales, & Hixon, 

2010)  

Real life example 6: Self-sacrifice during hunger strike in Northern Ireland  

During the 30-year long conflict in Northern Ireland (1968-1998), primarily being about 
the affiliation of Northern Ireland to the United Kingdom or Ireland, hunger strikes 
were a powerful self-sacrificing method of protest. The conflicting parties were divided 
into Protestants, who formed the majority in Northern Ireland and who wanted to 
remain part of the United Kingdom, and the almost exclusively republican Catholics 
who wished to belong to the Republic of Ireland56. The hunger strikes took place in 
1980/81, starting with seven prisoners refusing food, and agreeing that for every person 
who would die, another one of the 342 prisoners who were involved in the protest 
would take over his place. One of the aims of the strike was to gain political status of 
the prisoners. In order to be selected as one of the strikers, prisoners were tested for 
their commitment: “Comrade, you have put your name forward for the hunger strike. 
Do you know this means that you will most likely be dead within two months?... 
Reconsider carefully your decision57.”  

 

55 From “Identity Fusion: The Interplay of Personal and Social Identities in Extreme Group Behavior” by 
W.B. Swann, Jr., A. Gómez, D.C.Seyle, J.F. Morales and C. Huici, 2009, Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology, 96, p.998. Copyright 2009 by the American Psychological Association. (W.B. Swann, Gómez, 
Huici, Morales, & Hixon, 2010) 
56 BBC History, The Troubles, Thirty Years of Conflict in Northern Ireland, 1968-1998 (from BBC History: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/troubles), [Accessed: April 1, 2015]  
57 Dingley, J., & Mollica, M., The Human Body as a Terrorist Weapon: Hunger Strikes and Suicide 
Bombers (Studies in Conflict & Terrorism, 30, 2007, pp. 459-492), pp.462-467  
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Real life example 7: The story of Tibetan monks 

Self-immolation has been used by Tibetan monks as a symbol of resistance against the 

Chinese occupation, the human right violations and the impossibility to practice their 

religion freely. It started out of no religious or cultural traditions after a 24-years-old 

monk, Tapey, self-immolated in February 27th, 2009. As of June 2015, 146 monks 

followed Tapey’s act and, in 2019, Chinese’s government had set up extinguisher in 

most of the public places in Llasha and others Tibetan cities. Described by John Soboslai 

as a violently peaceful act, a violent act of nonviolent resistance, it is often linked to 

“demands that the exiled religious leader the XIV Dalai Lama returns to Tibet”58 

 

4.1.3) Values and Beliefs as Sources/Causes of Conflict 

 “I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it.” – Voltaire  

Many conflicts arise over conflicting values and beliefs, and unfortunately not all 

individuals share Voltaire’s vision in everyone having the right to freely state one’s 

opinion, and the right to living up to it. Values and beliefs are very important for 

individuals as they play into shaping one’s identity, which in turn is a fundamental 

basic human right. Conflicts over differing values and beliefs, or moral conflicts, have a 

tendency to be long-lasting and can become very violent.  

 

  

 

58 Soboslai J. Violently Peaceful: Tibetan Self-Immolation and the Problem of the Non/Violence Binary 
(Open Theology 2015; 1: 146–159) 
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The Importance of Values and Beliefs 

The view of the world can be fundamentally diverse for people with different 

interpretations on what is the best way to live one’s life and on what is right and what is 

wrong. When groups have contradicting worldviews and regard different things as 

important, they respond in radically different ways to moral questions or develop 

fundamentally diverse goals, which can lead to conflict. As the conflicting parties may 

perceive their own views as the best, they might view the other party as behaving 

morally wrong, see them as inferior, or even perceive their actions as evil.  

The morals of human beings are closely linked with culture and socialization: when a 

person is raised, he is socialized to base his decisions on the values and practices of his 

group and its culture. The moral code of the group determines what the person values, 

the perceptions of truth, how to behave and what to do, and helps a person to shape a 

feeling of identity. Individuals that are from the same culture have very similar realities 

and mentalities and develop a “common sense,” based on their values, assumptions 

and practices.  

Furthermore, one can differentiate between morals based on rights and morals based on 

virtues. Building morals on rights is a product of modernity and enlightenment, 

whereas basing morals on virtues is a traditionalist approach. These two approaches are 

conflicting when “modern” individuals engage in actions that are needed to conform to 

their moral code, but at the same time violate morals of the traditional society. Inter-

faith or inter-ethnicity marriages are an example for this, with modernists being of the 

opinion that one has the right to freely choose one’s partner, regardless of ethnicity or 

religion, whereas many traditional people could perceive it as endangering their race or 

religion59. 

The Effect of Values and Beliefs on the Perpetuity of Conflicts 

Conflicts that are based on conflicting morals can become very violent. The parties often 

engage in behavior that is even immoral according to their own moral code, but believe 

 

59 Maiese, M., Moral or Value Conflicts. (from Beyond Intractability: 
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/intolerable-moral-differences, G. Burgess, H. Burgess, 
Editors, 2003) [Accessed: March 31, 2015]   

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/intolerable-moral-differences
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that this is justified as the other is seen as subhuman, due to their perceived immoral 

actions, and therefore do not need to be treated as human. As a result, gross human 

rights violations, going so far as to attempt genocide, can take place, based on the 

thought that power over the other or their extinction are the only possibilities to resolve 

the conflict.  

Furthermore, because of the nature of moral conflicts being deeply rooted, they have a 

trend to endure long and to be mutually reinforcing. Often, throughout the conflict, the 

initial cause of the conflict becomes less important as actions that are taken by the 

conflicting parties become new drivers in the conflict. The parties behave in the conflict 

according to their moral code, engage in actions that they perceive as being right, and 

have different perceptions on conflict resolution, which then further reinforces the 

differences and leads to perpetuity of the conflict.  

As it is very difficult to change moral, religious or personal values of people, conflicts 

that result from conflicting values and beliefs pose challenges on resolution as 

individuals that are stuck in their own moral code, often do not want to compromise or 

negotiate when it comes to these topics, and therefore cannot envisage win-win 

solutions, as this would mean compromising of mentality and possible loss of identity60. 

Real life example 8: Abortion and the Catholic Church 

Most countries in the European Union allow abortions if they are undertaken in the first 
trimester of the pregnancy. However, the Vatican strictly condemns and opposes 
abortion and is publicly enunciating its strict view on abortion, influencing the 
traditional people in society and the Catholics in Europe who make up a big part of the 
population. The Vatican is buttressing its argument on the fifth commandment (I. 
Respect for Human Life, Abortion, 2270): Human life must be respected and protected 
absolutely from the moment of conception. From the first moment of his existence, a human 
being must be recognized as having the rights of a person - among which is the inviolable right of 
every innocent being to life61.  

This example shows the strong upholding of values and beliefs of the Catholic Church, 

 

60 Maiese, M., Moral or Value Conflicts, 2003  
61 Vatican, Catechism of the Catholic Church, [Accessed: April 1, 2015 from 
http://www.vatican.va/archive/ccc_css/archive/catechism/p3s2c2a5.htm]  

http://www.vatican.va/archive/ccc_css/archive/catechism/p3s2c2a5.htm
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influencing Catholics in the society, who then face the struggle of living in a modern 
society that bases its values and beliefs predominantly on secular laws and regulations, 
while they base their own on religiously-derived virtues. 

Recently, on May 15th, 2019, the state of Alabama banned the right for abortion which 
included a ban on abortion in cases of incest or rape. The protection of human life, 
descending from conservative catholic values, was, once again, supported against the 
right for women to decide for their own body 

 

Connecting Values and Beliefs to Identity Construction and Basic Human Needs  

As noted earlier, an individual bases his values and beliefs on the moral code of his 

social context and culture. The group that a person belongs to shapes his values, truths 

and behaviors, and helps the person to develop his identity. Agreeing to any 

compromises with the opposition party may lead to feelings of compromising or 

threatening one’s identity.  Moreover, part of identity construction for an individual 

could be being the adversary of the opposition party, or being a combatant. This in turn 

would lead again to the perpetuity of the conflict.  

Identity is an important part of the basic human needs and the motivation for engaging 

in conflicts about morals is often to defend basic human needs, such as identity. 

However, during moral conflicts, basic human needs frequently become threatened62, 

for example through endangering the opponent’s right for freely living his identity, 

through human rights violations, and through endangering a person’s security. Besides, 

values and beliefs need to be seen in the context of an individual’s social surrounding 

and culture. Another important basic human need that needs theorists identified is 

cultural security (acknowledgement of one’s language, tradition, religion and culture), 

which is strongly related to identity. Therefore, with values and beliefs shaping one’s 

identity and identity being strongly related to culture, one can see the connection 

between values and beliefs playing into the concept of basic human needs.  

 

62 Maiese, M., Moral or Value Conflicts, 2003 
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Real life example 9:  Double-standards of the Jyllands-Posten  

In 2005, the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten published twelve cartoons of the 
Prophet Muhammad (saw), which led to strong controversy and outcries by Muslim 
communities worldwide. The cartoons harshly offended the Muslims, and it is 
assumed that the newspaper knew that the cartoons could be perceived as offensive.  
However, the editors still agreed to the publication.  In this example, a double-
standard can be extracted, as the editors refused in 2003 to include satirical drawings 
of Jesus Christ, with the justification that they could be viewed as offensive by the 
readers and that they were not funny63. Hence, it seems to be justifiable and legitimate 
to mock the Muslim religious minority in Denmark, but satire of the country’s 
predominant Christian religion is viewed as violating the moral code.  It can be argued 
that there should be freedom of expression, referring to Voltaire’s quotation above, 
with everyone having the right to state their opinion, even if others disagrees with it.  
But then this should be done in a consistent manner and not only by showing 
disrespect to only one side. Besides, the action is violating the basic human need for 
cultural security by mocking the religion of the other. 

 

  

 

63 Fouché, G., Danish paper rejected Jesus cartoons (from The Guardian 
http://www.theguardian.com/media/2006/feb/06/pressandpublishing.politics, 2006), [Accessed: April 
1, 2015]   

http://www.theguardian.com/media/2006/feb/06/pressandpublishing.politics
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Interactive tool 2: The Conflict Tree64 

The Conflict Tree tool helps to understand the causes and effects of a conflict and aids 

to differentiate between these. This is important because working on the effects of a 

conflict does not lead to sustainable change – the root causes of a conflict need to be 

tackled for lasting change.  The Conflict Tree tool focuses on one or more core 

problems and then determines the root causes to the problem and the subsequent 

effects of it. Similar to a tree, the roots of the tree represent the root causes of the 

conflict, and the branches represent effects, which are dynamic – like leaves in the 

wind. The trunk of the tree represents the visible, manifest core problems.   

This tool can be used as a first step in conflict analysis to understand the link between 

root causes, issues and dynamic factors.  

How can I do it?  

The tool is used best as a group exercise.  

1.) Draw a tree (including roots, trunk and branches) on a big piece of paper or 

flipchart.  

2.) Invite each participant to visualize on index cards or sticky notes important 

factors to the conflict. This can be either in one or few words or with pictures.  

3.) Invite the participants to attach their cards at the appropriate place of the tree: 

the roots, the trunk or the branches.  

4.) With the help of a facilitator, discuss the factors and their position in the tree. 

Since placement of factors is partly subjective, there is no absolute right or 

wrong. The factors and their position may also change with time. Still, as a 

group, try to conclude on a common “snap shot” of the conflict.  

5.) As a group, discuss how to address the links between root causes and effects.  

 

64 Adapted from Fisher et al., Working with Conflict, Zed Books, 2000 as included in Conflict Analysis 
Framework - Field Guidelines & Procedures from Reflecting on Peace Practice Project / CDA Collaborative 
Learning Projects, Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict and Norwegian Church Aid, 
May 2012, pp. 34-35 and Conflict Analysis Tools, Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), 
Conflict Prevention and Transformation Division (COPRET), Simon Mason & Sandra Rychard, 2005, p. 4   
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Example of a Conflict Tree65: 

 

 

 

4.2) Interests 

Interests are the specific tangibles that a party wishes to achieve in a conflict with 

other(s) who simultaneously aspire for different ones. 

Types of interests: 

• interests that arise out of limited resources (resource conflict / material 

resources). 

• interests that arise out of the need for continued existence (survival conflict / 

positional goods)66. 

 

65 Taken from Conflict Analysis Tools, Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Conflict 
Prevention and Transformation Division (COPRET), Simon Mason & Sandra Rychard, 2005, p. 4 
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• interests that arise over relationship dynamics (negative dynamics and power 

issues). 

• interests that arise out of values (belief systems and religious values). 

 

Interactive Tool 3: The Onion67  

Just like an onion, a conflict has different layers that need to be “peeled” to get to 
the core of the conflict. In a conflict, only the dynamics that are at the surface are 
visible; there are many more invisible dynamics to a conflict though. The onion 
model helps to identify these underlying dynamics to get a better picture of the 
conflict situation and the parties’ positions, interests and needs. In a conflict, 
people often say that they want something – their position – which however might 
not necessarily reflect their real interests and needs. This tool helps to look beyond 
the surface, which is not only beneficial to understand conflict dynamics but also to 
facilitate dialogue between the parties.  

How can I do it?  

Try to identify, with the help of the graph below, your own and other parties’ 
positions, interests and needs.   

Positions: What is openly said and shown. What the party says that it wants.   

Interests: What we aspire to achieve in the conflict. What the party really wants. 

Needs: The needs that certainly must be met for the party to be satisfied with the 
outcome of the conflict. In contrast to interests, needs cannot be negotiated.   

 

66 Mitchell, C., The Structure of International Conflict, MacMillan Press, 1981, pp.. 41-44 
67 Adapted from: https://workingwithconflict.wordpress.com/2013/04/15/conflict-analysis-tools/ 
[Accessed: August 24, 2019]  

https://workingwithconflict.wordpress.com/2013/04/15/conflict-analysis-tools/
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4.3) Positions 

Positions reflect the specific demand(s) a party insists on in a conflict situation.  

Positions are in the heart of conflict escalation and do complicate the process of conflict 

resolution or management.  This is because they are usually framed as zero-sum- I get 

everything or nothing.  Positions also refer to the inter-related goal incompatibilities of 

adversaries. In many cases these can be regarded as the subject upon which parties take 

up opposed positions because of their conscious goals.  For example, with insufficient 

income, a husband wants to spend money on a new car, while a wife wants to paint the 

house (note that in this case the conflict source is the perceived scarcity of resources 

which frustrate the fulfillment of certain basic human needs, while the positions are to 

buy a car or to paint the house). 

Real life example 10: The Cleveland Browns leaving town! 

In 1995 the famous Cleveland Browns football team moved to Baltimore.  The move 
was not an easy feat at all, mainly because the Browns fans in Cleveland could not 
think that their beloved team would depart to another town.  While they recognized 
that the owners of the team have the right to move anywhere they wanted, they also 
had a very strong attachment to their team and its name.  In the early stages of the 

Needs 

Interests 

Positions 
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conflict, the fans and the owners both insisted on their positions: the fans would not 
let the “Browns” leave town, and the owners asserted their legal right to move the 
“Browns” anywhere they wanted.  Holding on to the name “Browns” was the 
position held by the two parties.  To that extent, the conflict seemed irresolvable.   

Only when the parties agreed to leave the name “Browns” behind, while moving the 
franchise to Baltimore with a new name (later was decided to call it the Ravens), that 
the conflict was resolved.  A new franchise was later established by new owners in 
Cleveland under the name “Browns.” 

 

4.4) Parties 

A party is defined as “A participant in conflict. Parties can be individuals, groups, 

organizations, communities, or nations”.68 Those involved in a conflict situation on 

various levels may be divided into three categories: 

• Primary: Those who have a direct vested interest in the conflict (for example, 

husband and wife in a dispute over spending money). 

• Secondary: Those who have an indirect interest in the conflict (for example, 

the children who are impacted by the parents’ conflict behavior, and financial 

decisions). 

• Tertiary: Those who have a distant interest in the conflict (for example, family 

relatives and friends who are impacted by conflicts between the husband and 

wife). 

Interactive Tool 4: Stakeholder Analysis69  

The Stakeholder Analysis is a useful tool for generating a conflict profile of all primary 

 

68 Rubin, J. Z., Pruitt, D. G., Kim, S. H., Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement (McGraw Hill, 
Inc, New York: 1994 (2nd Ed), p. 257  
69 Adapted from CDR Associates, Boulder, Colorado (various training manuals) as included in Conflict 
Analysis Framework - Field Guidelines & Procedures from Reflecting on Peace Practice Project / CDA 
Collaborative Learning Projects, Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict and Norwegian 
Church Aid, May 2012, pp. 27-28 
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parties to a conflict, and also some secondary parties. It is beneficial to make the 
Stakeholder Analysis before starting to engage in conflict resolution as it paves the way 
for a better understanding of each party’s relation to the conflict and the underlying 
motivations. The analysis determines each party’s positions or demands, interests, 
basic human needs that are at stake, key issues to the conflict, sources of power and 
willingness to engage in negotiation. Hence, the analysis also prepares for the 
negotiation processes – a topic that we will discuss later in this handbook.  

How can I do it? 

1.) On a separate piece of paper, list all of the parties to the conflict that you can 
think of. These can be individuals or groups and primary or secondary parties. 
In a second step, mark the primary parties.   

2.) Start to fill in the Stakeholder Analysis Table (Appendix 1) and put the primary 
parties first – due to their presence being essential to the resolution of the 
conflict - under People/Parties. You can then add secondary parties, too.  

3.) Fill in the other columns. You might need to get back to the parties and get 
additional information in order to be clear and to get the right information.  

Important to remember:   

Basic Human Needs can be tangible or intangible. They include, amongst others, 
safety /security, belonging, self-esteem, personal fulfillment, identity, freedom, 
distributive justice and participation.     

Means of Power: groups can gain power through different means. For example, access 
to and control of resources, such as money or commodities, or political influence can be 
sources of power.  

Willingness to negotiate: some parties are ready and willing to engage in negotiations 
to settle the conflict whereas others are not. In this column, it is not only aimed to 
identify if the party is willing to negotiate, but also why it is or why it is not. Parties 
might not be willing to engage in negotiations due to financial or other associated 
costs. These parties might try to delay negotiations in order to better their situation and 
might determine what else they could do instead of joining negotiations – a so-called 
BATNA: best alternative to negotiated agreement (a more detailed explanation of 
BATNA will follow in the Negotiation section).  
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Interactive Tool 5: Stakeholder Mapping70 

Stakeholder Mapping is a tool that helps to identify the relationship among the parties 
and the power that they have, to get a clearer picture of the conflict situation. With 
being a graphical representation of the conflict and the parties, it also helps to 
determine who allies are and how intervention can be possible.  

How can I do it? 

1.) You need to decide on from whose point of view you want to map and narrow 
down your focus. Mapping the whole history of the conflict will be very time-
consuming and so complex that it is not helpful. Instead, it will be more 
beneficial to map the same situation from the different viewpoints of the 
involved major parties.  

2.) Start by drawing circles with actors on a big sheet of paper. The bigger the circle, 
the more important the party. Use symbols (you can find a list of possible 
symbols at the end of this description) to portray the relationships. Use boxes to 
illustrate the main themes.  

Tip: Use post-its. This makes it easy to re-organize your map, if needed.  
3.) Place yourself on the map. Whether you are an organization or an individual 

somewhat involved in the conflict, you should not forget to include yourself in 
the map.  

4.) Mapping is dynamic and should bring new possibilities. While doing the 
mapping, you should ask yourself questions, such as What can be done? Who is 
the best to do it? When is the best moment? Which structures need to be built 
afterwards? 

5.)  Try also to identify perceptions, needs and fears of the parties to gain a deeper 
insight into the different motivations. This might help to determine 
misunderstandings and aids you in understanding the actions that parties are 
taking.  

6.) Engage with the different parties: check with them if they would agree to the 
mapping and to the perceptions that you ascribed to the parties.  

 

70 Adapted from Simon Fisher, et al, Working with Conflict: Skills and Strategies for Action, Zed Press, 2000 
as included in Conflict Analysis Framework - Field Guidelines & Procedures from Reflecting on Peace Practice 
Project / CDA Collaborative Learning Projects, Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict 
and Norwegian Church Aid, May 2012, pp. 31-32  
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Symbols that can be used71:  

You can use the below symbols or invent some of your own.  

 

You can find an example of a Stakeholder Mapping in Appendix 2.  

Tip: Doing the Stakeholder Analysis before the Stakeholder Mapping will help you to 
understand the parties’ motivations.  

 

4.5) Attitudes/Feelings 

4.5.1) Definitions  

• The emotions and perceptions influencing parties’ behavior in conflict. 

• “Positive or negative feeling toward a person or object”.72 

• “Common patterns of expectation, emotional orientation, and perception 

which accompany involvement in a conflict situation”.73 

 

71 From Conflict Analysis Framework - Field Guidelines & Procedures from Reflecting on Peace Practice Project 
/ CDA Collaborative Learning Projects, Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict and 
Norwegian Church Aid; May 2012, p. 32 
72 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, p. 252 
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• Perceptions about conflicts, whether it is an activity to be avoided or sought 

out and whether it is a negative or positive activity, develop over one’s 

lifetime. In this process, refined images or metaphors develop in one’s 

imagination and language that give shape and meaning to conflict episodes. 

4.5.2) Why Should We Study Psychological Aspects of Conflict Situations? 

The field of conflict resolution is based on several disciplines, psychology being one of 

them.  It’s probably very clear by now that all conflicts involve people in some way or 

another; some conflicts involve many, many people.  Therefore, it is important to look 

at how humans think and behave, and what makes them think/behave in those ways.  

Once we begin to understand major aspects of human psychology, we will be able to 

build a deeper understanding of conflict situations. 

The perspective of the majority of conflict analysts is similar to that of social 

psychologists who examine the causes of behavior in social situations. This is due to the 

complex interaction between the inner and outer dimensions of an individual relating 

with the environment. 

4.5.3) A Brief Overview of the Major Schools of Psychology  

Behaviorist (founded ~ 1890) 

Major 

Assumptions: 

“Humans are a product of learned behaviors” 

Main Contributors: Ivan Pavlov, John Watson, B. F. Skinner, Alfred Bandura 

Psychoanalytic (founded 1920’s) 

Major 

Assumptions: 

“Human behavior is a product of the interaction between unconscious 

drives” 

 

73 Mitchell, C, The Process and Stages of Mediation (In D. Smock (Ed.) Making War and Waging Peace: Foreign 
Intervention in Africa Washington, D.C.: United States Institute of Peace, 1994), p. 28 
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Main Contributors: Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, Ana Freud, Erik Erikson 

Cognitive (founded ~ 1959) 

Major 

Assumptions: 

“Human thoughts, feelings and actions are integrally related to an 

individual’s perceptions & thoughts” 

Main Contributors: Alfred Adler, Joseph Furst, Albert Ellis, Arnold Lazarus 

Existentialist (founded ~ 1962) 

Major 

Assumptions: 

“Humans are free and unique.  They must experience suffering, as it is a 

part of life, and truth is subjectivity.” 

Main Contributors: 
(This perspective led into the “Humanist” school.  Major contributors 

included: Carl Rogers, Abraham Maslow, Gordon Allport, etc.) 

Transpersonal (founded 1980’s) 

Major 

Assumptions: 

“Human development increases stage by stage, culminating in the 

unfolding of the spirit.  The process is one that integrates the mind, body 

and spirit and integrates the individual with all of humanity.” 

Main Contributors: Roberto Assagioli, Jacquelyn Small, Ken Wilber 

 

Each school within psychology brings with it certain assumptions about the origins of 

human behavior and the degree to which the environment impacts its development.  

The authors of this manual believe strongly that both internal and external factors 

influence an individual’s disposition, thought processes, personality traits and 

behavior.  Therefore, they do not limit themselves to any one theory. 

 

It is beyond the scope of this manual to discuss aspects of “function” and “dysfunction” 

of an individual.  However, this would definitely influence the tactics one would use 

when in a conflict situation or when intervening in one.   
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Since the authors hold that the individual is partially a result of his/her context, 

sections are included to discuss these influences further.  However, we must be aware 

that this influence is not unidirectional.  Rather, the larger context is ultimately the 

result of the actions taken by all individuals. 

 

4.5.4) Perception 

A perception is a belief about or a way of viewing a person or object74.  Perceptions are 

influenced by the worldviews taught to individuals by their families, through the 

media, schools, and other social institutions. They are also influenced by the 

experiences of a particular individual as they encounter various situations throughout 

their lives. An example of how perceptions influence one’s behavior in a conflict 

situation is the phenomenon of “zero-sum thinking,” where any gain for the other is 

seen as a loss for oneself.  Values are taught through the same processes and 

perceptions that shape their self-concept and identity. 

Negative perceptions encourage conflicts to escalate because they: 

a) make blaming the other for one’s unpleasant experience easier 

b) aid in interpreting the actions of the distrusted other as threats 

c) diminish the inhibitions towards retaliating 

d) interfere with communication 

e) reduce empathy for the other 

f) encourage zero-sum thinking 

g) make other seem to be an evil enemy75 

As a result, it is important to catch negative perceptions and to reframe them as you 

intervene.  Techniques to aid you in this process will be discussed under “Intervention” 

in this manual. 

 

74 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, p. 84 
75 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, pp. 85-87 
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Groups, defined as two or more persons who interact with one another, share common 

goals, are somehow interdependent, and recognize that they belong to a group76 that is 

formed for many reasons. One of these reasons is that group membership helps us 

establish a “social identity” and becomes part of our self-concept. It is easy to see how 

these group memberships aid us in “choosing sides” in a conflict situation. Two 

features of groups that influence a person’s perceptions of the world are “group norms” 

and “group cohesiveness.” Norms are stated or unstated rules for behavior that are 

often based on impressions of the world and of the appropriate way of navigating that 

world. Cohesiveness refers to the strength of the bonds between group members. The 

more cohesive a group, the more influence it has on shaping the perceptions of its 

members and the less likely that any one member will act against the wishes of the 

group77. 

4.5.5) Stereotypes  

A stereotype is a “widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or idea of a 

particular type of person or thing”78. It is the image that a person holds of all persons of 

another group that is based on generalizations or assumptions and therefore not 

justified. This image makes the person think that he knows what the other persons of 

the other group will be like and how their character is. Stereotypes can be both positive 

and negative, and they are very prevalent in conflicts with the parties developing 

stereotypes of the other – however, generally negative ones. In conflicts, the other group 

is often stereotyped as being aggressive, selfish and dishonest, which leads to increased 

intractability of conflicts. As “the other” is perceived as threatening, “us” will be 

aggressive and hostile to reduce insecurity, which leads to “the other” responding in a 

similar way and therewith reinforcing the held stereotype79. Other examples for 

generally held stereotypes include “girls are not good at sports,” “all Muslim women 

 

76 Sabini, J., Social Psychology (1st edition) (New York: Norton, 1992), p. 434 
77 Sabini, Social Psychology (1st Edition), 1992, pp. 437-439  
78 Oxford University Press, Stereotype (from Oxford Dictionaries : 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/stereotype) , [Accessed: April 7, 2015]   
79 Burgess, H., Stereotypes / Characterization Frames (from Beyond Intractability: 
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/stereotypes, G. Burgess, H. Burgess, Editors, 2003), 
[Accessed: April 7, 2015]    
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wear hijab,” or “all Americans are obese;” obviously, one cannot generalize in this way, 

but people tend to do so.  

Othering is a form of social representation with a lot in common with stereotypes. 
However, unlike stereotyping, othering is more closely related to the process of 
constructing one’s self. Abu-Lughod and Gillespie, as cited by Dervin, explain: 

 Othering allows individuals to construct sameness and difference and to affirm 
their own identity (Abu-Lughod 1991 :87). Thus, Othering is not just about the 
other but also about the self. For A. Gillespie (2006), Othering leads people 
towards a widespread tendency to differentiate in-group from out-group and Self 
from Other in such a way as to reinforce and protect Self.80 

4.5.6) Anger & Fear 

What we know as “anger” is the considered to be our interpretation of a biological 

state81.  It is commonly thought of when people begin to define “conflict.” However, 

many of us do not recognize the connection between anger and fear. Conflict theorists 

have pointed at the connection between these two emotions and cite them as prominent 

in the cycles that drive conflict situations.   

Image threats, such as those that undermine one’s image of power, status, forcefulness, 

integrity, adequacy, autonomy, loyalty, produce anger and/or fear. If anger is 

produced, often the person engages in retaliation; if only fear results, the person 

behaves defensively82. 

People differ in their preference for dealing with anger.  Some wish to suppress it 

completely, while others explode and behave inappropriately. A third camp argues that 

one can express anger responsibly, neither denying it nor letting it control you83.  When 

working through conflict situations, it is important to understand anger and its sources 

as it indicates to issues that may need to be discussed between the parties. Some 

 

80 Dervin, F. Cultural identity, representation and othering. (In The Routledge handbook of language and 
intercultural communication p 187, 2012) 
81 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, p. 78 
82 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, pp. 79-80 
83 Wilmot and Hocker, Interpersonal Conflict (McGraw-Hill, Inc, Boston, Massachusetts, 1998), p. 221 
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suggestions for how to responsibly express and receive anger can be found on pages 

221-222 of Wilmot & Hocker’s Interpersonal Conflict. 

4.5.7) Anger & Hatred  

Anger does not always have to lead to aggression and violence, sometimes, anger can 

promote constructive actions, such as long-term reconciliation or risk-taking during 

negotiations, and thereby enhance peaceful conflict resolution. When can anger be 

constructive and when destructive in a conflict? Individuals who have the perception of 

members of the other group being able to change towards the positive are more likely to 

use their anger in constructive ways. Studies have shown that hatred is the feeling that 

strongly influences an individual to perceive the individual that the hatred is directed 

to as incapable of changing to the positive. In intergroup conflicts, hatred is one of the 

most powerful feelings and can be addressed towards a single individual or a whole 

group. Hatred can translate into the wish to harm the other or, in extreme cases, to erase 

a whole group. The degree of hatred that an individual feels influences whether anger is 

used constructively or destructively. People that have a high level of hatred towards 

another group and therefore think that all individuals of the group will never undergo 

positive change, are expected to respond aggressively to any action that generates 

anger. Comparatively, individuals that have a low degree of hatred towards the other 

group may be more willing to engage in peaceful conflict resolution options, such as 

negotiation, education or compromise and may find these as equally beneficial84.  

4.5.8) Blame 

Blame is defined as faulting another for his/her unpleasant behavior and holding 

him/her responsible and/or accountable for some act. It often produces a rational 

desire to retaliate, which is increased if the unpleasant actions seem freely taken85.  

There are many reasons people blame one another. One is because it is too painful to 

blame oneself for the negative behaviors; as the amount of conflict increases, the 

amount of pain increases and the easier it becomes to put that blame on another rather 

 

84 Halperin, E., Russell, A. G., Dweck, C. S., & Gross, J. J., Anger, Hatred, and the Quest for Peace: Anger Can 
Be Constructive in the Absence of Hatred (Journal of Conflict Resolution, 2011, pp. 274 – 291), pp. 275-277   
85 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, p. 77 
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than oneself. Another reason for blaming another is that one can see the sources of 

his/her own behavior, yet is not able to see the sources for others’ behaviors. Therefore 

it is easier to attribute another’s behavior to negative intentions and easier to rationalize 

one’s own escalated behavior86. 

Note: Escalation will be discussed in more detail later in the manual. 

4.5.9) Humiliation  

Humiliation is another important feeling that adds to and influences the nature of 

conflict. There are controversial opinions prevailing about the consequences of 

humiliation, but researchers agree on humiliation being a likely factor for inter-group 

conflicts. Often, individuals report feelings of humiliation before these turn into hatred 

and subsequently acts of violence, and many psychologists have proposed that violence 

involved in suicide bombings is linked to prior humiliation. Hence, researchers suggest 

that humiliation leads to aggression. However, there are others who are of the opinion 

that humiliation does not lead to aggression, on the contrary, it leads to feelings of 

being powerless, resulting in being politically passive. In many cases, oppressors use 

specific actions, such as torture, to humiliate the oppressed to make them lose their self-

esteem and the will for resistance. However, then again, it is argued that individuals 

might engage in aggressive and violent actions as a vengeance for social humiliation to 

avoid themselves being humiliated by the oppressor87.   

4.5.10) Distrust  

Distrust is a relevant attitude to be mentioned here, as it can contribute to the 

destructiveness of conflicts. Feeling distrust means to expect another individual to 

behave in a way that would be harmful to one’s own interests. Distrust leads to feelings 

of discomfort, insecurity and fear, and in order to protect oneself and one’s own 

 

86 Rubin, Pruitt, Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, p. 88 
 
 
 
87 Rivera, J. D., Conflict Over the Consequences of Humiliation (Peace Review: A Journal of Social 
Justice, 2013, 25: pp. 240-246), pp. 240 - 243 
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interests, individuals engage in preventive measures to decrease their vulnerability – 

providing new evidence for the other party that they cannot be trusted, which can 

contribute to the escalation of conflicts. Sources for the development of distrust can be 

stereotypes that are prevalent of members of a different group which can result in 

individuals perceiving them as e.g. hostile, or personal experiences, e.g. by breaking a 

promise. There are different levels of distrust: the lack of trust that a person feels is 

increasing by the number and intensity of prior trust violations, and with the perception 

that these were intended. Distrust poses a challenge for conflict resolution as 

individuals that distrust each other regard even well-meant actions with skepticism 

which curbs cooperation in the transformation of conflicts88.  

 

4.6) Behavior  

• Parties’ actions in conflict situation. 

• “Actions undertaken by one party in any situation of conflict aimed at the 

opposing party with the intention of making that opponent abandon or 

modify its goals”.89 

• It differs from attitude in the way that behavior is something manifest. It is 

when one starts to say or do things, attitude is something inside. For example, 

I can have an attitude superiority of against French people but when it comes 

to behavior I can control myself and not show it. The problem is when 

attitudes influence behaviors in a negative way  

4.6.1) Emotional and Perceptual Conflict Behavior 

Conflicts naturally cause negative feelings and emotions, which in turn may lead to 

taking actions that would make the conflict more intense. We will elaborate on the 

effects of these negative feelings and emotions further in this chapter.  But first it is 

 

88 Lewicki, Roy J., Edward C. Tomlinson, "Trust and Trust Building", Beyond Intractability. Eds. Guy 
Burgess and Heidi Burgess. Conflict Information Consortium, University of Colorado, Boulder. Posted: 
December 2003 <http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/trust-building>, [Accessed: September 4, 
2016] 
89 Mitchell, C, The Process and Stages of Mediation, 1994, p. 29 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/trust-building
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important to acknowledge that conflicts, as many authors on the subject noted, also 

have positive effects. For example, as Rubin and Pruitt (1994) noted, "conflict is the 

seedbed that nourishes social change. People who regard their situation as unjust or see 

current policies as foolish must usually do battle with the old order before they can be 

successful."  Hocker and Wilmot, convincingly, argue that: 

Conflict can play an important part in the development of relationships ranging from 

nation states to personal friends.  The relationship that successfully moves through 

episodes of conflicts will grow, change, and be altered in important ways.  The presence 

or absence of conflict is not the sole determiner of a relationship.  For example, both 

unhappy and happy marriages have conflict, but the latter are characterized by how 

they manage it.90 

In this context, conflicts may actually be productive and useful for societies and 

individuals. The methods by which conflicts are handled could determine to a great 

extent whether a conflict is becoming destructive or productive. This is not to say that 

only conflicts that are handled through non-adversarial means are productive ones, and 

those handled through adversarial methods are destructive. Not at all. As a matter of 

fact, the recent history of the US shows that several conflicts that involved the 

suppression of the rights of different minority groups were productive, and did help in 

the transformation of the entire society.  And this is mainly because they were handled 

within the adversarial legal system.  The several civil rights lawsuits in the 1960's led, 

no doubt, to more equality and justice across different groups of the society regardless 

of ethnicity, religion, race or gender.  We will discuss the different methods of 

intervention in conflicts, and their suitability and effectiveness, in more details in the 

intervention section of this manual. 

4.6.2) Negative Social and Psychological Effects of Conflict: 

When someone gets engaged in a conflict, whether on a personal or a group level, 

certain psychological and social variables lead to intensifying the conflict.  Psychologists 

described certain emotions that are usually associated with being engaged in a conflict: 

blame, anger and fear. These emotions lead individuals, and groups in large scale 

 

90 Wilmot and Hocker, Interpersonal Conflict, 1998, p. 34 
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conflicts, to take actions which would likely intensify and escalate the conflict. As these 

emotions persist over time, and the conflict continues to intensify, another set of 

negative attitudes and perceptions emerge that lead, not only to more escalation, but 

also to "rationalization" of contentious behavior against opponents. 

As explained above, an attitude is a positive or negative feeling toward some person or 

object. A perception is a belief about, or a way of viewing, some person or object91. In a 

conflict situation that is characterized by the use of contentious behavior, parties tend to 

take actions that inflict harm upon their opponents, and which would maximize their 

victory. Very often this requires the development of negative attitudes and perceptions 

which would justify the use of "heavy tactics." Rubin and Pruitt (1994) noted that these 

negative attitudes and perceptions encourage escalation and discourage the settlement 

of conflict in seven ways. 

First, negative perceptions and attitudes make it easier to blame opponents for causing 

unpleasant experiences. Since blame often leads to the adoption of harsh, escalating 

tactics, this implies that negative attitudes tend to encourage escalation.  A second, 

related way in which negative attitudes and perceptions lead to escalation is when the 

opponent is distrusted and his/her ambiguous actions are seen as threatening. This 

encourages fear and defensive escalation, because the opponent is given little benefit of 

the doubt or credit for good intentions. A third way negative views of opponents 

encourage escalation is by diminishing inhibitions against retaliation. A party to a 

conflict is likely to retaliate and aggress against an opponent who is perceived in a 

negative sense than in a positive one. 

A fourth way in which negative attitudes encourage escalation is by interfering with 

communication. People tend to avoid those towards whom they are hostile. This 

contributes to misunderstandings and hence to the proliferation of conflictual issues. It 

also makes it difficult to reach a peaceful settlement of the conflict. A fifth mechanism is 

that negative attitudes and perceptions tend to reduce empathy with opponents.  

Absence of empathy is like absence of communication in that it fosters 

misunderstandings. It also encourages escalation by blocking insight into the conflict's 

 

91 Rubin, Pruitt and Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994  
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negative developments.  Sixth, negative attitudes and perceptions foster zero-sum 

thinking. Zero-sum thinking tends to make problem solving seem like an unworkable 

alternative. Positions become rigid, and creativity tends to disappear. This makes 

conflicts hard to resolve and encourages a sense that contentious behavior is the only 

way to succeed. Escalation is likely to be the result. Seventh, and finally, when negative 

perceptions grow really severe, opponents come to be viewed as diabolical enemy, and 

the conflict is seen as a fight between light and darkness, good and evil. In such 

circumstances, one party to the conflict is ready to blame the other for all that goes 

wrong, communication often takes a nosedive, empathy is especially weak, and 

problem solving is extraordinarily hard to sustain. Heavily escalated tactics tend to 

become the rule; and new controversies regularly develop, confirming one party's view 

of the other, and vice versa. 

Mitchell (1981) describes the relationship of conflict behavior to other components of 

conflict as follows: 

A.  Situations affect behavior (goals, especially salient goals, being frustrated call 

forth intense efforts to achieve those goals) 

B.  Situations affect attitudes (goals, incompatibility is likely to increase suspicion 

and mistrust) 

C.  Behavior affects situations (success may bring more issues into the dispute as 

demands escalate). 

D.   Behavior affects attitudes (destruction increases anger, success can affect the 

sense of in group solidarity). 

E.  Attitudes affect behavior (expectations that… ‘Our traditional enemies the X’s 

are up to no good again’ will affect defensive preparations and contingency 

plans). 

F.  Attitudes affect situations (more issues will be perceived to be in dispute with 

an adversary, so that a long drawn-out confrontation may develop).92 

Mitchell further discusses the nature of attitudes in a conflict situation. In principle he 

says that normally human beings try to minimize the psychological stresses in conflict 

by attempting to keep ‘a mental balance’. This could be compared to the attempts on the 

 

92   Mitchell, C., The Structure of International Conflict, 1981, pp.54-55 
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part of individuals to avoid physical discomforts. The common habit is to minimize the 

emotional discomfort whether it is conscious or not. Human beings in general attempt 

to cope with their environment by escaping tension, distress, reducing mistrust and 

innuendo. It seems, according to Mitchell, that people tend to want to foresee what type 

of behavior both parties in a conflict will exhibit. 

Often individuals and groups, large and small, are confronted with an unanticipated 

threat of danger to one or more of their cherished goals. Immediately there is an 

increased anxiety coupled with general psychological stress. This manifests itself in 

frustration, fear, or even a feeling of persecution which produces certain attitudes, one 

of which is anger. 

Some conflict behaviors according to Mitchell involve attempts to influence not 

necessarily the behavior of the other party but to change their values or perception. This 

is an effort really to convert or to persuade the other party in a non-violent way.  

Gandhi and Martin L. King, Jr. were examples of that type. Then there are the behaviors 

or actions that try to make the other accept that they are to blame for conflict situations 

that have occurred, attributing to them the blame which makes it a necessity for them to 

change their behavior. Some behaviors in a conflict situation include a scheme to 

impose serious costs, including psychological ones such as shame, regret, guilt or a 

sense of loss. This most often occurs when there is some initial respect or alliance 

between the parties. 

It is important also to understand that behavior is a form of communication. The old 

proverb, “actions speak louder than words” is quite true in conflict situations. We can 

say then that conflict behavior is also a form of bargaining and is designed to influence 

the others behavior to accept a position or make a decision that is favorable to the party. 

4.6.3)  Rational Conflict Behavior: The Conflict Styles 

The conflict behaviors described above reflect a variety of strategies that parties may 

use in a conflict situation. These strategies vary of course from one conflict situation to 

the next. We can think of conflict strategies, or styles, in terms of a spectrum.  On one 

side of the spectrum, a party may find that achieving her or his personal goals is 

extremely important, and is willing to do what it takes to reach them. On the other side 
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of the spectrum, a party may actually acknowledge that achieving the other party’s 

goals is more important, thus give up her or his  personal goals for the sake of achieving 

the other party’s goals. Between the two ends of the spectrum there are several other 

possible strategies or styles. The discussion that ensues, developed by Chris Moore 

(1996), illustrates these ideas. 

 

A: Competition 

In some situations, a party’s interests are so narrow that they can be met only by a few 

solutions, none of which are acceptable to other parties. Such a party may choose a 

competitive approach and strive for a win-lose outcome, especially when it has more 

power that its opponent. Competitive approaches include litigation, arbitration, and 

extralegal activities such as tactical nonviolent direct action and violence. 

B: Avoidance or Stalemate 

Conflict avoidance can be either productive or unproductive in satisfying interests.  

People avoid conflict for a variety of reasons: fear, lack of knowledge of management 

processes, absence of interdependent interests, indifference to the issues in the dispute, 

or belief that agreement is not possible and conflict is not desirable. 

Avoidance approaches have various levels. The first may be to claim a position of 

neutrality. Stating “We have no position on this issue at this time” is a way to avoid 

being drawn into a dispute. At the second level of avoidance, isolation, disputants 

pursue their interests independently, with limited interaction. Groups are allowed to 

have their “spheres of interest” if they do not impinge on another’s domain. This 

strategy is used frequently when a conflict of interest exists, but overt conflict is not 

desirable.  

People or groups that have been repeatedly defeated frequently use withdrawal to 

ensure their continued existence and to avoid any conflict that might lead to another 

defeat. Withdrawal means total dissociation of disputants. This strategy does not 

encourage or promote mediated negotiations. 
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C: Accommodation 

Accommodation occurs when one party agrees to meet the interests of another at the 

expense of its own needs.  An accommodation strategy is pursued when: 

• Sacrifice of some interests is required to maintain a positive relationship 

• It is desirable to demonstrate or foster cooperation. 

• Interests are extremely interdependent  

A positive accommodation approach may be pursued when there is hope that a more 

collaborative process or benefit trading may occur later on other issues.  

Accommodation may also be pursued for negative reasons. 

 

D: Negotiated Compromise 

Bargaining to reach a compromise is selected because: 

• The parties do not perceive the possibility of a win-win situation that will 

meet their needs and have decide to divide and share what they see as a 

limited resource. 

• Interests are not seen as interdependent or compatible. 

• The parties do not trust each other enough to enter into joint problem solving 

for mutual gain. 

• Parties are sufficiently equal in power so that neither can force the issue in its 

favor. 

Many out-of-court settlements are negotiated compromises.  

E: Interest-Based Negotiation (Collaboration) 

Interest-based procedures seek to enlarge the range of alternatives so that the needs of 

all parties are addressed and met to the greatest extent possible.93 More on this conflict 

strategy will be discussed in the following section on Intervention.  

 

93   Moore, C., The Mediation Process ((2nd ed.), San Francisco, California: Jossey-Bass, 1996), pp. 104-108 
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Interactive Tool 6: Thomas-Kilman Conflict Styles  

Conduct the Self-Assessment Exercise on the different Conflict Styles by Thomas-
Kilman which is located in Appendix 4.  

 

4.6.4)  Escalation 

In conflict situations, parties begin to utilize the negative behaviors discussed above.  

They often blame, or delegitimize each other without even realizing that they are doing 

so. These actions result in tension and eventually increase the conflict between the 

parties. For example, if you look at the other person as less than human, it becomes 

easier for you to aggress against him/her. 

Transformations that usually happen during escalation include the following: 

• Light tactics, such as persuasion or being agreeable to the other, are replaced 

by heavy tactics, such as threats, irrevocable agreements and even violence. 

• The number of issues included in the conflict and the amount of resources 

committed to it increase. 

• Specific issues are replaced by more general ones, which deteriorates the 

relationship between the two parties. 

• The position of the party shifts from simply wanting to do well for itself to a 

competitive approach and later even to a malicious one. 

• The number of participants involved in the conflict increases.94 

In families, groups, communities and nations, these processes are magnified for several 

reasons. One is that as the group members get together and discuss the situation, they 

find support for their position and often become more extreme in their hostile attitudes 

and perceptions. As these conflicts grow in community settings, neutral parties are 

often asked to join one side or the other. The community, and each individual group, 

polarizes. 

 

94  Rubin, Pruitt and Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994, pp.70-71 
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These attitudes, often supporting antagonistic approaches to the conflict, become the 

traditions in the group and are taught to new members. Later, these aggressive ideas 

become goals of the group – to bring harm to the other party. In groups, it is especially 

volatile as they are able to construct very complex plans to fulfill contentious goals. 

The level of group cohesiveness increases. This encourages conformity to group norms, 

increases its capability of vigorous action in pursuit of its goals, and causes the 

members to be extremely convinced of the rightness of their cause and the effectiveness 

of their intended actions. 

This leads to the rise of militant leaders who resonate with the dominant sentiments of 

the group members and are good at the activities to which the group is dedicated. They 

tend to have particularly strong negative attitudes and perceptions of the adversary and 

are especially rigid in the demands that make. Accordingly, once they take over, they 

tend to reinforce the group's commitment to extreme tactics. It is also common to find 

that militant subgroups rise from this context either as a part of the original group or as 

a whole new group.95 

In some cases, once escalation has occurred, even when the specific conflict has 

subsided, the accompanying structural and relational changes are very difficult to 

eliminate. 

Some of the reasons that this happens include: 

• The negative views of each other encourage them to behave in those ways or 

the negative views are “confirmed” by unmet expectations of the other. 

• The parties rationalize and reaffirm the views that led to their behavior. 

• Since they have already developed a negative perception of the other, those 

involved interpret later behavior in conformity with that perception. 

• The parties usually have stopped communicating during the course of the 

conflict. This encourages the development of negative perceptions and 

provides an environment for reinforcement of those ideas. 

 

 

95   Rubin, Pruitt and Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 1994,  pp.90-108 
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Real life example 11: Iran – US relation under Trump administration 

In 2018, the US withdrawal from the 2015 deal regarding Iran‘s nuclear activities set the 
tone of a new escalation in the conflicting relation between Iran and the US.  The 
Iranian authorities seeing that withdrawal as a hostile act, they decided to increase their 
production of enriched uranium.  Since then, more escalatory actions, reflecting the 
concepts discussed above, have been taken by both sides, including the tensions in the 
golf and the seizure of oil tanks. 

 

 

Interactive Tool 7: Glasl’s Conflict Escalation Model96  

This model helps to find out how escalated a conflict is, and which conflict intervention 
method will be most suitable for its resolution. According to Glasl, there are nine levels 
of escalation. Glasl characterizes escalation as a down-ward movement which is not 
linear. Parties may stay in one level of escalation for some time before possibly moving 
down to a new level of escalation. The intervention method depends on the level of 
escalation of a conflict. In stage one, for example, the parties are still willing to engage 
in conflict management based on trust. In level nine however, the parties often need to 
be forced to accept an intervention.  

How can I do it? 

1.) With the help of the table below, assess the escalation level of the parties. Bear in 
mind that individual members of a conflict party may be at a different level of 
escalation than the rest of the group. Conflict parties can also be at different 
stages of escalation.  

2.) Refer to the graph in Appendix 3 and determine the suitable conflict 
transformation method for the level of escalation. 

The Escalation Levels97  

 

96 Glasl, F. Konfliktmanagement: Ein Handbuch für Führungskräfte, Beraterinnen und Berater [Conflict 
Management. A Handbook for Executives and Counselors]. (In Conflict Analysis Tools, Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation (SDC), Conflict Prevention and Transformation Division (COPRET), 
Simon Mason & Sandra Rychard, 7th supplemented and revised edition, Verlag Freies Geistesleben, eds. 
p. 6. 2005)     
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1.) Hardening: Positions harden and there is a first 
confrontation. The conviction still exists that 
conflicts can be solved in discussion. There are no 
fixed camps. 

2.) Debate, polemics: Polarization of thinking, feeling and will. Black 
and white thinking. Perception of superiority and 
inferiority.  

3.) Actions not words: “Speaking will not help anymore”. Strategy of 
“fait accompli”, presenting the opponent with 
facts on the ground, physical action. Empathy is 
lost, there is a danger of false interpretation of the 
other side.  

4.) Images, coalitions: The parties maneuver each other into negative 
roles and fight these roles. Parties seek support 
from people who have not been involved so far.  

5.) Loss of face: Public and direct attack on the moral integrity of 
the opponent, aiming at the loss of face of him / 
her. A major escalation step.  

6.) Strategies of threats: Threats and counter threats. The conflict 
accelerates through ultimatums.  

7.) Limited destructive 
blows: 

The opponent is no longer seen as a human 
being. As a consequence of dehumanization, 
limited destructive blows are legitimate. Values 
are shifted; one’s own “small” loss is seen as a 
benefit.  

8.) Fragmentation:  Destruction and fragmentation of the opponents’ 
system is one’s main aim.  

9.) Together into the abyss:  Total confrontation without any possibility of 
stepping back. The destruction of oneself is 
accepted as the price of the destruction of the 
opponent.  

 

 

 

97 From Conflict Analysis Tools, Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Conflict 
Prevention and Transformation Division (COPRET), Simon Mason & Sandra Rychard, 2005, p. 6     
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4.6.5) Violent Conflict Behavior  

The use of violence is a major aspect in conflict behavior as conflicts often turn violent. 

Johan Galtung defines violence as “any avoidable insult to basic human needs and, 

more generally, to sentient life of any kind…” which leads to individuals not reaching 

the possible satisfaction of their needs.  

Violence does not only hurt an individual’s body, but also the mind and spirit. The 

three are interconnected and when violence is used against one of the three is usually 

followed by effects on the other two through psychosomatic transfers. The consequence 

of violence is often deep wounds and traumas which are not easy to heal98.  

In his process to define peace, Galtung tried to express all the aspects of violence. As 

difficult as it was, he found a general definition and concluded that: 

“Violence is present when human beings are being influenced so that their actual 

somatic and mental realizations are below their potential realizations.”99 

Within this definition, Galtung also expresses the evolutive and changing character of 

violence. Under this signification, dying from hunger during the Xth century should not 

be considered as violent but dying of hunger today should be since we have the 

capacity as a global society to provide enough food for everyone 

Johan Galtung also distinguishes between three different types of violence: direct, 

structural, and cultural violence, and places them in a triangle (see Figure 4.1), as they 

are strongly linked and reinforce each other. Direct violence is visible as it involves 

physical violent acts, such as murder, rape or verbal attacks which directly affect 

human beings100. However, direct violence can also include sanctions which seem to be 

nonviolent on first sight, but can lead to the slow killing through malnutrition and lack 

 

98 Galtung, Direct, Structural and Cultural Violence, 2010, p. 312 
99 Galtung, J. Violence, Peace, and Peace Research (In: International Journal of Peace Research. Vol. 6, No. 3. 
pp. 168. 1969) 
100 Hathaway, W. T., Varieties of Violence: Structural, Cultural, and Direct (from Transcend Media Service 
Solutions-Oriented Peace Journalism: https://www.transcend.org/tms/2013/10/varieties-of-violence-
structural-cultural-and-direct/, 2013),  [Accessed April 8, 2015] 

https://www.transcend.org/tms/2013/10/varieties-of-violence-structural-cultural-and-direct/
https://www.transcend.org/tms/2013/10/varieties-of-violence-structural-cultural-and-direct/
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of medicine101. Structural and cultural violence on the other hand are invisible and 

therefore harder to detect. Structural violence includes any structures that are built into 

social systems and that prevent people from fulfilling their basic needs and from 

reaching their full humanity. Examples for structural violence are patriarchy, 

capitalism, privileging some individuals or groups over others, leading to unequal 

opportunities in e.g. reaching resources or education.  

Cultural violence is attitudes and beliefs in a culture that legitimize direct and structural 

violence and make them be perceived as normal. When being socialized, an individual 

gets influenced by the worldview of the group, and might, for example, develop 

feelings of superiority based on one’s religion, race or sex or based on the negative 

stereotypes that are prevailing about other groups. Also, if individuals are exposed to a 

lot of direct violence they get accustomed to it, leading to these individuals engaging in 

direct violence themselves as it seems normal to them: their surroundings has taught 

them so.    

Direct violence is caused by the conditions that structural and cultural violence created, 

but direct violence also affirms structural and cultural violence – a vicious circle. Hence, 

if one wants to eliminate violence, it is crucial to address and transform all three forms 

of violence. Usually, most emphasis is placed on reducing direct violence; however, 

structural and cultural violence are the root causes for direct violence and therefore 

need to be addressed in order to achieve long-term effects on violence reduction102. 

In addition, according to Galtung, a conflict consists of three components: contradiction, 

attitudes and behavior, with the three types of violence being strongly related to the 

three components. Contradiction relates to structural violence, attitudes to cultural 

violence and behavior to direct violence. Therefore, direct violence can be stopped by 

changing the behavior in conflict, structural violence can be ended by transforming 

 

101 Galtung, Direct, Structural and Cultural Violence, 2010, p. 313 
102 Hathaway, Varieties of Violence: Structural, Cultural, and Direct, 2013  
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structural contradictions and injustices and cultural violence can be addressed by 

changing attitudes103.  

4.6.6) Fifteen Negative D’s, and Eleven Positive D’s of Conflict Behavior 

In conflict situations, very often one of the parties will use negative tactics against the 

‘other’ in order to justify their own position, and to worsen the case of the other party.  

Alternatively, a party in a conflict may engage in productive tactics aiming at finding a 

resolution to the conflict. In the following illustration we discuss examples of the first 

set of behaviors, referred to as the negative “D’s” or the “Don’ts,” and examples of the 

second set, referred to as the positive “D’s” or the “Do’s.” 

Don'ts 

 

1. Deceive: To lead someone to believe something that is not true, in order to advance 
your own interests.   Example: To lie! 
 

2. Defame:  Slander and libel, to damage the reputation of someone. Example: Talking 
bad about someone that you are in conflict with.  
 

3. Dehumanize:  To act towards someone or some group as if they were less than 
human.  ”.  To inflict harm on a person or a group in a manner that makes them feel 
less than humans (i.e., torture, excluding, etc.) Example: to call someone or some group 
“animals” or “beasts. 
 

4. Demonize: To act towards someone or some group as if they were evil. To act 
towards them as is they deserved elimination because of their demon state. Example: 
to call someone or some group “devil,” “demon,” “monster,” or “abuser”.   
 

5. De-legitimize:  To act towards someone or some group as if they were not worthy of 
being included or listened to.  Example: excluding women or children, or excluding those 
from a lower socioeconomic status. 
 

 

103 Miall, H., Ramsbotham, O., & Woodhouse, T., Contemporary Conflict Resolution: The Prevention, 
Management and Transformation of Deadly Conflicts (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2011), pp. 10-11  
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6. Demean: To act towards someone or some group in a manner that is intended to put 
them down or make them feel inferior.  Example: To make someone feel, or call them, 
stupid! 
 

7. Derail: To stall a process, that was otherwise moving towards a successful outcome. 
Example: Withdraw from, or violate, a commitment made to other parties in a conflict. 
 

8. Deviate/Divert: To take the conversation somewhere else on a different tangent that 
is not related or is not constructively contributing  to the current conversation. 
Example:  To inject a new dimension into the discussion that is introducing more negativity.  
 

9. Dictate: The misuse of power by acting in a way that makes the other person feel 
threatened or forced into a situation. Example: Make threats to someone in a vulnerable 
position if they don’t agree to your demands.  
 

10. "Difficulitate": Putting up roadblocks to complicate a situation. This may be done 
out of misuse of power and/or insecurities. Example: Creating resistance with obstacles 
and hurdles in an otherwise manageable situation.  
 

11. Discredit: To act towards someone or some group with suspicion and doubt of their 
motives or abilities.  Example: to discredit someone’ story or rationale for their position in a 
conflict. 
 

12. Disconnect:  To stop responding to efforts to communicate with you.  Example:  To 
refuse to talk to other parties in a conflict during negotiation, mediation or problem solving. 
 

13. Discriminate:  To treat someone negatively because of the person’s affiliation with a 
group, be it gender, race, ethnicity, religion, nationality, etc.  Example:  To blame 
someone for his or her actions because s/he is Muslim, woman, Arab or Black. 
 

14. Dismiss: To act towards someone or some group’s issues as if they were not worthy 
of being discussed, or were not important.  Example: to undermine or dismiss someone’s 
concern in a conflict because you only see your issues as admissible. 
 

15. Disrupt:  To take actions during conflict with the purpose of disrupting the other’s 
ability to communicate her or his issues.  Example: to loudly interrupt someone as she or 
he are trying to express their views. 
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Do’s: 

 

1. Decipher: To navigate and interpret the main needs/interests of the other party in 
the  conflict  beyond the emotional tirade. Ex: To ask question in order to understand the 
underlying interest and needs and not to get stuck at the emotional tit for tat.  
 

2. Define: To define for yourself and to others what is important for you in a conflict so 
that they can understand the underlying interest. Ex: Explaining clearly what you 
need from a situation. 
 

3. Determine: How to mutually formulate options to satisfy the interests and needs of 
all parties in a conflict. What will be acceptable to you and reasonable to everyone 
else.  Ex: To make suggestions that can be acceptable to all parties. 
 

4. Decide: To determine a method , direction or approach for dealing with the other 
party in the conflict. Ex: Understanding what you will do to move towards some sort of 
resolution.  
 

5. De-escalation: to not reciprocate an act of escalation - to initiate an act that reduce 
tension or violence ex: refusing to reciprocate the insult with another insult.  
 

6. Defuse:  To take actions or use statements to calm other parties and bring them to 
discuss the conflict.  Examples:  To politely ask an angry party to calm down, and to 
join you for a discussion over a cup of coffee. 
 

7. Disagree:  To accept someone else’s views of issues but not necessarily agree to 
them.  Example:  To tell someone that you understand their point of view, but 
explain how your views differ. 
 

8. Display: To be aware of the body language that you are displaying and to be open 
with facial expressions that reflect the spirit of culturally appropriate engagement. 
Ex: Using eye contact and posture to show interest.  
 

9. Dialogue:  To discuss with someone how to best find a solution to yours and her or 
his issues in a conflict.  Examples:  To discuss with a party in a conflict different 
approaches to manage, resolve or transform the conflict. 
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10. Deal:  To explore with others in a conflict situation solutions and settlements 
satisfactory to all involved.  Examples:  To sign an agreement with a conflict party, 
detailing how the conflict will be settled. 
 

11. Deliver:  To actually perform part or all of what you agreed to do as part of a conflict 
agreement.  Examples:  To turn in your group’s weapons as part of a disarmament 
agreement. 

 

 

4.7) Intervention  

In this section we discuss the various forms of interventions used in conflicts by the 

parties themselves or by third parties in order to bring about peaceful processes and 

outcomes. 

4.7.1) Definitions 

• Conflict Intervention – When an outside third party becomes involved in the 

conflict to try to bring it to a resolution, or the conflict parties use peaceful 

nonviolent means instead of negative conflict behavior. 

• Third Party – Someone outside of the conflict (i.e. not belonging to either 

party) who intervenes to bring the conflict towards a resolution. The third 

party could be a judge, arbitrator, or mediator. 

• Neutrality - The state of not giving favor or preference to either party, being 

fair and refraining for giving any favor or advantage to either party.   

• Conflict Management – a process used to contain the negative manifestations 

of conflict without necessarily addressing the underlying conflict over 

interest, needs or goals. 

• Conflict Resolution – a process which requires collaborative efforts of various 

parties to reach a reasonable resolution or satisfactory outcome that suits the 

conflicting parties who are disputing over a particular issue. 

• Conflict Transformation – a process that seeks to transform the individual 

parties from within, their relationship, and the structural factors influencing 

the conflict in order to establish sustainable and durable peace. 
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• Conflict Prevention – a state in which individuals, communities, societies or 

nations possess the tools to detect conflict and to address it peacefully before 

it escalates into violence. 

• Reconciliation – a peacebuilding process which seeks to (re)build trust, 

reframe the situation and transform relationships between former foes. 

• Advocacy – Consultation, advice or other support for a party without being a 

part of the party or group. 

• Activism - The policy or action of using vigorous campaigning to initiate 

change. 

• Negotiation – Process by which disputing parties try to reach an agreement. 

• Mediation – A process of negotiation guided by a third party mediator where 

the final decision rests with the parties. 

4.7.2) General Approaches to Conflict Intervention  
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Explanation of the chart: Overview of the Field of Peace and Conflict 

Studies 

Context / Relationship / Dynamics:  

In order to choose the right conflict intervention strategy, one first needs to analyze the 

conflict, its roots and structure by assessing the context of the conflict, the relationship 

between the conflicting parties and the dynamics of the conflict, e.g. if it is violent, and 

the level of violence. After a thorough analysis of the conflict, one can opt for a fitting 

intervention strategy or a combination of strategies. As presented in the chart, each 

circle overlaps with others. This is a deliberate design in order to acknowledge that 

those categories are not strict but there is overlap between them. 

a) Violent Conflict 

Conflicts often turn violent, with hurting individuals’ bodies and spirits (physical and 

emotional violence). Johan Galtung distinguishes between three types of violence: 

direct, structural and cultural violence. Direct violence is any visible behavior that 

directly affects and hurts a human being, such as rape, the use of force or hurtful words. 

Structural violence and cultural violence are less visible, with structural violence being 

structures embedded in social systems that prevent people from fulfilling their basic 

human needs, and cultural violence being cultural beliefs that legitimize the use of 

direct and structural violence104.  Violent conflicts are not productive conflicts because 

the outcome is harmful to individuals and does not lead to a positive social change. 

Conflicts that are dealt with constructively (non-violently) can achieve positive results.   

The violent behavior present in conflict is explained in more detail earlier under Violent 

Conflict Behavior.    

b) Peacekeeping   

Peacekeeping is a form of intervention that is needed and used in situations where 

conflict prevention has failed and where a conflict has escalated into being violent. A 

peacekeeping intervention is appropriate in the following three settings: to curtail 

 

104 Galtung, Direct, Structural and Cultural Violence, 2010  
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violence and to prevent its escalation into war; to set limits on a war that has already 

broken out by narrowing its intensity, geographical location and perpetuity; and to 

strengthen a ceasefire and safe opportunities for reconstruction after a war has ended. 

Peacekeeping also helps to create conditions in which the conflicting parties can move 

towards a peaceful resolution of the conflict in order to achieve long-term peace. In 

short, peacekeeping fosters security by reducing the use of violence and military forces, 

and it often involves the use of humanitarian aid to save lives and to reduce suffering. 

A prominent example for international peacekeeping interventions is the UN 

peacekeeping missions in different conflict zones105. 

Example 1:   

The United Nations Peacekeeping Force is currently (as of May, 2019) leading 14 

Peacekeeping missions worldwide, involving civilian, police and military personnel. 

One of the peacekeeping operations is present on Cyprus since 1964. In March 2019, 

1004 peacekeepers are still deployed where still no political settlement to the conflict 

between Turkish and Greek Cypriots has been found. Here, the UN is, amongst others, 

supervising the ceasefire and engaging in humanitarian activities106. 

c) Conflict Management 

The purpose here is to help conflict parties develop approaches or behaviors that will 

prevent hostile or violent behavior. In this case, the intervention does not address the 

sources of conflict, but focuses on adjusting conflict behavior and addressing some 

conflict issues to the extent needed to ensure that parties will avoid hostile or violent 

behavior. Such an approach is usually used to reduce contentious behavior until the 

situation is ripe for addressing conflict sources and issues. An example is to establish a 

cease fire between two warring factions. 

d) Peacemaking 

 

105 Miall, Ramsbotham, & Woodhouse, Contemporary Conflict Resolution: The Prevention, Management 
and Transformation of Deadly Conflicts, 2011, pp. 147-170 
106 United Nations, UNFICYP United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (United Nations: 
http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/unficyp/), [Accessed: September 20, 2015] 

http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/unficyp/
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In contrast to Peacekeeping, Peacemaking does not take a physical form but focuses on 

finding agreements between the conflicting parties through non-violent dialogue. This 

is not only applicable for international conflicts, but any effort that is made to find a 

solution between conflicting parties can be defined as peacemaking. Peacemaking 

focuses on transforming the attitudes and perceptions of the conflicting parties. The 

non-violent methods that can be applied are various and include dialogues, 

negotiations, mediations, arbitration, and problem-solving workshops107.  

Example 1:  

Internationally, Peacemaking encompasses all diplomatic efforts that are being done to 

foster negotiations in a conflict. An example for Peacemaking would be all diplomatic 

efforts which have been undertaken with the aim to solve the Israel-Palestine conflict. 

These efforts include Nixon and Henry Kissinger’s shuttle diplomacy (a type of 

negotiation / mediation in which there is no direct contact between the conflicting 

parties, but only through an intermediary), Carter’s mediation at Camp David, the Oslo 

Accords, mediation efforts of Clinton’s administration, and Bush’s and Obama’s 

“Roadmap to Peace”108 – unfortunately, none of these peacemaking interventions have 

achieved a solution, yet.  

e) Conflict Resolution 

The purpose here is to help parties understand each other’s needs, issues and conflict 

sources, and to assist them in finding solutions that address them. This approach 

usually follows conflict management activities, and is intended to find lasting 

arrangements to conflicts. An example is to help the warring factions to discuss their 

grievances and needs (such as need to acknowledge ethnic identity, or access to 

resources). Resolutions may include giving political autonomy to the ethnic group, or 

increasing health, education and employment opportunities to an underprivileged 

group. 

 

107 Miall, Ramsbotham, & Woodhouse, Contemporary Conflict Resolution: The Prevention, Management 
and Transformation of Deadly Conflicts, 2011, pp. 172-197 
108 Malek, C., Cast, S., & Burgess, H., Peacemaking (from Conflict Resolution Information Source: 
http://www.crinfo.org/coreknowledge/peacemaking, 2013), [Accessed: October 13, 2015] 
 

http://www.crinfo.org/coreknowledge/peacemaking
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f) Peacebuilding 

Lisa Schirch, Professor of Peacebuilding, defines Peacebuilding as the following: 

“Peacebuilding seeks to prevent, reduce, transform, and help people recover from 

violence in all forms, even structural violence that has not yet led to massive civil 

unrest. At the same time it empowers people to foster relationships that sustain people 

and their environment109.” Peacebuilding lays its focus on the root causes of a conflict 

(the contradictions of the parties) and has the aim of transforming the structures of 

violence into structures that enhance peace and security.  

Peacebuilding has a long-term focus and emphasizes restoring justice and fairness 

through preventing, reducing, transforming and enhancing recovery from all three 

types of violence: direct, structural and cultural. Under Peacebuilding falls the 

enhancement of security, the establishment of socioeconomic foundations for long-

lasting peace, the establishment of political frameworks for long-term peace, and 

reconciliation: healing the wounds of war. Peacebuilding emphasizes building 

relationships and institutions that enhance the peaceful transformation of conflicts.  

Furthermore, peacebuilding focuses on the development of good governance and on 

transforming existing structures into structures that do not lead to inequality (structural 

violence), such as unequal distribution of resources. Also, peacebuilding emphasizes 

the strict compliance with human rights and values of democracy, and identifies any 

violations of these. Peacebuilding can work in different variations with top-down and 

bottom-up approaches, and civil society is taking a crucial role in it. Civil society is that 

part of the population that is most affected by war and violent conflict and is not only 

actively engaging in the reconstruction of destroyed infrastructure, but also in the 

healing of wounds, traumas and feelings that occurred as a result of violence110. 

Example 1: 

Cynthia is pregnant, and as much as she is happy about the news, she is worried to lose 

her job for this. She has realized that the organization that she is working in is acting in 

 

109 Schirch, L., The Little Book of Strategic Peacebuilding (Intercourse, Pennsylvania: Good Books, 2005), p. 9  
110 Schirch, L., Strategic Peacebuilding: State of the Field  (Peace Prints: South Asian Journal of Peacebuilding, 
Vol.1. No.1, 2008) , p.1-17 
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discriminative ways towards women (e.g. differences in wages for men and women for 

the same work), and one of her colleagues has lost her job due to pregnancy. Cynthia 

decides to finally do something about the inequality at her workplace and starts a 

campaign to raise awareness about the inequalities that the women are facing. Not only 

women but also men take part in that campaign with the aim to change the structures at 

the organization. The campaign involves talking to outside civil society organization 

and to the leadership of the organization. Cynthia’s campaign was a full success with 

the leadership acknowledging the unequal structures and changing them towards ones 

that foster equality. Everyone benefited as through this the motivation of employees 

and there through productivity increased.  

Example 2: 

The European Union is an example for successful Peacebuilding. Europe has been war-

torn from World War I and II, and for centuries Germany and France have been rivals. 

With the formation of the European Union (starting in 1951), there has not been an 

armed conflict between EU member states since the end of World War II and citizens 

live in a European framework which’s core values are peaceful coexistence, democracy 

and cooperation111.   

g) Conflict Transformation  

This approach attempts to positively change parties’ relationship, conflict attitudes and 

behaviors. Here the purpose is to help parties to transform their relationship from a 

conflictual one to an amicable one, by addressing deep-rooted conflict sources and 

issues. Another purpose is to help parties internalize healthy conflict behaviors that 

enable them to deal with conflicts on their own. An example is to convene conflict 

parties in series of problem solving workshops, utilize Truth and Reconciliation 

Committees, and educate and train parties on conflict transformation techniques.  

h) Conflict Prevention  

 

111 Nylander, J., 'EU the most successful example of peacebuilding ever achieved in world history': OPINION 
(from The Swedish Wire: http://www.swedishwire.com/opinion/15041-eu-the-most-successful-
example-of-peacebuilding-ever-achieved-in-world-history-opinion, 2012), [Accessed: October 15, 2015] 
 

http://www.swedishwire.com/opinion/15041-eu-the-most-successful-example-of-peacebuilding-ever-achieved-in-world-history-opinion
http://www.swedishwire.com/opinion/15041-eu-the-most-successful-example-of-peacebuilding-ever-achieved-in-world-history-opinion
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As often misunderstood, the aim of conflict prevention is not to prevent the occurrence 

of conflict at large, but to prevent violent conflicts (negative conflicts). Conflicts in itself 

should not be perceived as something negative, as conflicts that are dealt with 

constructively foster positive change and creativity. However, the occurrence of all 

forms of violence in conflicts must be prevented. Violent conflicts cannot be avoided, 

but they can be prevented. For this to happen, potential sources of conflict need to be 

recognized and analyzed with giving attention to the early resolution of the sources and 

to prevent the conflict to move into armed confrontation. UN Secretary-General 

Boutros-Ghali described conflict prevention as “the avoidance of new armed conflicts, 

containment of existing armed conflicts and non-recurrence of ended armed conflicts.”  

The outbreak of violent conflict can be prevented by different means and functions 

similar to preventing traffic accidents: after an accident happened, one analyzes why it 

happened and tries to eliminate that factor. The same applies for preventing violent 

conflicts: one needs to look for general conditions that reduce the probability of violent 

conflict. For example, early warning systems can indicate whether a conflict can 

possibly turn violent, by collecting information on the conflict and having certain 

indicators that would measure the probability of an outbreak of violence. Such 

indicators could be e.g. human rights violations, hate speech, discrimination against 

minorities, socio-economic inequalities or increase in armament. Peace maintenance 

includes upholding peace through peacekeeping, peacemaking or peacebuilding efforts 

(physical separation of groups; negotiations; good governance). The former are 

examples of so-called deep, structural prevention that happens in early stages of pre-

violence prevention and late stages of post-violence peacebuilding and does not 

necessarily require urgent actions. However, light or operational prevention is needed 

when a conflict is about to turn violent and quick actions are needed; this form of 

prevention works through a range of policy options, such as official (e.g. mediation) 

and non-official diplomacy (e.g. conflict resolution training)112. 

 

 

 

112 Miall, Ramsbotham, & Woodhouse, Contemporary Conflict Resolution: The Prevention, Management 
and Transformation of Deadly Conflicts, 2011, pp. 123-146 
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i) Negative Peace  

According to Johan Galtung, negative peace is the absence of direct violence. A 

minority in a country might suffer from unequal access to water resources, and from a 

culture that regards the minority as subordinate, but the minority is not subject to direct 

violence such as killings or violent attacks – an example for negative peace, in which 

suffering and inequality is still present113. 

j) Positive Peace 

Positive peace, according to Johan Galtung, is the absence of all three forms of violence: 

direct, structural and cultural. A minority living in a country does not need to fear 

direct violent attacks, does not suffer from structures that lead to unequal access of 

resources, and is not perceived as less worthy because of belonging to a minority – an 

example of positive peace in which no kind of violence is present114. 

Positive peace according to Islam is not only the absence of violence, but the absence of 

oppression, corruption, injustice and tyranny. In Islam, peace is only achieved when 

there is no injustice115.  

 

4.7.3) Ethical Approaches to Conflict Intervention/Mediation 

The subject of the ethical implications of third party intervention in community 

disputes has been debated by several scholars and practitioners in the field. There are 

several factors, and basic assumptions, about the nature of the role of third parties in 

general which contributed to a sharp variation on the views of those scholars and 

practitioners. In this guidebook, we will focus on two related factors or assumptions: 

the social function of the third party role, and consequently, the concept of neutrality.  

 

113 Galtung, J., Positive and negative Peace (in C. P. Webel, & J. Johansen, Peace and Conflict Studies - a reader 
(London, New York: Routledge, 2012), pp. 75-79  
114 Galtung, Positive and negative Peace, pp. 75-79 
115 Abrahamic Faiths and Peacemaking Initiative , Islam & Peacemaking (AFPI - Abrahamic Faiths 
Peacemaking Initiative : http://abrahamicfaithspeacemaking.com/education/islam-peacemaking/), 
[Accessed: October 13, 2015] 

http://abrahamicfaithspeacemaking.com/education/islam-peacemaking/
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In addition, we will present the concept of conflict sensitivity as an important approach 

to guide the design and implementation of interventions. 

 

Before discussing those factors, let us clarify that "third parties enter a conflict relationship 

in which the disputants have different expectations, goals, costs, and rewards, and where 

they experience pressures and stresses stemming from an uncertain situation, or from 

over-eager constituents.  To propose a watertight set of categories for the intervention of 

third parties, without taking these factors into consideration, is in reality a futile 

intellectual flight of fancy, or merely an exercise in normative thinking116".  

 

a) The Social function of the Third Party Role and its Effect on the 

Concept of Neutrality 

We will summarize three positions in regard to the social functions of third party roles: 1) 

the Professional Position, 2) the Empowering Position, and 3) the Common Good Position.  

For each, we will also discuss the implications of their social views and their concepts of 

neutrality on different third party roles. 

 

a. The Professional Position:  This position is mainly represented by the Society of 

Professionals in Dispute Resolution (SPIDR). According to SPIDR, a third party is, and 

could not be anything other than, neutral.  This is because a third party (called the Neutral 

in the SPIDR literature) "is a provider of services to others. The particular service a neutral 

provides is the use of conflict resolution skills and the neutral's status as a "disinterested" 

third party to assist in the resolution of disputes....The neutral who is a member of SPIDR 

is a member of the dispute resolution profession"117.  

 

This view of the third party as a professional "conflict resolver" has several implications on 

the roles which the third party could perform. Because neutrality and disinterest are the 

major qualifications, a third party may intervene only in a manner that does not violate 

 

116 Bercovitch, J., Social Conflicts and Third Parties Strategies of Conflict Resolution (Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press, 1984) , p. 16  
117 Thomas, A.B., Making the tough calls: ethical exercises for neutral dispute resolvers (Washington D.C.: 
The Society, 1991), p. 6 
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those qualifications. A third party basically assists the parties, who own the dispute and 

the process, to reach an agreement. Thus, mediation and arbitration are the main types of 

intervention under this ethical position. 

 

Within those roles, the ability of the third party to deal with issues of empowerment, social 

change, or justice are limited. SPIDR provides very few mechanisms to deal with issues 

such as those mentioned. This is consistent with the emphasis on neutrality and 

disinterest. A third party who believes that one party is disempowered, or who believes 

that the outcome is unjust, may do one of two things: 1) educate the disempowered party 

on the process or the consequences of the outcome, or 2) withdraw. Any other roles would 

seem to violate the principles of neutrality and disinterest. 

 

This professional position was, naturally, criticized by those who advocate the 

empowering and common good aspects of third party intervention. Laue and Cormick, in 

emphasizing the importance of the political empowerment of disadvantaged parties, 

stated that "many intervenors...perceive their role as one of aiding in the process of 

making concessions in the allocation of resources rather than in helping to significantly 

empower powerless groups. In this regard, many professional intervenors are similar to 

most establishment parties: They wrongly see resources alone rather than power as the 

arena for change118". 

 

b. The Empowering Position:  This position is held mainly by James Laue and Gerald 

Cormick. They determined that "justice is the ultimate social good119". A third party 

intervention in community disputes should, through empowering the disadvantaged, lead 

to justice, which is the "prerequisite to the maximum attainment of freedom by all 

individuals120". Further, their criteria for an ethical intervention is based on how it 

contributes "to the ability of relatively powerless individuals and groups in the situation to 

determine their own destinies to the greatest extent consistent with the common good”121. 

For them, proportional empowerment is a crucial value, upon which any successful 

 

118 Laue, J., Cormick, G., The Ethics of Intervention in Community Disputes (In G. Bermant et al (Eds.) The 
Ethics of Social Intervention, Washington, D.C.: Halsted Press, 1978), pp. 229-230 
119 Ibid, p. 219 
120 Ibid, p. 219 
121 Ibid, pp. 217 
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intervention rests. As they stated, proportional empowerment "refers to a condition in 

which all groups have developed their latent power to the point where they can advocate 

their own needs and rights, where they are capable of protecting their boundaries from 

wanton violation by others, where they are capable of negotiating their way with other 

empowered groups on the sure footing of respect rather than charity. Given the fallibility 

of judges, sociologists, politicians, philosophers, and theologians, we can only trust that 

true substantive justice will flow from the procedural safeguard of proportional 

empowerment"122. 

 

Based on their assumptions about the social functions of intervention, Laue and Cormick 

provided a larger spectrum of intervention roles. A third party plays the role that would 

more likely achieve the goals of empowerment and justice, even if it was not a neutral one.  

Thus, activism and advocacy for the cause of weaker parties in order to empower them, 

may be more proper than mediation or enforcement. Playing the role of a mediator, when 

empowerment of one party is needed, would be unethical, because it reinforces the unjust 

status quo. 

 

The empowerment position also was criticized by others who fear that too much emphasis 

on empowering the weak through third party intervention may become self-defeating. 

According to Luban (1988) "too much empowering activity on the part of neutrals will 

lead to under-utilization of Alternative Dispute Resolution by the more powerful parties 

who find themselves getting goosed by the process123".  In addition, Luban, like those 

representing the professional position, could only perceive of a third party as neutral.  

Thus, he warns against mixing the role of advocacy (for empowering the weak) with other 

"neutral" third party roles, because advocacy, by its nature, neglects at least the interests of 

one party, even if that party were powerful. 

 

c. The Common Good Position:  This position is actually a critical modification of the 

empowerment position. According to Williams (1978), social justice as the ultimate good is 

the goal of intervention in community disputes. However, empowerment, proportional 

 

122 Ibid, pp. 220  
123 Luban, D., The Quality of Justice: a Report to the National Institute for Dispute Resolution (Washington, 
D.C.: National Institute for Dispute Resolution, 1988), p. 50   
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empowerment, and participation will not necessarily lead to that destination. Williams 

stated that "neither participation nor competition...will significantly alter the stigma of race 

and the burden of poverty. Only if greater attention is given to formulation of an adequate 

conception of the common good or just society will the possibility of significant change 

emerge. In addition, a notion of the common good or just society would act to limit the 

misuse of power or coercion by the community or the parties to the dispute. Competition 

has replaced cooperation and conflict has ensued precisely because... the conception of 

legitimacy of power has broken down. Consequently, one aspect of the ethical 

responsibility of the intervenor is to restore the notion of common good that both parties 

to the dispute might come to acknowledge as valid and that can serve to set limits to the 

aspirations of all community members as well as provide a normative definition of the just 

society124". 

 

Unlike Laue and Cormick, Williams did not provide models of intervention that are 

guided by his ethical framework. However, it may be inferred from his argument that the 

only ethical model of intervention would be one that upholds the common good as its 

constitution, to which the intervenor attempts to get the parties to accept as grounds for 

resolving their dispute. As he stated "the intervenor should be urged to formulate over 

against the parties some general conception of what seems fair or right in a particular 

situation. Such a tentative conception of a common good would not prevent joint 

determination by the parties in dispute. It would suggest instead some reasonable 

expectations about the transfer of power that ought to occur in the negotiations125".  Thus, 

neutrality becomes a matter of adhering to the common good while not favoring any of 

the parties. 

 

The common good position, although represents most of the actual conflict resolution 

techniques in traditional societies, would face difficulties in modern diverse societies, 

where the notion of common good may be too vague. Although this approach is full of 

good intentions, we doubt that it could stand the test of reality; and further, we suspect 

 

124 Williams, P. Comments on “the Ethics of Intervention in Community Disputes” (in G. Bermant et al. (Eds.) 
The Ethics of Social Intervention, Halsted Press, 1978), p. 236  
125 Ibid, p. 237 
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that it may become a vehicle for sustaining the established norms, even if the norms are 

unjust. 

 

d. Conclusions: The "ethicality" of third party roles are determined in the scope of what is 

considered to be the social function of third party intervention.  In third party intervention 

as a profession, neutrality to parties, process and outcome is a crucial criteria for any role. 

Thus only those roles that would not jeopardize the neutrality of third party are regarded 

as ethical. 

 

For those who believe that third party intervention should affect the social and political 

power imbalance, ethical roles are not tied to neutrality; instead their "ethicality" is 

measured by their effectiveness in empowering the weak and making justice. 

 

Finally, for those who believe that common good and norms for just society exist, an 

ethical intervention would be one that guides parties to resolve their conflicts in light of 

what is regarded as common good. 

 

 Assumptions Process Goal 

Professional 

Approach 

Parties are fairly 

equal 

Parties are 

rational 

Conflict issues 

are negotiable 

 

Neutral intervention in 

the forms of mediation 

or facilitation 

Respect parties’ own 

version of what is right 

and what is just 

Maintain parties’ 

ownership of the 

conflict, issues and 

outcome 

Maintain 

peaceful 

coexistence 
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 Assumptions Process Goal 

Empowerment 

Approach 

Injustice and 

inequality exist 

in society parties 

to conflicts are 

not always 

equally 

empowered 

Use of intervention 

models which would 

lead to empowering 

disenfranchised parties: 

activism, advocacy, 

mediation, research, 

enforcement 

Justice and 

freedom 

Common Good 

Approach 

No society may 

function without 

shared meaning 

and values 

Use of intervention 

models which would 

ensure that common 

values and norms are 

shared by parties, and 

guide their decision 

making process. 

Use of normative 

mediation and 

arbitration 

Social justice 

based on the 

common good. 

 

b) Conflict Sensitivity126 

What is the meaning of conflict sensitivity? 

Understanding the meaning of conflict sensitivity is best expressed by an analysis of the 

root word “sense”, which serves as a thorough foundation to express the essence of 

conflict sensitivity. Our basic physical senses of sight, smell, sound, hearing, and touch 

are constant and unending, giving us a continual feed of information about the external 

 

126 I am indebted to my son Joseph Abdalla for leading the effort to summarize literature and write this 
section on Conflict Sensitivity. 
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world surrounding us. In the same way, conflict sensitivity, having a sense of conflict, is 

an unending process of information gathering. It is a constant state of analysis, 

adaptation, and application.  

Conflict sensitivity can be defined as the ability for those involved in conflict analysis to 

remain aware of and react accordingly to key factors such as their own bias towards a 

situation, the political, economic, socio-cultural context, and history involved 

surrounding any particular conflict such that they create the maximum positive 

outcome of intervention.  

According to KOFF Center for Peacebuilding, “conflict sensitivity is the ability of an 

organization to: 

• Understand the context in which it is operating in, in particular to understand 

intergroup tensions and the “divisive” issues with a potential for conflict, and the 

“connecting” issues with the potential to mitigate conflict and strengthen social 

cohesion.  

• Understand the interaction between its intervention and that context, and act 

upon that understanding, in order to avoid unintentionally feeding into further 

division, and to maximize the potential contribution to strengthen social cohesion 

and peace.”127  

 

Objectives, Elements, Actors, Processes and Dynamics involved 

Broadly speaking, the primary objective of conflict sensitivity revolves around constant 

vigilance of the impact of actions and updating of project and intervention methods 

such that any actions taken are as beneficial as possible to all involved. In short, 

sensitivity needs to be applied to preemptively prepare for conflict a project could 

cause, or any existing conflict it could encounter. In any case, the actions taken should 

be aimed at reducing conflict and increasing cooperation and peace. 

 

127 KOFF Conflict Sensitivity Factsheet (From Center for Peacebuilding, Swiss Peace, p.1. 2012) 
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The “How to Guide to Conflict Sensitivity”128, researched by the Conflict Sensitivity 

Consortium, breaks this primary objective down into 6 further parts throughout its 

chapters. Below is a brief summary with minor changes of the general overview of each 

chapter’s objective, as well as more detailed information on the specific steps, the actors, 

and the dynamics involved.  

 

 

• Element 1: Conflict analysis 

This C.R. SIPPABIO manual explains what conflict analysis is. However, we consider 

that including a quick summary, made by the consortium, within the framework of 

conflict sensitivity can enrich the perspective of the reader and offer a practical 

dimension to the analysis process.  

Conflict analysis is the cornerstone of conflict sensitivity and must be updated regularly 

“throughout all stages of the project cycle to inform the way interventions are designed, 

 

128 The Conflict sensitivity Consortium How to guide to conflict sensitivity (2012) 
http://conflictsensitivity.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/6602_HowToGuide_CSF_WEB_3.pdf  

Conflict 
sensitivity

Conflict 
analysis

Programme 
cycle

Key Issues 

Emergency 
responses

Assessing 
institutional

Building 
institutional 

capacity 

http://conflictsensitivity.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/6602_HowToGuide_CSF_WEB_3.pdf
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implemented and evaluated”129. A conflict analysis must be administered in a 

systematic approach to: 

• “Understanding the background and history of the conflict 

• Identifying all the relevant groups involved 

• Understanding the perspectives of these groups and how they relate to each 

other 

• Identifying the causes of conflict”130 

 

Who should conduct the conflict analysis? 

“Depending on each organization’s level of awareness and experience, the conflict 

analysis process may be led by an internal team or outsourced to consultants and 

external experts. Conducting conflict analysis using an internal team has a much 

stronger impact than using consultants, as the conflict analysis process, if done well, 

will challenge staff assumptions and lead to stronger insights. External conflict analyses 

are all too often left to gather dust on the shelf, are not fully internalized and are often 

not read by project implementing staff. In all cases, it is essential to consider the 

purpose of the analysis and ensure that end-users are closely involved in the analysis 

process, as they will be the ones responsible for keeping it live and integrating it into 

their work”131 

 

What type of methodology is involved in a conflict analysis? 

“A conflict analysis may take place at different levels. The main distinction is between a 

macro-level (national level) conflict analysis and a micro-level (project-level) analysis. 

The specific tools and methodologies used will vary depending on the purpose of the 

analysis and the level at which it is taking place. 

 

129 Ibid, p.4 
130 Ibid, p.4 
131 Ibid, p.5 
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While the conflict analysis process may be more or less extensive, it should typically 

involve a combination of different methods of data gathering: 

• Desk research 

• Surveys 

• Expert interviews 

• Community consultations 

• Workshops with staff, partners and other relevant actors”132 

 

Who to involve in a conflict analysis? 

“Typically, a project-level conflict analysis will tend to involve: 

• Project staff 

• Partners 

• Peer organizations working in the same area 

• Local communities 

• Other actors such as local authorities, business and religious leaders should 

be involved as far as is possible”133 

 

It is important to note that the analysis stage should involve both disinterested, 

unbiased 3rd parties, as well as contain a participatory element to include those more 

directly involved and immediately effected. 

 

Questioning assumptions 

“Conflict analysis plays a particularly valuable role in helping project staff to question 

their own assumptions. Staff may often believe that they know their own contexts and 

have a deep understanding of the conflict. While this is often true, there are multiple 

perspectives to consider and it is important to remember that there is no one true 

interpretation of a conflict. Part of conflict sensitivity is recognizing that project staff 

 

132 Ibid, p.5 
133 Ibid, p.5 
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form part of their contexts and may interpret situations based on their own histories, 

experiences and backgrounds”134 

 

When to conduct a conflict analysis?  

“For a specific project a structured participatory conflict analysis should ideally be 

conducted at the earliest stage in the programming cycle (the assessment phase) in 

order to inform the design of the envisioned project. In practice, it may be that time, 

financial, donor or other constraints during the assessment phase mean that the conflict 

analysis cannot be conducted or cannot be as detailed or as comprehensive as intended. 

As such a thorough conflict analysis may need to be conducted during the design phase 

or at the start-up of implementation.”135 

 

• Element 2: Conflict sensitivity in the programme cycle 

The focus here is on integration of the conflict analysis in a way that promotes conflict 

sensitivity. “Conflict sensitivity informs an intervention at all stages of the 

programming cycle. [This section] highlights key aspects to consider when integrating 

conflict sensitivity at the assessment, design, implementation, monitoring and 

evaluation stages of an intervention. This section is most relevant for development, 

peacebuilding and longer-term humanitarian projects.”136  

It is important to note that “while structuring guidance around the different stages of a 

typical programming cycle can be helpful, it is important to note that, in practice, these 

stages are often fluid and tend to overlap”.137 The key here is to remain flexible and 

adaptable at all stages. 

For more information about how to implement conflict sensitivity into these four stages 

see pp.7-16 of “How to guide to conflict sensitivity”  

 

 

134 ibid p.6 
135 Ibid p.6 
136 Ibid, p.7 
137 Ibid p.7 
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• Element 3: Key Issues for conflict sensitive programming  

Once analysis has begun, and continues perpetually, and the programming cycle begins 

with an adaptable and flexible framework, there are often issues which will arise within 

different fronts. Being able to recognize and distinguish these potentialities will help the 

ensure a conflict sensitive approach is correctly implemented. Key aspects to consider 

are: 

• Targeting 

• Procurement 

• Relationship with communities 

• Inclusion of communities in decision making 

• Feedback and accountability mechanisms 

• Relationships with partners 

• Relationships with governments 

• Relationships with donors 

• Exit strategy 

For more information about how to implement conflict sensitivity into these four stages 

see pp.17-22 of “How to guide to conflict sensitivity”  

 

• Element 4: Applying conflict sensitivity in Emergency Responses 

Typically, in an emergency situation, the same principles as previously can be applied. 

Although it is noted that “the emergency programming cycle is usually shorter and is 

subject to particular constraints, meaning that a tailored approach to conflict sensitivity 

may be beneficial”138. As with all conflict sensitive approaches, the primary outcome 

desired is one “for minimizing harm and better understanding the operating 

context”139. While it may be challenging to implement in emergency situations “due to 

the complexity of the contexts in which emergencies occur and speed with which 

organizations need to react”140 the same general steps will be applied: 

• Preparedness 

 

138 Ibid, p.22 
139 Ibid, p.22 
140 Ibid, p.22 
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• Assessment 

• Design 

• Implementation 

• Evaluation 

For more information about how to implement conflict sensitivity into these four stages 

see pp.22-29 of “How to guide to conflict sensitivity”  

 

• Element 5: Assessing institutional capacity for conflict sensitivity 

Throughout the research conducted within the guide, “the Conflict Sensitivity 

Consortium found that building institutional capacity is crucial for sustainably and 

effectively improving conflict sensitivity”141. Their primary finding is that without this 

capacity being built, the core skills needed within conflict sensitivity will be “confined 

to a small group of experts, risking complete loss of capacity when those individuals 

leave”142. Ultimately, organizations need to first assess where their strengths and 

weaknesses lie in terms of conflict sensitivity so that broader structures and policies can 

be implemented to support conflict sensitive approaches. 

For more information about how to implement conflict sensitivity into these four stages 

see pp. 29-32 of “How to guide to conflict sensitivity”  

 

• Element 6: Building institutional capacity for conflict sensitivity  

Upon completion of an organizations assessment and capacity for conflict sensitivity, 

concrete steps must then be taken to implement necessary policies, structures, and 

changes which will support future conflict sensitive approaches. This section relies 

primarily on continuing steps mentioned in the previous section (Element 5): 

• Institutional commitment 

• Policies and strategies 

• Human resources – staff competencies, skills and understanding 

 

141 Ibid, p.29 
142 Ibid, p.29 
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• Learning and knowledge management 

• Integration into the programme cycle 

• External relations 

For more information about how to implement conflict sensitivity into these four stages 

see pp.36-41 of “How to guide to conflict sensitivity”  

 

4.7.4) Third Party Intervention Types 

Continuum of Conflict Management and Resolution Approaches143 

Private decisions making by 

parties 
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Increased coercion and  likelihood of win-lose outcome→→→ 

 

The chart above shows that Mediation is like negotiation in that the parties make their 

own decisions, but differs in that a third party is present to help facilitate the process. 

This method is usually used when the parties have reached a point of stalemate in their 

 

143Developed by Chris Moore (1996), The Mediation Process 
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negotiations, communications may have broken down and they feel they have stopped 

proceeding toward any mutually agreed resolution. The parties voluntary seek the 

intervention of a mediator voluntarily because they feel that they need help reaching an 

agreement. The mediator would take the parties through a process of communication 

that will bring out the issues in a fair way, explore options for settlement and move 

towards reconciliation. 

Administrative decisions occur when a decision is given by an authority within the 

organization, institution or community who is not a direct party in the conflict, but may 

have an interest in the outcome. Usually this kind of intervenor would be primarily 

concerned with the best interest of the institution and also in being fair to the parties.  

An example might be a dispute between staff members of an Islamic school where the 

Chairman of the Board of Directors would make a decision s/he feels is in the best 

interest of the school. The effectiveness of this kind of intervention depends on the 

degree the parties respect and trust the authority and fairness of the person making the 

decision.   

Arbitration is also a process where the parties voluntarily agree to intervention, but 

differs from mediation in that the parties give the authority to decide the outcome of the 

dispute to the arbitrator. Arbitration can be done by an individual or a committee and 

the outcome can either be considered as advice or binding depending on what was 

established at the onset of the process. 

A judicial approach involves going to a public court where the case is argued usually 

with lawyers advocating for each party and a judge or jury will make a decision 

according to the law. The outcome is generally win-lose, such that one party is judged 

to be right and the other wrong the possibility of a mutually acceptable outcome is no 

longer an option.  The outcome of the judgment is socially both binding and 

enforceable. 

Another public and legal form of resolution is through legislation. This usually is 

applied to large scale issues but also may affect individual disputes. By voting and 

passing a law, the position of one of the parties becomes legally binding rule. The win-

lose tendency of this approach may be lessened by compromises that are written into 

the law.   
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Third parties who get involved in conflicts may also vary in the degree that they refrain 

from supporting either party or neutrality. The intervening party may merely be a 

facilitator of a process being completely neutral, or they may find themselves drawn by 

circumstances into the role of advocate or activist, such that they may become affiliated 

to a degree with a particular party in the conflict.   

 

Focused review on Ripeness by William I. Zartman144 

While most studies on the peaceful settlement of disputes focus on the substance of the 
negotiations, the timing of the negations is also key. Parties resolve their conflict only 
when they are ready to do so -- when alternative, usually unilateral, means of 
achieving a satisfactory result are blocked and the parties feel that they are in an 
uncomfortable and costly predicament. At that "ripe" moment, they seek or are 
amenable to proposals that offer "a way out." 

The idea of a ripe moment lies at the fingertips of diplomats--but it is relevant for 
negotiators at other levels as well.  As long ago as 1974, Henry Kissinger recognized 
that "stalemate is the most propitious condition for settlement." Conversely, 
practitioners often are heard to say that certain mediation initiatives are not advisable 
because the conflict just is not yet "ripe."  Environmental mediator Larry Susskind, for 
instance, emphasizes the importance of a conflict assessment before any mediation, 
both to assess ripeness, and to design the process.  If one or more key parties refuses to 
come to the table, then he concludes that the conflict is not ready for mediation or 
consensus-building. [1]  Interpersonal conflicts, too, are also not "ripe" for mediation or 
for negotiation if one side or the other thinks that they can win outright, or get what 
they want by intimidation or force--even if the reward is just getting the car for the 
weekend.  

The concept of a ripe moment centers on the parties' perception of a mutually hurting 
stalemate (MHS) -- a situation in which neither side can win, yet continuing the conflict 
will be very harmful to each (although not necessarily in equal degree nor for the same 
reasons). Also contributing to "ripeness" is an impending, past, or recently avoided 

 

144 Zartman, I. William. "Ripeness." Beyond Intractability. Eds. Guy Burgess and Heidi Burgess. Conflict 
Information Consortium, University of Colorado, Boulder. Posted: August 2003, 
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/ripeness [Accessed: June 29, 2016]  

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/ripeness
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catastrophe.[2] This further encourages the parties to seek an alternative policy or "way 
out," since the catastrophe provides a deadline or a lesson indicating that pain might be 
sharply increased if something is not done to settle the conflict soon. 

The mutually hurting stalemate is grounded in cost-benefit analysis. It is fully 
consistent with public-choice notions of rationality.[3] and public-choice studies of war 
termination and negotiation.[4] These theories assume that a party will pick the 
alternative which is best for itself, and that a decision to change strategies is induced by 
increasing the pain associated with the present course of the conflict, thereby making 
the change the rational choice from a cost-benefit point of view. It is also consistent 
with the hypothesis that people seek to avoid a loss of a certain amount more than they 
seek a gain of the same amount.  In other words, they are "loss-averse." 
 
In terms of game theory, a mutually hurting stalemate changes the situation from a 
prisoners' dilemma game into a game of chicken. (These terms and games are 
described in detail in the game theory essay.) Put in other terms, a conflict becomes 
ripe for resolution when the parties realize that the status quo -- no negotiation -- is a 
lose-lose situation (because they cannot win), not a zero-sum (win-lose) situation. Thus 
to avoid the mutual loss, they must consider negotiation. 

Ripeness is a matter of perception, and as with any subjective perception, there are 
likely to be objective facts to be perceived. These can be highlighted by a mediator or 
an opposing party when they are not immediately recognized by the party itself, and 
resisted so long as the conflicting party refuses to recognize the "facts" as legitimate or 
accurate. Thus it is the perception of the objective condition, not the condition itself, that 
makes for a mutually hurting stalemate. If the parties do not recognize "clear evidence" 
(in someone else's view) that they are at an impasse, a mutually hurting stalemate has 
not yet occurred, and if they do perceive themselves to be in such a situation, no matter 
how flimsy the "evidence," the mutually hurting stalemate is present. 

The other element necessary for a ripe moment is less complex and also perceptional: a 
"Way Out." Parties do not have to be able to identify a specific solution; they must only 
have a sense that a negotiated solution is possible and that the other party shares that 
sense and the willingness to search for a solution too. Without a sense of a Way Out, 
the push associated with the mutually hurting stalemate would leave the parties with 
nowhere to go. Spokespersons often indicate whether they do or do not feel that a deal 
can be made with the other side. If they think a deal is possible, that suggests a "way 
out" and the time is ripe for negotiation. If they do not feel the other side will negotiate 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/prisoners-dilemma
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/prisoners-dilemma
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/sum
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/win-lose
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/fact-finding
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in good faith, then the situation is not ripe. [5] 

Ripeness is only one condition, necessary but not sufficient, for the initiation of 
negotiations. It is not self-fulfilling or self-implementing--it must be seized, either 
directly by the parties or, if not, through the persuasion of a mediator. Thus, it is not 
identical to its results, nor is it tautological, although some scholars have claimed such, 
arguing that it cannot be measured except by the success of negotiations, after which 
one can observe that "the time was ripe." However, not all ripe moments are seized and 
turned into negotiations. Hence the importance of specifying the meaning and 
evidence of ripeness, so as to indicate when conflicting or third parties can fruitfully 
initiate negotiations. 

Although ripeness theory cannot predict when a given situation will become ripe, it 
can identify the elements necessary (even if insufficient) for productive negotiations to 
begin. This type of analytical prediction is the best that can be obtained in social 
science, where stronger predictions could only be ventured by eliminating free choice 
(including the human possibility of blindness and mistakes). As such, it is of great 
value to policymakers seeking to know when and how to begin a peace process. 

Finding a ripe moment requires research and intelligence studies to identify the 
objective and subjective elements. Subjective expressions of pain, impasse, and 
inability to bear the cost of further escalation, related to objective evidence of stalemate, 
data on numbers and nature of casualties and material costs, and/or other such 
indicators of a mutually hurting stalemate, along with expressions of a sense of a Way 
Out, can be researched on a regular basis in a conflict to establish whether ripeness 
exists. Researchers would look for evidence, for example, of whether the fluid military 
balance in a conflict has given rise at any time to a perception of a mutually hurting 
stalemate by the parties, or to a sense by authoritative spokespersons for each side that 
the other is ready to seek a solution to the conflict. Researchers could also look for 
contrary evidence:  statements by one or both sides, suggesting that they can win or 
that mediation is bound to fail because one or both parties believes in the possibility or 
necessity of escalating out of the current impasse to achieve a decisive military victory. 

Ripeness is the key to many successful cases of negotiation, opening the way for 
discussions that led to an agreement in the Sinai (1974), Southwest Africa (1988), El 
Salvador (1988), Mozambique (1992), and many others. The lack of ripeness led to the 
failure of attempts to open negotiations between Eritrea and Ethiopia in the late 1980s, 
within Sudan for decades, and elsewhere. Objectively ripe moments, however, were 
not transformed into subjective perceptions or seized and carried through to successful 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/negotiation-strategies
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/escalation
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agreements in Karabakh in 1994, in Cyprus in 2002, and elsewhere, according to 
published analyses. Perhaps a greater understanding of the indicators of ripeness could 
lead to its more frequent recognition among disputing parties, and more successfully 
seized negotiation opportunities. 

[1] See Susskind's interview on BI.   
[2] I William Zartman and Maureen Berman, The Practical Negotiator (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1982), 66-78 <http://books.google.com/books?id=399qzq9hrdwC>; I William Zartman, "The Strategy of 
Preventive Diplomacy in Third World Conflicts," in Managing US-Soviet Rivalry, ed. Alexander George 
(Westview, 1983), <http://books.google.com/books?id=DlTAQgAACAAJ>; Saadia Touval & I William 
Zartman, eds., International Mediation in Theory and Practice (Westview, 1985), ll, 258-60; I William 
Zartman, Ripe for Resolution (New York: Oxford, 1985/1989), 
<books.google.com/booksl?id=H1Ya9aDRbPMC>. 
[3] Sen 1970, Arrow 1963, Olson 1965 
[4] Brams 1990, 1994; Wright 1965 
[5] Zartman & Aurik 1991 

 

4.7.5) Negotiation  

Negotiation simply put is a process by which disputing parties try to reach an 

agreement. In other words, contending parties bargain their positions and interests to 

reach a compromise and thereby cease the conflict. It is therefore a dialogue between 

parties to make one another understand what is at stake for each of them to formulate a 

solution.  

For negotiations to take place, some conditions are necessary. While certain elements 

will hinder the conflict’s “ripeness” for negotiations (see p.109 for explanations about 

the concept of ripeness), others will make it suitable for successful negotiations. 

Factors that encourage negotiations 

The desire to reach a mutual agreement is a central element of every negotiation.  

Intertwined with that element is the concept of parties’ interdependency. Indeed, each 

party must need the other to achieve a better outcome than the one they would achieve 

without negotiation. Therefore, the degree of deterioration of parties’ ability to achieve 

their interests in the absence of negotiations (see BATNA p.118) is essential for the 

conflict to be ripe for negotiation. Implied here is that no party can have full authority 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/audiodisplay/susskind-l
http://books.google.com/books?id=399qzq9hrdwC
http://books.google.com/books?id=DlTAQgAACAAJ
http://books.google.com/booksl?id=H1Ya9aDRbPMC
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and power over the other which would prevent the weaker party’s decisions to have 

any effect on the stronger one and hinder interdependency.145 

 

Factors that hinder negotiation 

As in any form of communication, in negotiations participants need to actively listen 

and understand each other’s views. Therefore, factors related to conflict sources and 

parties’ positions like the sense of pride, the lack of understanding of the others’ 

position or its perceived lack of legitimacy are important obstacles. 

Numerous deadlocks are created during or before negotiations due to psychological, 

emotional factors, and negative feelings (anger, frustration, feeling hurt, etc.). It is 

important to deal with such emotions in order to reach and establish more sustainable 

agreements.  

Conflicts over scarce resources are often more negotiable than conflicts over values or 

beliefs. For instance, negotiating for women’s right to work in a society that considers 

women’s role is to stay home is likely to be tough. Others negative assumptions can be 

linked to class, status, gender, personal history, etc. 

Last but not least, the notion of winning and losing, which is greatly influenced by 

culture, is often the sources of variations in calculating gains and losses expected of 

negotiations. From these variations can emerge misunderstandings between parties 

which amplify cultural differences and slow down the negotiation process.  The lack of 

cultural sensitivity of one party is bound to result in negative feelings which, in turns, 

will interfere with the good conduct of the negotiation  

Once parties are on the table, negotiation can take on one of two forms: Positional 

Bargaining or Principled Negotiations. 

 

  

 

145 Ibid, p. 7 
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Positional bargaining 

People engage regularly in positional bargaining where they argue their positions and 

negotiate a compromise.  In this kind of bargaining there are basically two approaches; 

soft or hard bargaining.  Soft bargaining is carried out with a high level of concern for 

the interests of and particularly the relationships with the other party.  The hard 

negotiator wants to win and sees the conflict as a test of wills.  Soft bargaining leads to 

many concessions.  Although it might produce a quick resolution, it may not be a good 

one as it may not address the concerns of the conceding party and the concessions that 

they give may lead to their later dissatisfaction and resentment.  Hard bargaining tends 

to be difficult on the parties and their relationship.   

Positional arguing can produce poor agreements and the process can be inefficient.  

Parties develop positions based upon their interests.  As they argue for these positions, 

they become more committed to their position and they develop an interest in 

maintaining it.  It becomes increasingly difficult to work out an agreement, as the 

parties do not want to save face by maintaining their position.  Often the outcome will 

be a split in between the two positions without considering the original interests that 

the parties have.  This can mean that the solution may poorly address the interests of 

both parties leaving no one satisfied.146   

The process of positional negotiation takes a long time.  Parties tend to adopt extreme 

positions and argue strongly for them hoping that the final outcome will be closer to 

what they really want.  Parties go back and forth making small concessions concealing 

their real position.147  The process is like the bartering over price that one may see in a 

bazaar.   

 

Principled or Interest-based Negotiations 

In addition to negotiating and deciding the substance of issues, parties also make a 

decision about the process of negotiation they will use.  Principled negotiation provides 

 

146 Fisher, R., Ury, W., Getting to Yes (New York, New York: Penguin Books, 1981), p. 5 
147 Ibid, p. 6 
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an alternative to positional bargaining.  This sort of negotiation is based upon four key 

elements.  The first is to separate the people from the problem, proceeding to attack the 

problem and not the people.  The second element is to focus negotiations on interests 

and not positions. As mentioned above focusing on positions can distract from the real 

issues and needs of the parties leaving them unfulfilled.  The third element is to invent 

options for mutual gain, coming up with several solutions relieves the pressure of 

having to create one optimal solution and will help the parties to creatively address 

their interests facilitating a better quality decision. The final element is insisting that the 

solution be based some objective criteria.  This criteria should make negotiations fair for 

each party so that decisions will not be determined by the force of will of one party, but 

an agreed upon standard such as law or custom.148 

Another important dimension of negotiations is power and how parties may use it to 

advance their interests. For more information on power in conflict please see section 

2.2.2 “Power” under “Relationship”.  

The Following Table149 captures the different approaches in Negotiation:  

Types of Negotiation150 

                                       Problem 

Positional Bargaining: Which Game Should You 

Play? 

Solution 

Change the Game – Negotiate 

on the Merits 

Soft 

Participants are friends. 

 

 

The goal is agreement. 

Hard 

Participants are 

adversaries. 

 

The goal is victory. 

Principled 

Participants are problem-

solvers 

The goal is a wise outcome 

reached efficiently and 

 

148 Ibid, pp. 11-12 
149 Ibid, p. 13 
150 Ibid, p. 9 
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amicably. 

Make concessions to 

cultivate the relationship. 

Be soft on the people and 

the problem. 

Trust others. 

Demand concessions as a 

condition of the 

relationship. 

Be hard on the problem 

and the people 

Distrust others. 

Separate the people from the 

problem. 

Be soft on the people, hard on 

the problem. 

Proceed independent of trust. 

Change you position 

easily. 

Make offers. 

Disclose your bottom 

line. 

Dig into your position. 

Make threats. 

Mislead as to your 

bottom line. 

Focus on interests, not 

positions. 

Explore interests. 

Avoid having a bottom line. 

Accept one-sided losses 

to reach agreement. 

Search for the single 

answer: the one they will 

accept. 

Insist on agreement. 

Demand one-sided gains 

as the price of agreement. 

Search for the single 

answer: the one you will 

accept. 

Insist on your position. 

Invent options for mutual gain. 

Develop multiple options to 

choose from; decide later. 

Try to avoid a contest of 

will. 

Yield to pressure. 

Try to win a contest of 

will. 

Apply pressure. 

Insist on using objective 

criteria. 

Try to reach a result based on 

standards independent of will. 

Reason and be open to reason; 

yield to principle, not pressure. 
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Focused review on BATNA by Brad Spangler151 

BATNA is a term coined by Roger Fisher and William Ury in their 1981 
bestseller, Getting to Yes: Negotiating Without Giving In.[1] It stands for 
"Best  ALTERNATIVE TO  a negotiated agreement." Said another way, it is the best you 
can do if the other person refuses to negotiate with you--if they tell you to "go jump in a 
lake!" or "Get lost!"  So it is not necessarily your ideal outcome--unless your ideal 
outcome is something you can get without the cooperation of the other person. It is the 
best you can do WITHOUT THEM. 

BATNAs are critical to negotiation because you cannot make a wise decision about 
whether to accept a negotiated agreement unless you know what your alternatives are. 
If you are offered a used car for $7,500, but there's an even better one at another dealer 
for $6,500--the $6,500 car is your BATNA.  Another term for the same thing is your 
"walk away point."  If the seller doesn't drop her price below $6,500, you will WALK 
AWAY and buy the other car.  

Your BATNA "is the only standard which can protect you both from accepting terms 
that are too unfavorable and from rejecting terms it would be in your interest to 
accept."[2] In the simplest terms, if the proposed agreement is better than your BATNA, 
then you should accept it. If the agreement is not better than your BATNA, then you 
should reopen negotiations. If you cannot improve the agreement, then you should at 
least consider withdrawing from the negotiations and pursuing your alternative 
(though the relational costs of doing that must be considered as well). 

 

Having a good BATNA increases your negotiating power. If you know you have a good 

 

151 Spangler, Brad. "Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA)." Beyond Intractability. Eds. Guy 
Burgess and Heidi Burgess. Conflict Information Consortium, University of Colorado, Boulder. Posted: 
June 2003 <http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/batna>. 

"The reason you negotiate is to produce something better than the results you can 

obtain without negotiating. What are those results? What is that alternative? What 

is your BATNA -- your Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement? That is the 

standard against which any proposed agreement should be measured." -- Roger 

Fisher and William Ury 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/batna
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alternative, you do not need to concede as much, because you don't care as much if you 
get a deal. You can also push the other side harder.   If your options are slim or non-
existent, the other person can make increasing demands, and you'll likely decide to 
accept them--because you don't have a better option, no matter how unattractive the 
one on the table is becoming. Therefore, it is important to improve your BATNA 
whenever possible.  If you have a strong one, it is worth revealing it to your 
opponent.  If you have a weak one, however, it is better to keep that detail hidden. 
 
Guy Burgess and Heidi Burgess have adapted the concept of BATNA slightly to 
emphasize what they call "EATNAs"-- estimated alternatives to a negotiated agreement" 
instead of "best alternatives." Even when disputants do not have good options outside 
of negotiations, they often think they do. (For example, both sides may think that they 
can prevail in a court or military struggle, even when one side is clearly weaker, or 
when the relative strengths are so balanced that the outcome is very uncertain.) Yet, 
perceptions are all that matter when it comes to deciding whether or not to accept an 
agreement. If a disputant thinks that he or she has a better option, she will, very often, 
pursue that option, even if it is not as good as s/he thinks it is. 

BATNA and EATNAs also affect what William Zartman and may others have called 
"ripeness," the time at which a dispute is ready or "ripe" for settlement.[3] When parties 
have similar ideas or "congruent images" about what BATNAs exist, then the 
negotiation is ripe for reaching agreement. Having congruent BATNA images means 
that both parties have similar views of how a dispute will turn out if they do not agree, 
but rather pursue their other rights-based or power-based options. In this situation, it is 
often smarter for them to negotiate an agreement without continuing the disputing 
process, thus saving the transaction costs. This is what happens when disputing parties 
who are involved in a lawsuit settle out of court, (which happens in the U.S. about 90 
percent of the time). The reason the parties settle is that their lawyers have come to an 
understanding of the strength of each sides' case and how likely each is to prevail in 
court. They then can "cut to the chase," and get to the same result much more easily, 
more quickly, and less expensively through negotiation. 

On the other hand, disputants may hold "dissimilar images" about what BATNAs exist, 
which can lead to a stalemate or even to intractability. For example, both sides may 
think they can win a dispute if they decide to pursue it in court or through force. If both 
sides' BATNAs tell them they can pursue the conflict and win, the likely result is 
a power contest. If one side's BATNA is indeed much better than the other's, the side 
with the better BATNA is likely to prevail. If the BATNAs are about equal, however, the 
outcome is much less certain.   If the conflict is costly enough, eventually the parties 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/ripeness
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/meaning-intractability
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/Power
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may come to realize that their BATNAs were not as good as they thought they were. 
Then the dispute will again be "ripe" for negotiation. 

The allure of the EATNA often leads to last-minute breakdowns in negotiations, 
particularly when many parties are involved. Disputants can negotiate for months or 
even years, finally developing an agreement that they think is acceptable to all. But then 
at the end, all the parties must take a hard look at the final outcome and decide, "is this 
better than all of my alternatives?" Only if all the parties say "yes," can the agreement be 
finalized. If just one party changes his or her mind, the agreement may well break 
down. Thus, knowing one's own and one's opponents' BATNAs and EATNAs is critical 
to successful negotiation 

Determining Your BATNA 

BATNAs are not always readily apparent. Fisher and Ury outline a simple process for 
determining your BATNA: 

1. develop a list of actions you might conceivably take if no agreement is reached; 
2. improve some of the more promising ideas and convert them into practical 

options; and 
3. select, tentatively, the one option that seems best.[4] 

BATNAs may be determined for any negotiation situation, whether it be a relatively 
simple task such as finding a job or a complex problem such as a heated environmental 
conflict or a protracted ethnic conflict. 

Fisher and Ury offer a job search as a basic example of how to determine a BATNA. If 
you do not receive an attractive job offer by the end of the month from Company X, 
what will you do? Inventing options is the first step to determining your BATNA. 
Should you take a different job? Look in another city? Go back to school? If the offer 
you are waiting for is in New York, but you had also considered Denver, then try to 
turn that other interest into a job offer there, too. With a job offer on the table in Denver, 
you will be better equipped to assess the New York offer when it is made. Lastly, you 
must choose your best alternative option in case you do not reach an agreement with 
the New York company. Which of your realistic options would you really want to 
pursue if you do not get the job offer in New York? 

More complex situations require the consideration of a broader range of factors and 
possibilities. For example, a community discovers that its water is being polluted by the 
discharges of a nearby factory. Community leaders first attempt to negotiate a cleanup 
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plan with the company, but the business refuses to voluntarily agree on a plan of action 
that the community is satisfied with. In such a case, what are the community's options 
for trying to resolve this situation? 

• They could possibly sue the business based on stipulations of the Clean Water 
Act. 

• They could contact the Environmental Protection Agency and see what sort of 
authority that agency has over such a situation. 

• They could lobby the state legislature to develop and implement more stringent 
regulations on polluting factories. 

• The community could wage a public education campaign and inform citizens of 
the problem. Such education could lead voters to support more environmentally-
minded candidates in the future who would support new laws to correct 
problems like this one.  It might also put enough public pressure on the company 
that it would change its mind and clean up voluntarily. 

In weighing these various alternatives to see which is "best," the community members 
must consider a variety of factors. 

• Which is most affordable and feasible? 
• Which will have the most impact in the shortest amount of time? 
• If they succeed in closing down the plant, how many people will lose their jobs? 

These types of questions must be answered for each alternative before a BATNA can be 
determined in a complex environmental dispute such as this one. 

BATNAs and the Other Side 

At the same time you are determining your BATNA, you should also consider the 
alternatives available to the other side. Sometimes they may be overly optimistic about 
what their options are. The more you can learn about their options, the better prepared 
you will be for negotiation. You will be able to develop a more realistic view of what the 
outcomes may be and what offers are reasonable. 

There are also a few things to keep in mind about revealing your BATNA to your 
adversary. Although Fisher and Ury do not advise secrecy in their discussions of 
BATNAs, according to McCarthy, "one should not reveal one's BATNA unless it is 
better than the other side thinks it is."[5] But since you may not know what the other 
side thinks, you could reveal more than you should. If your BATNA turns out to be 
worse than the opponent thinks it is.   Then revealing it will weaken your stance. 
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BATNAs and the Role of Third Parties 

Third parties can help disputants accurately assess their BATNAs through reality 
testing and costing. In reality testing, the third party helps clarify and ground each 
disputing party's alternatives to agreement. S/he may do this by asking hard questions 
about the asserted BATNA: "How could you do that? What would the outcome be? 
What would the other side do? How do you know?" Or the third party may simply 
insert new information into the discussion...illustrating that one side's assessment of its 
BATNA is likely incorrect. Costing is a more general approach to the same process...it is 
a systematic effort to determine the costs and benefits of all options. In so doing, parties 
will come to understand all their alternatives. If this is done together and the parties 
agree on the assessment, this provides a strong basis upon which to come up with a 
negotiated solution that is better than both sides' alternatives. But if the sides cannot 
come to such an agreement, then negotiations will break down, and both parties will 
pursue their BATNA instead of a negotiated outcome. 
 
*Original publication date June 2003; reviewed and updated in July 2012 by Heidi Burgess 

 
[1] In 2011, Fisher and Ury published a 3rd Edition of Getting to Yes. The updated edition was edited by 
Bruce Patton and incorporates Fisher and Ury's responses to criticisms of their original 1981 book. 
[2] Roger Fisher and William Ury. Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In, 3rd ed. (New 
York: Penguin Books, 2011). <http://www.beyondintractability.org/library/external-
resource?biblio=23737>. 
[3] I William Zartman, Ripe for Resolution, (New York: Oxford, 1985/1989). 
<http://www.amazon.com/Ripe-Resolution-Conflict-Intervention-Africa/dp/019505931X>. 
[4] Roger Fisher and William Ury. Op.cit, 108. 
[5] William McCarthy, "The Role of Power and Principle in Getting to Yes," in Negotiation Theory and 
Practice, Eds. J. William Breslin and Jeffery Z. Rubin. (Cambridge: The Program on Negotiation at 
Harvard Law School, 1991), 115-122. 
<http://www.colorado.edu/conflict/peace/problem/mcca7535.htm>. 

 

 

4.7.6) Mediation 

As stated earlier, Mediation is like negotiation in that the parties make their own 

decisions, but differs in that a third party is present to help facilitate the process. This 

method is usually used when the parties have reached a point of stalemate in their 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/reality-testing
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/reality-testing
http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/costing
http://www.beyondintractability.org/library/external-resource?biblio=23737
http://www.beyondintractability.org/library/external-resource?biblio=23737
http://www.amazon.com/Ripe-Resolution-Conflict-Intervention-Africa/dp/019505931X
http://www.colorado.edu/conflict/peace/problem/mcca7535.htm
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negotiations, communications may have broken down and they feel they have stopped 

proceeding toward any mutually agreed resolution. 

Within the field of mediation, there are differing opinions about what the goals of 

mediation are. Bush and Folger summarize these differing goals into four stories: The 

Satisfaction Story, the Social Justice Story, the Oppression Story, and the 

Transformation Story.152   

 

The Satisfaction Story promotes mediation as a means of assessing the scope of the 

problem and cooperatively working towards a win-win resolution that is acceptable to 

both parties. Here, mediation is seen as a cost-effective problem-solving tool that can, 

for instance, be useful for reducing the caseload of courts. The voluntary and flexible 

nature of mediation creates a means for parties to reduce their costs in the conflict and 

increase likelihood of a satisfactory outcome.153 

 

The Social Justice Story assumes a structural asymmetry between parties. Thereby, it 

finds its key goal in the empowerment of weaker or disenfranchised parties. It works 

towards bringing together individuals who share common interests, with the idea that 

there is strength in numbers to get interests addressed and to avoid exploitation by 

more powerful parties or institutions. Mediation is seen as a way of allowing people to 

help themselves and avoid being in a dependent situation. The process that mediation 

takes parties through can help to facilitate and organize a weaker party, so that they are 

more effectively engaged in pursuing their needs and more able to reach a satisfactory 

or fair outcome than would be likely by other venues. Thus, mediation increases the 

realization of a socially just outcome, particularly in regard to the weaker party.154  

 

The Transformation Story additionally deals with empowerment. However, unlike the 

Social Justice Story, structural asymmetry isn’t an underlying assumption. Instead of 

focusing on the power available to a weaker party, it focuses on empowerment of 

individuals and society in the sense of equipping people with stronger knowledges to 

 

152 Bush, Robert A. Baruch, and Joseph P. Folger,  The promise of mediation, 1994, p. 15  
153 Ibid, pp. 16-17 
154 Ibid, pp.18-19 
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deal independently with their own issues. This view sees mediation as a means of 

moving people from a defensive position from which they would incline to attack, to a 

position of confidence where they are able to give the other party recognition and work 

towards a resolution with consideration of the other. With this, the Transformation 

Story sees individuals and society as being transformed from being adversarial, to 

building strong relationships.155 

 

The Oppression Story takes the opposite view from the Social Justice Story, as it sees in 

mediation the potential for the more powerful party to exploit the weaker party. The 

lack of formal systems in this view leaves open the way to manipulate the situation.  

The ability of the mediator to strategize, and in their facilitative function to control 

discussions and the issues addressed, allows for their biases to affect the outcome of 

mediation. With all this, mediation allows for the process to be used against one party 

and towards an unjust outcome even despite contrary intentions of the parties and the 

mediator in pursuing mediation.156 

 

When dealing with conflicts, relationships and balances of power are central issues to 

consider. They arise several questions related to the ethics of conflict intervention. Can 

one be neutral if there is an imbalance of power? If one works to empower a weaker 

party is s/he being neutral? With transformative mediation the mediator intends to 

transform to parties toward what they feel is better for them, but in that case, there is an 

ethical question related to the right of the mediator to determine a hidden direction for 

that transformation. These ethical questions coming from different viewpoints have 

been central to the discussion of the goals of mediation. 

 

  

 

155 Ibid, pp. 20-21 
156 Ibid, pp. 22-23 
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Types of Mediators157 

Mediators conduct mediation differently according to cultural variations as well as 

mediation objectives. Indeed, there isn’t ONE good way of doing mediation, mediation 

has multiple faces. 

Social Network 
Mediator 

Benevolent 
Mediator 

Administrative/ 
Managerial 

Mediator 

Vested Interest 
Mediator 

Independent 
Mediator 

• Prior and expected 
future relationship 
to parties tied into 
social network 

 

• Not necessarily 
impartial, but 
perceived by all to 
be fair 

 

• Very Concerned 
with promoting 
stable long-term 
relationships 
between parties 
and associates 

 

• Frequently 
involved in 
implementation 

 

• Generally has 
ongoing 
relationships with 
parties after 
dispute is 
terminated 

 

• May use personal 
influence or 
peer/community 
pressure to 
promote 
adherence to 
agreement 

• May or may not 
have a current 
or ongoing 
relationship 
with parties 

 

• Seeks best 
solution for all 
involved 

 

• Generally 
impartial 
regarding the 
specific 
substantive 
outcome of the 
dispute 

 

• Has authority to 
advise, suggest, 
or decide 

 

• May have the 
resources to 
help in 
monitoring and 
implementation 
of agreement 

• Generally has 
ongoing 
authoritative 
relationships 
with parties 
before and 
after dispute is 
terminated 

 

• Seeks solution 
developed 
jointly with the 
parties within 
mandated 
parameters 

 

• Has authority 
to advise, 
suggest, or 
decide 

 

• May have 
resources to 
help in 
monitoring and 
implementatio
n of agreement 

 

• Has authority 
to enforce 
agreement 

• Has either a current or 
expected future 
relationship with a 
party or parties 

 

• Has a strong interest in 
the outcome of the 
dispute 

 

• Seeks solution that 
meets mediator’s 
interests and/or those 
of a favored party 

 

• May use strong 
leverage or  coercion to 
achieve an agreement 

 

• May have resources to 
help in monitoring and 
implementation of 
agreement 

 

• May use strong 
leverage or coercion to 
enforce agreement 

• Neutral/Impartial 
regarding 
relationships and 
specific outcomes 

 

• Serves at the 
pleasure of  
parties 

 

• May be 
“professional” 
mediator 

 

• Seeks jointly 
acceptable, 
voluntary, and 
non-coerced 
solution 
developed by the 
parties 

 

• May or may not be 
involved in 
monitoring 
implementation 

 

• Has no authority 
to enforce 
agreement 

 

157 Ibid, pp. 42-43  
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Steps in Mediation 

A: Analysis and Preparation  

Mediation begins with the entry of the third party into the conflict whether by 

invitation by the parties or by recommendation from someone they know or an 

authority. It is not possible for a mediator to enter into a conflict to help resolve it 

without having both parties agree to the mediation. Usually one party will have 

requested the mediator to intervene. Then, it will fall on the mediator to contact the 

other party to confirm their willingness to participate in the process. During this initial 

phase the mediator will confirm the willingness of both parties to participate in 

mediation, making sure that they have an understanding of what that involves by 

explaining to them the process. At this time it is important to begin an initial report 

Interactive tool 8: Cultural variations and the mediator’s role 

Please watch the video: https://tinyurl.com/y7lm99k3  

The video you will watch is an episode of an Arabic TV program (subtitled in English) 
called "Open your Heart" which was aired on the Lebanese TV station LBC in 2004-
2005.  Following similar programs in Europe and elsewhere, the program brings 
together real people who are in conflict.  The "mediator", a famous TV personality in the 
Arab world- George Qardahi,  facilitates a dialogue and implements elements of 
mediation in his attempt to help parties resolve their conflict. Try to anwer the 
following questions:  

• How the “mediation” process in the video reflected cultural variations, ethical 
standards, and what seemed to be the objectives of that “mediation”?   
 

• Compare the “mediation” in the video to other forms of mediation you are 
familiar with, and explain the similarities and differences. 

 

• What type(s) of mediator George Qardahi can be related to? 
 

• Reflecting on C.R. SIPPABIO, what observations can you make about the 
dynamics of the conflict ?  

https://tinyurl.com/y7lm99k3
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with the parties and build their confidence in the credibility of the mediator and the 

process.158 

A mediator should not assume that mediation is the best course of action, but work 

with the parties to identify the best means of reaching a resolution. The mediator can 

work with the parties individually to assess their interests, including what may be 

compatible or overlapping with the other party, the relative value of different interests, 

the value of the relationship, and if any party possess power to enforce their will. Also, 

the mediator can work with them to identify the range of possible outcomes on a 

spectrum of meeting the interests and satisfying each party. The mediator then needs to 

cover the strategies or approaches to the conflict that would be appropriate for each 

party. 

Collection of information about the conflict is a key component of the preparation 

process. Data can be collected by observation gained by meeting with the parties or 

through information available from second or outside parties. Interviewing is a primary 

means of collecting data. The mediator will then verify and analyze the data and 

present it to the parties to help then clarify their understanding of the conflict. 159  

Having collected the relevant information, the mediator should develop a plan or set of 

procedural steps to be used towards reaching an agreement. It is encouraged, but not 

necessary, to have the parties included in developing the plan, as it will increase their 

commitment to the process. The plan will include who will be involved in the process, 

where it will take place and what procedures should be used. 

The final critical stage to be addressed before the actual mediation takes place is 

conciliation, or building trust and cooperation among the parties. This process 

addresses the psychology of the parties, seeks to reduce unnecessary causes of conflict 

and to build positive relationships that will help negotiations. In this stage the mediator 

needs to confront strong emotions, misconceptions, problems of legitimacy, mistrust 

and/or poor communication. 

 

158  Moore, The Mediation Process, 1996, p. 87  
159 Ibid, pp. 114 – 115; 139 
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B:  Conducting Mediation 

In the beginning of a mediation session, the mediation seeks to set a positive tone that 

affirms trust, common concern, positive expression and accurate communication. The 

session will begin with an opening statement by the mediator that defines and 

introduces procedures including issues of caucusing, confidentiality and behavioral 

guidelines. The mediator also positively recognizes the parties’ participation as 

showing their willingness to cooperate, answers their questions, and gains a 

commitment to begin mediation. 160 Next, the parties will give their own opening 

statements in their own way, which may be focused on issues, position and interests, 

procedure, or their mental and emotional states.161 The mediator needs to facilitate clear 

communication by asking different kinds of questions and restating or reformulating 

what the parties have said. In order to maintain a positive environment, the mediator 

needs to work to defuse charged statements by restating them, reminding parties of 

behavioral guidelines and intervening to prevent escalation.162 

The seventh stage of the mediation process is defining the issues and establishing an 

agenda from which to address those issues.  The first aspect of this stage is determining 

the general areas of concern to the parties, and then mutually agreeing on which issues 

will be addressed. Finally, they will agree to the order in which the issues will be 

addressed. 163 

The mediator may need to work to uncover hidden interests of the parties that the 

parties may not consciously be aware of, those interests that they may be concealing 

thinking that they will work to their advantage, or perhaps that have been forgotten in 

the focus on a position.164  Methods such as questioning, discussion related to interests, 

brainstorming, testing and hypothetical modeling can be used to help identify these 

issues.165 

 

160 Ibid, p. 194 
161 Ibid, pp. 203-208 
162 Ibid, p. 210 
163 Ibid, p. 213 
164 Ibid, p. 231 
165 Ibid, pp. 238-239 
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Effectively generating options for settlement is facilitated by getting the parties to use 

interest-based negotiation. As seen in the discussion of negotiation, interests based 

negotiation allows for more creative and effective development of solutions. This may 

take some effort to get the parties to detach themselves from their positions.   

C: Settlements 

After having generated several options for settlement, the options will be reviewed and 

assessed. The parties will review their interests to see how the different options might 

satisfy them. They will weigh the cost and benefit related to the options and their best 

alternatives to a negotiated agreement. From this point they will begin making 

alterations and combinations of the options to be worked into a final settlement.166 

After assessing the settlement ranges, the parties will move towards final bargaining.  

There are four general approaches used at this stage. The first is incremental 

convergence, where parties make gradual concessions until reaching an agreement.  

Second, after making high demands and few concessions, a party may leap into a 

package agreement after having made a strong point about an issue, especially if a 

deadline is approaching. The third approach is agreements in principle where the 

parties have moved from agreement on broad issues to agreeing on more specific 

details. Finally, if the parties remain at an impasse, they may opt for procedural means 

for arriving at their decisions, such as establishing a timeline for the issues, turning the 

decision over to a third party such as a court, establishing mechanical procedures like 

coin flipping or alternating turns to reach decisions. Finally, the parties may decide to 

abandon issues, postpone decisions and avoid making a decision.167   

The final stage of the mediation process is the formalization of the agreement. This 

stage will include establishing how the decisions will be implemented, how the 

outcome will be measured and compliance ensured. This stage should include 

expression of voluntary commitment from the parties and something expressing the 

conclusion of the agreement, such as a handshake or singing a contract.168  

 

166 Ibid, p. 269 
167 Ibid, p. 281 
168 Ibid, pp. 301-316 
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Twelve Stages of Mediator Moves 

Moore, p. 66-67 

Stage 1: Establishing Relationship with the 
Disputing Parties 

• Make initial contact with the parties 

• Build credibility 

• Promote rapport 

• Educate the parties about the process 

• Increase commitment to the procedure 

Stage 7:  Defining Issues and Setting an Agenda 

• Identify broad topic areas of concern to the parties 

• Obtain agreement on the issues to be discussed 

• Determine the sequence for handling the issues 

Stage 2: Selecting a Strategy to Guide 

Mediation 

• Assist the parties to assess various 

approaches to conflict management and 

resolution 

• Assist the parties in selecting an approach  

• Coordinate the approaches of the parties 

Stage 8:  Uncovering Hidden Interests of the Disputing 

Parties 

• Identify the substantive, procedural, and 

psychological interests of the parties 

• Educate the parties about each other’s interests 

Stage 3:  Collecting and Analyzing 

Background Information 

• Collect and analyze relevant data about 

the people, dynamics, and substance of a 

conflict 

• Verify accuracy of data 

• Minimize the impact of inaccurate or 

unavailable data 

Stage 9:  Generating Options for Settlement 

• Develop an awareness among the parties of the 

need for multiple options 

• Lower commitment to positions for sole 

alternatives 

• Generate options using either positional or interest-

based bargaining 

Stage 4:  Designing a Detailed Plan for 

Mediation 

• Identify strategies and consequent 

noncontingent moves that will enable the 

parties to move toward agreement 

• Identify contingent moves to respond to 

situations peculiar to the specific conflict 

Stage 10:  Assessing Options for Settlement 

• Review the interest of the parties 

• Assess how interest con be met by 

available options 

• Assess the costs and benefits of 

selecting options 
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Twelve Stages of Mediator Moves 

Moore, p. 66-67 

Stage 5:  Building Trust and Cooperation 

• Prepare disputants psychologically to 

participate in negotiations on substantive 

issues 

• Handle strong emotions 

• Check perceptions and minimize effects of 

stereotypes 

• Build recognition of the legitimacy of the 

parties and issues  

• Build trust 

• Clarify communications 

Stage 11:  Final Bargaining 

• Reach agreement through either incremental 

convergence or positions, final leaps to package 

settlements, development of a consensual formula, 

or establishment of procedural means to reach a 

substantive agreement 

Stage 6:  Beginning the Mediation Session 

• Open negotiation between the parties 

• Establish an open and positive tone 

• Establish ground rules and behavioral 

guidelines 

• Assist the parties in exploring 

commitments, salience, and influence 

Stage 12:  Achieving Formal Settlement 
 

• Identify procedural steps to operationalize the 
agreement  

• Establish an evaluation and monitoring procedure 

• Formalize the settlement and create an informant 
and commitment mechanism 

 

4.7.7) Reconciliation169 

What is the meaning of reconciliation? 

1. According to Webster dictionary, reconciliation is the act of causing two people or 

groups to become friendly again after an argument or disagreement, or the process 

of finding a way to make two different ideas, facts, etc., exist or be true at the same 

time. 

 

169 I am indebted to my son Joseph Abdalla for leading the effort to summarize literature and write this 
section on Reconciliation. 
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2. Reconciliation is to understand both sides, to go to one side and describe the 

suffering being endured by the other side, and then to the other side, and describe 

the suffering being endured by the first side. (Thich Nhat Hanh, Vietnamese Zen 

master) 

3. According to the IDEA, reconciliation is both a goal and a process that is 

relationship focused, and a necessarily democratic process, focused on healing 

previous negative relationships by having conflicting parties “examine their 

previous relationship and their violent past.”170  

4. For the purposes of the C.R. SIPPABIO manual, reconciliation is the attempt by 

conflicting parties to restart their relationship by coming to terms with the pain they 

have endured, as well as the harm they have inflicted. The distribution of harm 

done between parties must, at the least, be perceived to be proportionate by the 

parties.171 

 

What are the objectives of reconciliation? 

1. Ideally reconciliation prevents, once and for all, the use of the past as the seed of 

renewed conflict. It consolidates peace, breaks the cycle of violence and strengthens 

newly established or reintroduced democratic institutions (when applied at the 

state level). As a backward-looking operation, reconciliation brings about the 

personal healing of survivors, the reparation of past injustices, the building or 

rebuilding of non-violent relationships between individuals and communities, and 

the acceptance by the former parties to a conflict of a common vision and 

understanding of the past. In its forward-looking dimension, reconciliation means 

enabling victims and perpetrators to get on with life and, at the level of society, the 

establishment of a civilized political dialogue and an adequate sharing of power. 

 

170 Bloomfield, D. & al Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook (From IDEA publication, Bloomfield, 
Barnes and Huyse, eds. p.11. 2003) 
171 This definition was created by my son Joseph Abdalla as part of his research and writing support 
while preparing this section on Reconciliation for training workshops I conducted in Iraq and elsewhere 
in 2018. 
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⚫ It is not only a process: unfortunately, it is a long-term process. There is no 

quick-fix to reconciliation. It takes time. And it takes its own time: its pace 

cannot be dictated. 

⚫ It is also a deep process: it involves a coming to terms with an imperfect reality 

which demands changes in our attitudes, our aspirations, our emotions and 

feelings, perhaps even our beliefs. Such profound change is a vast and often 

painful challenge and cannot be rushed or imposed. 

⚫ “Reconciliation is also a very broad process. It applies to everyone. It is not just 

a process for those who suffered directly and those who inflicted the suffering, 

central though those people are. The attitudes and beliefs that underpin violent 

conflict spread much more generally through a community and must be 

addressed at that broad level. So, while there is a crucial individual element to 

reconciliation, there is also a community-wide element that demands a 

questioning of the attitudes, prejudices and negative stereotypes that we all 

develop about ‘the enemy’ during violent conflict.” 172 

 

2. According to Huyse (2003), different instruments are needed to develop a broad 

process of reconciliation at the political level, such as: 

⚫ Truth-telling 

⚫ Reparations 

⚫ Restorative justice 

⚫ Processes to promote healing and reconciliation173  

 

Huyse argued that there are three stages to reconciliation: 

⚫ Replacing fear by nonviolent coexistence  

 

172 Bloomfield, D. & al Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook (From IDEA publication, Bloomfield, 
Barnes and Huyse, eds., p.13. 2003) 
173 Huyse, L. Zimbabwe: Why reconciliation failed. (In Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook, 
IDEA publication, Bloomfield, Barnes and Huyse, pp. 34–39. 2003) 
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⚫ Building confidence and trust 

⚫ Moving toward empathy174 

The final stage, according to Huyse, needs to be accompanied by building democracy 

and a new socioeconomic order. For him, empathy also does not imply forgiveness or 

absolute harmony and does not exclude feelings of anger. This approach fits with recent 

developments in “transitional justice,” whereby the concept of reconciliation (and 

generally not forgiveness) is increasingly present. Here reconciliation finds itself amid 

pragmatic political debates about political compromise and the degree of justice 

possible in countries coming out of conflict.175 

3. More recent definitions of reconciliation argue for a wide range of processes at the 

macro and micro levels as part of the process of reconciliation. These include 

developing a shared vision of an interdependent and fair society; acknowledging 

and dealing with the past; building positive relationships; significant cultural and 

attitudinal change; and substantial social, economic, and political change176 

 

4. Reconciliation can be seen as dealing with three specific paradoxes:  

⚫ First, in an overall sense, reconciliation promotes an encounter between the 

open expression of the painful past, on the one hand, and the search for the 

articulation of a long-term, interdependent future, on the other hand.  

⚫ Second, reconciliation provides a place for truth and mercy to meet, where 

concerns for exposing what has happened and for letting go in favor of renewed 

relationship are validated and embraced.  

⚫ Third, Lederach (1998), cited by Hambert, explains: “reconciliation recognizes 

the need to give time and place to both justice and peace, where redressing the 

wrong is held together with the envisioning of a common, connected future.”177 

 

174 Ibid, pp. 34-39 
175 Ibid, pp. 34-39 
176 Hambert, B. Kelly, G. A place for reconciliation? Conflict and locality in Northern Ireland (From Democratic 
dialogue, No. 18, p.7. 2005) 
177 Hambert, B. Forgiveness and Reconciliation: Paradise Lost or Pragmatism? (From Peace and Conflict: 
Journal of peace psychology, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc. 13(1), 122. 2007) 
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5. Based on the above, the primary objective of reconciliation is to put two opposing 

parties on a path of peace that allows them to coexist. What must be acknowledged 

is that the feelings of hurt should not be expected to go away. Instead, new feelings 

of brotherhood should be introduced by bringing the conflicting parties together in 

building their peaceful future. This future must be visualized, built, and executed 

by the parties.  

 

What are the specific elements of reconciliation? Who does it, what specific steps and 

activities do they partake in, what are the dynamics involved? 

1. Reconciliation is typically undertaken by individuals. The steps include bringing in 

a neutral third-party, allowing both sides to express what hurt was experienced, for 

both sides to express what hurt was inflicted, and for both to conclude that their 

actions were incorrect and will not be repeated.178 The timing of this methodology is 

pivotal on the national scale. According to Joseph Montville, attempting this during 

the midst of conflict is likely to result in the attempts being swamped by the 

passions of the moment.179 

2. “It is often assumed, for example, that concepts such as justice and reconciliation 

(and forgiveness) are polar opposites. However, as paradoxical as it may sound, a 

more nuanced understanding of reconciliation means negotiating the complex and 

unique relation between such processes in any given context, rather than presenting 

them as mutually exclusive options for a society coming out of conflict. If deeply 

divided societies are to function, the process of grappling with paradoxes has to 

take place. This is exactly why understanding concepts such as reconciliation as a 

conditional and contested process, rather than a harmonious outcome, is critical. The 

same can be said for forgiveness”180  

 

178 Lerche, C. Peace Building Through Reconciliation (From The International Journal of Peace Studies, Vol 
5(2), George Mason University. 2000) 
179 Montville, J. V. The Healing Function in Political Conflict Resolution. (From Conflict Resolution Theory 
and Practice Integration and Application. Dennis J. D. Sandole and Hugo van der Merwe, eds. 
Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, pp. 112-127. 1993) 
180 Hambert, B. Forgiveness and Reconciliation: Paradise Lost or Pragmatism? (From Peace and Conflict: 
Journal of peace psychology, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc. 13(1), 123. 2007) 
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3. According to Bloomfield in the IDEA manual181, there is a 3-stage process to move 

towards reconciliation: Replacing Fear by Non-Violent Coexistence, Building 

Confidence and Trust, and finally Towards Empathy. 

⚫ Replacing Fear by Non-violent coexistence means at a minimum looking for 

alternatives to revenge. This requires first that victims and perpetrators be freed 

from their isolation and self-pity brought on by their losses in conflict via 

opened lines of communication between each other and their offenders. Second, 

both sides must have a safe environment with a minimum promise of physical 

safety. It falls on political and community leaders, NGOs, and religious 

institutions to begin this process for the individuals in their communities. 

⚫ Building Confidence and Trust. This stage represents acceptance of humanity 

within all involved in the conflict and renewed confidence within the 

individual, and in those on both sides of the conflict. Both sides must also let go 

of the idea that all individuals on the opposition are evil and allow a non-

partisan judiciary to enact justice on individual perpetrators. 

⚫ Towards Empathy. This is a crucial stage that must be handled with care, as 

pushing too hard to forgiveness when victims are not ready, or when offenders 

do not express remorse or regret, can collapse all previous work. Myth must be 

separated from fact and both sides must be willing to listen to the reasons for 

the hatred felt.  

 

Within these 3 stages, both sides must actively be working towards building their 

democratic future together and coming to terms with how their new society will 

look. From this point, there are 4 specific steps taken in solidifying reconciliation: 

Healing, Justice, Truth-Telling, and Reparation. 

⚫ Healing is defined as any strategy, process, or activity that improves the 

psychological health of individuals following extensive violent conflict. The 

focus is on the individual, as well as repairing the health of communities. 

Within healing, 3 steps are necessary. First, understand the social and cultural 

context of the conflict and address the individual as a whole. Second, take 

advantage of existing local resources and build upon them, while evaluating 

 

181 Bloomfield, D. & al Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook (From IDEA publication, Bloomfield, 
Barnes and Huyse, eds. pp.19-21. 2003) 
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their efficacy. Third, understanding that a part of healing is truth-telling, 

acknowledgement of atrocities, and perpetrators being brought to justice. There 

are various healing programs that can be integrated within a community: 

psychosocial programs, individual counselling and support interventions, 

training of local communities with psychosocial support skills, self-help support 

groups, and symbolic forms of healing. The ultimate goal of healing is going 

from “victim” to “survivor”.182 

⚫ Justice is seen as necessary for peaceful coexistence, trust, empathy, and 

democratic power sharing. Justice can be delivered as retributive and based on 

prosecution, restorative and based on mediation, truth commissions that 

produce historical justice, and reparation polices aim at compensatory justice.183  

⚫ Truth-Telling in the form of truth commissions can have little effect on 

survivors, but it becomes essential for history to be told properly, for 

perpetrators to be properly held accountable for their atrocities, to give victims 

a voice, and to assist in the judicial process. The downside is that the pain is 

constantly relived, and the embers of violence can easily be reignited.184 

⚫ Reparation comes in various forms. Reparation Rights and Reparation Policies, 

such as the “Certificates of Force Disappearance” issued in Argentina to help 

families of the “disappeared” to deal with legal issues surrounding inheritance. 

Individual and Collective Measures, which generally focus on the collective 

measures such as access to medical care, education, and employment, due to the 

impracticality of addressing every single individual. Financial and Non-

Financial Reparation Measures, non-financial including restoration of 

citizenship, issuing of death certificates of those who have been “made” to 

disappear, the facilitation of exhumations and reburials, and the expunging of 

criminal records. Commemorative and Reform Measures, with commemorative 

projects being a largely backward-looking policy meant to expose the barbarity 

of the perpetrator and show the suffering of the victims. Along with this, 

 

182 Hamber, B. Healing (In Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook, IDEA publication, Bloomfield, 
Barnes and Huyse, eds. Chap 6, pp. 77-96. 2003) 
183 Huyse, L. Justice (In Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook, IDEA publication, Bloomfield, 
Barnes and Huyse, eds. Chap 7, pp. 97-121. 2003) 
184 Freeman, M and Hayner, P. B. Truth Telling (In Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook, IDEA 
publication, Bloomfield, Barnes and Huyse, eds. Chap 8, pp. 122–144. 2003) 
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forward-looking and non-systemic, tactical instruments can be used to 

fundamentally alter the social and economic conditions of disadvantaged 

groups. The complete context and dynamic of the conflict must be taken into 

account when choosing what forms of judicial and non-judicial reparations to 

take.185 

 

Possible Hindrances to Reconciliation 

1. General hindrance to reconciliation would include one party refusing to 

acknowledge their part in hurting the other, or either party being unwilling to 

forgive the other. If the feelings of “us versus them” still exist, there’s little chance 

for true reconciliation. 

2. A primary hindrance to international reconciliation is that it is typically a process 

undertaken most effectively by individuals. In an international setting, it would 

then be on the shoulders of individual leaders to understand that the common 

people are just as much victims as they are, if not more, and that they will not feel 

any sense of reconciliation without experiencing the remorse and contrition of their 

enemy, and having the chance to see the human side of their enemy, as well as 

rediscover their own humanity and empathy. 

3. As cited by Lerche, “Lumdsen (1991: 1) for instance, presents evidence to show that 

mainstream approaches have not had much impact on cycles of violence citing that 

’...the worst atrocities in Bosnia in the 1990s were exactly in the areas most affected 

by the World War II massacres’ and that ’two of the Bosnian Serb generals involved 

were themselves child survivors of World War II massacres in which their whole 

villages and families had been wiped out.’"186  

4. Memory plays a key in preventing future conflict, but it is a double-edged sword. 

Ignoring the past entirely leaves the door open for history to repeat itself, denies 

victims public acknowledgement of their pain, and lets offenders deny their 

 

185 Vandeginste, S. Reparation (In Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook, IDEA publication, 
Bloomfield, Barnes and Huyse, eds. Chap 9, pp. 145–162. 2003) 
186 Lerche, C. Peace Building Through Reconciliation (From The International Journal of Peace Studies, Vol 
5(2), George Mason University. 2000) 
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atrocities. Remembering too much keeps the pain of survivors too real and wounds 

never heal.187 

 

Examples where reconciliation was applied. 

• Good Friday Agreement in Ireland. 

• South African Truth and Reconciliation Reports. 

• Prime Minister Blair apologizes for the Irish Famine. 

• Clinton apologies for slave trade. 

• Pope apologizes to Jews for Catholic Church failure to stand up to Nazism in 

WWII.  

• Gacaca Tribunals in Rwanda. 

• Guatemala. 

These cases study and others can mainly be found in two of our sources: 

• Bloomfield, D. & al Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook (From IDEA 

publication, Bloomfield, Barnes and Huyse, eds. 2003). Retrieved from 

https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/reconciliation-after-

violent-conflict-handbook.pdf 

• Hambert, B. Forgiveness and Reconciliation: Paradise Lost or Pragmatism? (From 

Peace and Conflict: Journal of peace psychology, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 

Inc. 13(1), 123. 2007) Retrieved from 

http://uir.ulster.ac.uk/9342/1/Paradise_Lost_or_Pragmatism.pdf 

 

4.7.8) Activism 

 

Introduction 

While presented as “mere deviance” in the late XIXth century, in the early twentieth, 

activism became recognized as a phenomenon of collective behavior188. Nowadays, 

 

187 Bloomfield, D. & al Reconciliation After Violent Conflict A Handbook (From IDEA publication, Bloomfield, 
Barnes and Huyse, eds. p.29-30. 2003) 
188 Atkinson, J. D (2017). Journey into Social Activism: Qualitative Approaches. New York: Fordham 
University Press pp 12 

https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/reconciliation-after-violent-conflict-handbook.pdf
https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/reconciliation-after-violent-conflict-handbook.pdf
http://uir.ulster.ac.uk/9342/1/Paradise_Lost_or_Pragmatism.pdf
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activism is often described as a specific type of direct action (see continuum of conflict 

management and resolution approaches section 4.7.4) aiming to impact and change 

societies. Sometimes difficult to define, it overlaps with a diversity of non-violent direct 

actions and strategies but differs in both its methods and its theoretical foundations. 

Although it is a term that has formulations and theories in many areas of social science 

(sociology, psychology, communication, media science, history, etc.), activism is based 

on three predominant theories: The rational action theory, the game theory and the 

critical mass theory. The rational action theory considers participation in collective 

action as the result of a rational cost-benefit calculation189, while the critical mass theory 

explains a “microsocial model of the process by which collective action emerges in 

groups and achieves its goal”190. Eventually, game theory often appears in the choice of 

strategies and tactics. 

Definitions  

• According to the Oxford dictionary, activism is to be understood as “The policy 

or action of using vigorous campaigning to bring about political or social 

change”.  

• For the Merriam Webster dictionary, activism is “a doctrine or practice that 

emphasizes direct vigorous action especially in support of or opposition to one 

side of a controversial issue”.  

• Activism, in the context of this C.R. SIPPABIO manual, is an intervention by a 

conflict party and their supporters, using non-violent actions in order to effect 

changes in other parties’ positions and attitudes, relationship power and 

patterns, and contextual factors. 

 

How does it work  

- Goal 

 

189 Veronica Dumitrascu (2015) Social activism: theories and methods. Universitary Journal of Sociology. 
pp 87 
190  Prahl R., Marwell G. and Oliver P. E. (1988) Social Networks and Collective Action: A Theory of the 
Critical Mass. The University of Chicago. AJS 94 (3) pp 502 
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Eventually, the goal of an activist is to make people realize “Wait….I am the bad guy” 

by changing her/his perspective in the conflict. As a hope for human soul, activism 

based its axioms in the belief that people can change by being more aware. Increasing 

awareness becomes therefore the end goal of most activist’s strategy  

- Strategy: agency or structure? 

Activism’s strategies are often separated in two main components by scholars and 

researchers: agency and structure. Agency refers to the people, members of the 

movement, while structure refers to the conditions under which individuals are taking 

actions.  

The success of activist movements depends on both. While influenced by the skills of 

the members, the link between them and the leadership, they also depend on 

momentum, and are bound by the reaction of the state, media coverage and foreign 

interests191 

Often scholars have tried to analyze previous social movements in order to find 

patterns of success.  Literature on the subjects is then used by activists to design 

strategies and define when each component should be prioritized: agency or structure? 

Should they spend more on developing the skills of their members (agency) or fund a 

non-violent direct action to increase awareness on a specific topic (structure)? 

  

 

191Chenoweth, E. & Stephan, M. (2011) Why Civil Resistance Works: The Strategic Logic of Nonviolent 
Conflict. New York: Columbia University Press. Chapter 1 & 2, pp. 1-61. 
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- Actors 

A quick shareholder analysis permits to determine the importance of different actors. 

For example, studies show how leadership is an importance factor of success and a 

pillar for a movement. Leaders, while essential actors for internal affairs like 

organization, coordination or the choice of strategy, also influence external factors: mass 

mobilization and participation. Leaders of activist movements play various roles as 

mobilizers, articulators, or as being charismatic or pragmatic, etc.192 

Quantitative analyses have also determined the importance of specific characteristics 

regarding the internal composition of a movement. Characteristic like gender equality 

inside activist movements have been shown to increase the rate of success. Especially, 

researches observe the great impact of women participation on non-violent direct 

actions when they are in a strategic position (Bacha, J. 2016, Principe, M. 2017, 

McAllister P.1999). 

- Actions and tactics  

Example and types of actions are extremely diverse. In the specific field of Strategic 

Nonviolent Resistance, Gene Sharp has determined 198 actions offered for movements 

to make their point. He categorizes them in 4 main sections193: 

• Nonviolent protest and persuasion (public speeches, letter, group lobbying, 

symbolic public acts, etc.) 

• Social noncooperation (social boycott, social disobedience, withdrawal from 

social institution, etc.) 

• Economic noncooperation (consumer boycott, withdrawal of financial asset, 

workmen’s boycott  

• Political noncooperation (civil disobedience of illegitimate laws, boycott of 

government supported organization, literature and speeches advocating 

resistance, etc.) 

 

192 Morris, Aldon & Staggenborg, Suzanne. Leadership in Social Movements. (The Blackwell Companion To 
Social Movements. Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2004. Chapter 8, pp. 171-196) 
193 Sharp, Gene. "198 Methods of Nonviolent Action," The Politics of Nonviolent Action. Boston: Porter 
Sargent, 1973.  
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• Non-violent intervention (guerilla theater, alternative social institutions, sit-in, 

pray-in, etc.) 

Eventually, the operational aspect (coordination, expertise, logistic, structure, 

organization) is an essential element of the action. It influences the efficiency and affects 

chances of success. As these are all aspects of the agency component of activism, leaders 

and members may receive training and preparation in order to improve their skills and 

knowledge with the objective of utilizing them to achieve as much impact.  

 

4.7.9) Peace Advocacy and Policy Making 

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, 

it is the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead 

Advocacy is sometimes coupled with activism as a nonviolent direct action for 

intervention (see the Continuum of Conflict Management and Resolution Approaches 

Chart section 4.7.4) However, it has its own different goals and specificities. 

This chapter aims to present advocacy in a broad sense. Although there are many ways 

to conceptualize advocacy, this chapter will focus on Peace advocacy directed at 

changing the policies, positions or programs of any type of institutions194.  

 

Defining Advocacy  

 

There are many definitions of advocacy and many debates exist regarding which one is 

the most appropriate to use.  For this chapter, we will use the following definition as 

most of the elements relate to peace advocacy and policy making: 

 

Advocacy is an action directed at changing the policies, positions or programs of any type of 

institution. It pleads for defending or recommending an idea before other people through 

speaking up, drawing a community attention to an important issue, and directing decision 

 

194 Ritu R. Sharma An Introduction to advocacy.  (From training guide. Support for Analysis and Research in 
Africa (SARA) p 4, 2003)   
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makers toward a solution to make a difference. It is a process of people participating in decision-

making processes which affect their lives195.  

 

Effective advocacy may succeed in influencing policy decision-making and 

implementation by: 

• educating leaders, policy makers, or those who carry out policies; 

• reforming existing policies, laws and budgets, developing new programs; 

• creating more democratic, open and accountable decision-making structures and 

procedures.196 

 

Basic Elements of Advocacy197 

While specific advocacy techniques and strategies vary, the following elements form the 

basic building blocks for effective advocacy. Like building blocks, it is not necessary to 

use every single element to create an advocacy strategy. In addition, these elements 

don’t need to be used in the order presented. You can choose and combine the elements 

that are most useful to you. As you examine the elements in the diagram, you may 

notice that some of these concepts are borrowed from such disciplines as political 

science, social marketing and behavioral analysis. 

 

195 ibid 
196 Ibid, p 5, 2003)   
197 Ritu R. Sharma An Introduction to advocacy.  (From training guide. Support for Analysis and Research in 
Africa (SARA)pp 5-7, 2003)   
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Selecting an Advocacy Objective 

Problems can be extremely complex. For an advocacy effort to succeed, the goal must be 

narrowed down to an advocacy objective based on answers to questions such as: Can 

the issue bring diverse groups together into a powerful coalition? Is the objective 

SMART? Will the objective really address the problem?198 

 

Using Data and Research for Advocacy 

Data and research are essential for making informed decisions when choosing a 

problem to work on, identifying solutions to the problem and setting realistic goals. In 

 

198 Boyd, B. Homer, S Houck, H. Richiedei, S. Valenzuela, T. Networking for Policy Change: An Advocacy 
Training Manual (From POLICY. US Agency for International Development, section III p27. 1999) 
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addition, good data itself can be the most persuasive argument. Given the data, can you 

realistically reach the goal? What data can be used to best support your arguments? 

 

Identifying Advocacy Audiences 

Once the issue and goals are selected, advocacy efforts must be directed to the people 

with decision making power and, ideally, to the people who influence the decision 

makers such as staff, advisors, influential elders, the media and the public. What are the 

names of the decision makers who can make your goal a reality? Who and what 

influences these decision makers? 

 

Developing and Delivering Advocacy Messages 

 

Different audiences respond to different messages. For example, a politician may 

become motivated when she knows how many people in her district care about the 

problem. A Minister of Health or Education may act when he is presented with detailed 

data on the prevalence of the problem. What message will get the selected audience to 

act on your behalf? 

 

Building Coalitions 

 

Often, the power of advocacy is found in the numbers of people who support your goal. 

Especially where democracy and advocacy are new phenomena, involving large 

numbers of people representing diverse interests can provide safety for advocacy as 

well as build political support. Even within an organization, internal coalition building, 

such as involving people from different departments in developing a new program, can 

help build consensus for action. Who else can you invite to join your cause? Who else 

could be an ally? 

 

Making Persuasive Presentations 

Opportunities to influence key audiences are often limited. A politician may grant you 

one meeting to discuss your issue, or a minister may have only five minutes at a 

conference to speak with you. Careful and thorough preparation of convincing 

arguments and presentation style can turn these brief opportunities into successful 
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advocacy. If you have one chance to reach the decision maker, what do you want to say 

and how will you say it? 

 

Fundraising for Advocacy 

Most activities, including advocacy, require resources. Sustaining an effective advocacy 

effort over the long-term means investing time and energy in raising funds or other 

resources to support your work. How can you gather the needed resources to carry out 

your advocacy efforts? 

 

Evaluating Advocacy Efforts 

How do you know if you have succeeded in reaching your advocacy objective? How 

can your advocacy strategies be improved? Being an effective advocate require 

continuous feedback and evaluations of your efforts. 

 

In order to reflect on activism and advocacy we present below three  examples from the 

LGBTQ+ movement around the world, one case about international arm trade, and one 

about environment and maritime life preservation: 

Real-life example 12: J-FLAG Jamaica  

Regarding LGBTQ+ association, Gay Freedom Movement (GFM) is considered as the 
first Caribbean movement for gay rights. As an association for advocacy, its goal was to 
“raise consciousness among members of Jamaica's LGBT community and to advocate 
for gay rights”. The Jamaica Forum for Lesbians, All-Sexuals and Gays (J-FLAG), born 
after the dissolution of the GFM in the late 90s has carried the torch since then using 
lobbying, media, public discourse, manifestation, festivals, etc. to fight for the LGBTQ+ 
community’s rights. Their projects are as diverse as “a letter-writing campaign to 
national newspapers, a help line, workshops for members of the community, advocacy 
training and the submission to the Joint Select Committee on the Charter of Rights 
calling for the inclusion of sexual orientation as a category for non-discrimination in 
Jamaica's constitution”. Eventually while defining themselves as an advocacy group, 
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some of the projects above are activist’s tools (manifestation, workshop and training) 
showing the blurred line between the two.199 

Another important point that the story of J-FLAG highlights is the capacity for a leader 
to influence the orientation of a movement. Indeed, before Brian Williamson became the 
public face of the organization, it was operating underground, and after his 
assassination, the movement went back to underground operations200. 

 

Real life example 13:  Intersectionality and LGBTQ+ groups in Africa  

Intersectionality impacts a lot of aspects of activism and advocacy, especially for 

LGBTQ+ movement. For example, regarding the design of a strategy, LGBTQ+ 

movements in south Africa and Namibia have successfully adapted discourses and 

lexicon of decolonization to the defense of the rights of the LGBTQ+ community201.  

Intersectionality is also essential to determine vulnerabilities. In the Sub-Saharan region, 

even if the XXIst century has brought numbers of accomplishments and progress to stop 

violence against LGBTQ+ community and to respect their rights, inequalities regarding 

the distribution of these benefices are still a problem inside the community. Indeed, 

other factors (sex, social class, etc.) influence the possibility that you’d be killed, or be a 

victim of Sexual Gender-Based Violence and even the opportunity for you to be 

involved in a LGBTQ+ association202.  

Another factor, religion, plays a critical role when it comes to gender restriction and 
how civilians can tackle them.  In Muslim (as well as Christian) societies, mostly in 
Africa, there are vigorous manifestations against same-sex sexuality which is 
considered to have a negative impact on the conservation of Islamic and African 
identities. Indeed, as part of “broader political dynamics”, the LGBTQ+ movement is 

 

199 Danielle Roper Jamaica Forum for Lesbians, All-Sexuals and Gays (J-FLAG) (From Global Encyclopedia of 
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender history, 2019, p857) 
200 ibid 
201 Ashley Currier Special Issue: Social Movements/Legal Possibilities (From Studies in Law, Politics, and 
Society, Volume 54, 17–44, 2011)  
202 Aylward E. & Oluoch A. Activism in Africa South of the Sahara (From Global Encyclopedia of Lesbian 
Gay Bisexual Transgender history, 2019, p8) 
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sometimes depicted by political and religious leaders as a western concept following 
western values. It makes activism and advocacy more complex since public opinion 
confuses LGBTQ+ fight for equality with neocolonialism203 

 

 

Real life example 14: The bathhouse raids of Toronto (1981) 

During the XXth century in Canada, the “bawdy house” laws criminalized non-

normative sexual intercourses.  On 5 February 1981, the police of Toronto, under this 

law, made a raid on four gay bathhouses. More than 300 men were arrested which 

generated furious disapproval from the LGBTQ+ community. In response, the 

community organized the biggest LGBTQ+ demonstration in Canadian history at this 

time with more than 3000 people yelling “No more shit” and manifesting for the 

acquittance of those 300 men.204 

At the time, the gay liberation movement in Canada was an example for activism in 

most parts of the world. The LGBTQ+ Canadian activists demonstrated strategic 

organizational skills and often used advocacy to create change in their environment by 

publishing venomous articles or protesting.  Eventually, they obtained a legal victory 

by founding the Right to Privacy Committee which supported with success those 

charged. In addition, it offered the movement better visibility of their cause and a 

created unity inside the LGBTQ+ community in Toronto and around Canada.205 

 

  

 

203 Ndzovu H. J. Islam in Africa South of the Sahara (From Global Encyclopedia of Lesbian Gay Bisexual 
Transgender history, 2019, p854) 
204 Scott de Groot Bathhouse Raids, Toronto (1981) (From Global Encyclopedia of Lesbian Gay Bisexual 
Transgender history, 2019, p202) 
205Scott de Groot Bathhouse Raids, Toronto (1981) (From Global Encyclopedia of Lesbian Gay Bisexual 
Transgender history, 2019, p204) 
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Real life example 15: Civil societies vs the arm market in the Yemen conflict  
 
In democratic countries, civil society play a greater role in the decision-making process 

of the state. Advocacy and activism are therefore useful tools for citizens to make their 

voices heard. For example, the Yemen conflict has brought Saudi Arabia and the UEA 

to join forces in a Saudi-led coalition to support the official government against the 

Yemenite rebel group, the Houthi. According to the 2014 international treaty on arms 

trade, no state party should authorize the transfer of arms to another party if it has 

knowledge at the time that these weapons would be used to commit a genocide, a crime 

against humanity or any other war crime206 However, France and the UK have 

continued to sell weapons mainly to the Saudi Arabia government after suspicions 

regarding human rights violations have been raised by the UN and other international 

NGOs.  

 

French as well as British public and parliament stood up against “evidence of war 

crimes” and started civilian campaigns to stop arms trade between the parties. On June 

20th, 2019, the British court of justice ruled as unlawful the selling of conventional arms 

by the British government to Saudi Arabia for use in its war in Yemen.207 

 

For more details, follow the link below to watch a documentary video208:  

https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/specialseries/2019/07/yemen-war-

profiteers-190731100503901.html  

 

 

 

Real life example 16: The Whales War  
 
Sea Shepherd is one of the NGOs around the world with some of the most vigorous 
activist tactics used to protect the oceans. In 2005, the organization started its fights 

 

206 UN Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), The Arms Trade Treaty, Article 6(3). 24 December 2014 
207 Al Jazeera Yemen: War Profiteer Saudi coalition airstrikes in Yemen have caused thousands of civilian 
deaths. Are European arms suppliers complicit? (Special Serie, 2019) 
208 We want to remind the reader to look at facts and to be aware that political judgements can be hidden 
between the lines of any media content. This one is not an exception. 

https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/specialseries/2019/07/yemen-war-profiteers-190731100503901.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/specialseries/2019/07/yemen-war-profiteers-190731100503901.html
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against whaling fleets. Thanks to a TV show named Whales War, Sea Shepherd was 
able to expose the atrocities of whale hunting and convinced Australia to start a court 
case against Japan. The International Court of Justice ruled that Japan’s practices were 
unlawful and asked for the cease of such activities. However, the activism for the 
conservation of biodiversity didn’t stop there and in 2016/17 Sea Shepherd sent 2 boats 
(Steve Irwin and the Ocean Warrior) in the Southern Pacific Ocean to pursue Japanese 
Whalers. In response, the Japanese government passed anti-terrorist laws, “some of 
which are specifically designed to condemn Sea Shepherd tactics. For the first time ever, 
they have stated they may send their military to defend their illegal whaling 
activities.”209 

 

4.7.10) Traditional Conflict Intervention 

Although we focus much on professional models of conflict intervention developed in 

the west, it is important to recognize that in many parts of the world conflicts are 

resolved using processes which engage family members, friends, community wise men 

and women.   

 

These interventions usually take the form of arbitration/mediation. The “social 

network” mediator model, and the common good ethical approach, come close to 

describing those models of intervention. Such interventions start with the assumption 

that all individuals are part of a community that ascribes to certain agreed upon norms 

and values. Consequently, intervenors often utilize this assumption to help parties find 

a solution to their problems. For example, if respect for elders is a significant value that 

all community members must adhere to, an intervenor may use this value to ask a 

younger conflict party to show respect to the older conflict part member, and at the 

same time ask the older to show concern for the younger one. In other instances, 

intervenors would invoke traditional proverbs that contain a solution to the conflict or 

aspects of it. In addition, intervenors also hold parties accountable to the peace and 

stability of the community, and expect them to act and do things that will prove their 

 

209 Paul Watson The Whales Wars continues (From Sea Shepherd website | Access 03/08/2019 from 
https://seashepherd.org/2017/08/28/the-whale-wars-continue/) 

https://seashepherd.org/2017/08/28/the-whale-wars-continue/
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concern for the larger community. It is within these cultural norms and values that 

third-party intervenors operate. 

 

Two true examples of this type of intervention are included below. One describes the 

intervention efforts in an Afghan refugee camp by the community’s wise man. The 

other describes the intervention by a committee to resolve a dispute between two 

fighting tribes in Liberia. These two examples are only illustrative of the diversity of 

approaches to conflict intervention. Several of the techniques used with the two 

examples do exist within many communities in the world. Further, many of those 

techniques have been effective and helpful in reaching amicable solutions to conflicts. It 

is important to study these approaches and to institutionalize those that have proven to 

be effective. 

 

Real life example 17: Traditional Conflict Intervention Case Study # 1: How a Camp 

Becomes A City 

 
Excerpted from New York Times Magazine (pages 59-62, 11/18/01) 

The camp [Shamshatoo], which began in December 1999 with 156 families, includes 

virtually every ethnic group of Afghanistan, with the largest at the camp being Tajiks, 

followed by Pashtuns.  Most are from the drought exodus, so they are not deeply 

politicized.  Still the ethnic tensions that existed back home are carried into exile; 

disputes over access to wells is a constant sore spot; and it is the job of Nusrat, who is 

Pashtun, and his fellow maleks and sub-maleks to smooth things over.  They usually 

succeed, because life does go on; there is a birth or wedding almost every day, as well 

as funerals. … 

 

Another emergency walks into Nusrat’s life.  This time it is a dispute between an old 

man and his nephew, who happens to be married to the old man’s daughter.  (This 

occurs among Afghans.)  The nephew/son-in-law is beating his wife, and for Afghans 

this is not a matter to be handled by the police, but by a Solomon figure.  That would be 

Nusrat. 

 
“My son-in-law is mad,” Aman Ullah explains.  (Ullah is a common name in these 
parts.)  “Every day he is fighting with his wife, and I am worried about her, so please 
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convince him to leave our house because if not, maybe he will kill me or I will kill him.” 

Aman sits on a mat with Nusrat in the unfinished school, which is serving, until it 
opens, as Nusrat’s office.  The old man is about 55, but that counts as aged among a 
people with one of the lowest life expectancies in the world.  Nusrat calls him baba, the 
Pashto term for a respected elder. 

“Don’t worry, baba,” he begins.  “We have suffered for the last 30 years.  That is why 
your nephew has mental problems.” 

There is no mention of punishing the nephew, Wase Ullah; this isn’t done in the Afghan 
culture.  But Wase is refusing to leave Aman’s house.  Nusrat’s solution is simple: Wase 
should move into a room that will be built onto the back of the house with a separate 
entrance. 

It is a wise idea, but it must be sold to a violent and psychologically unstable man.  
Nusrat walks with Aman to the house, which is like many others in the camp – 
surrounded by mud walls, with two rooms and two U.N.-issued tents in the backyard.  
The house has the good fortune of being located downhill from a well, so the runoff 
flows through a channel into the yard, which is filled with rows of corn and other 
vegetables. 

Aman loses no time taking the high ground. 

“Why are you beating your wife?” he asks Wase, “Yesterday when you started beating 
her, she fainted, and when you left the house, we were left to take care of her.” 

Wase, a tall and lean man with a look in his eyes that tells you to stay away, loses no 
time in taking the low ground.  “She is my wife, and that is my own business.  If I want 
to kill her, if I want to beat her, that is my affair.” 

Nusrat’s offer will not suffice. 

“I need two rooms,” Wase says, “One is not enough.” 

The guy is trying everyone’s patience, but Nusrat does not lose his cool.  He has a way 
with people that is unrelenting yet soothing.  He lectures Wase while holding his head.  
He makes threats and quotes the Koran [sic], but Wase continues to resist. 

“If you don’t accept this offer, we will try something else that you won’t like,” Nusrat 
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warns. 

This is his way of saying, “I’m making you an offer you can’t refuse.”  Wase catches on. 

“I’ll agree with you because you are a respected man in this camp.  I accept your 
decision.” 

And then, suddenly, Wase and Aman are hugging. 

For Nusrat, a small disaster has been avoided for people who live amid a large disaster 
with no apparent end. 

“Wase has a mental problem, but everyone suffers from such problems,” he says 
afterwards. “If I become angry with them, who would take care of them?  There is no 
one who isn’t injured by the war.  Some have injuries that you can see; others have 
injuries you can’t see, that are inside.  If their problems don’t get solved, they will fight 
and get hurt.  So I must look after them.  That’s my duty.” 

 

 

Real life example 18: Traditional Conflict Intervention Case Study #2: A Conflict 

Resolution Process from Liberia210 

 

Background 

There are several ethnic/tribal groups who lived in Lofa (a region in Liberia) for long 
time, among them are the Lorma and Mandingo. During the civil conflict (between 
1990-1997) the two tribes took different positions. Mandingos supported ex-president 
Doe, and fought against the NPFL led by Charles Taylor. When Taylor’s forces 
advanced in Lorma, the Mandingos fled to Genie. Later the Mandingos and the Krans 
grouped as the ULIMA against Taylor and his Lorma supporters. Acts of atrocity took 
place in Lofa between the warring factions. Finally, when Taylor won the elections and 
the war settled, Mandingos had difficult time resettling in Lofa because Lormas living 
in Lofa blamed them for the atrocities, and because historically the Mandingos have 
been nomads, and thus were not regarded as indigenous of the country. Conflicts over 

 

210 (Extracted from the evaluation report of Search for Common Ground activities in Liberia, 1999) 
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resettlement of Mandingos continued ever since. 

In February 1999, a dispute over a property owned by a Mandingo person, and 
challenged by Lormas, erupted into violence and led to the killing of two Mandingos.  
The violence spread to other parts of the county resulting in injuries and burning of 
houses. The government was contacted, and a commission was headed by the State 
Minister traveled to Lofa county to conduct conflict resolution. Here are excerpts from 
an interview with the Liberian State Minister who headed the conflict resolution 
mission: 

Please describe the process of conflict resolution that was used by the delegation in 
Lofa. 

First, we went not as representatives of law and order who were there to punish; we 
were there as a traditional group and an administrative team seeking solutions not 
punishments.  We emphasized that character to all parties.  As we spoke to different 
parties we realized that work was needed to contain the situation and prevent possible 
escalation.  To accomplish this goal we asked the parties to share with each other their 
understanding of their long peaceful blood-related history of three hundred years.  
They agreed to discuss the history.  The effect of sharing history was that it became 
clear to the parties that it was their responsibility to their people not to bring such a 
long history to destruction.  They became accountable to history and to generations 
passed and generations to come. 

At this point, and after history was recited and past success was emphasized, the 
question became “so what went wrong.”  They all came to the conclusion that the war 
led to the violent actions on both sides.  That they “got sucked into it.”  Then parties 
described the spiral of violence that erupted among the Lorma and Mandingo.  This 
process revealed that one cause of escalation was that Mandingos during the war broke 
the ground rules established by the PORO society (a society coordinating inter-tribal 
relations; Mandingo were never part of it because of their nomadic nature, yet were 
expected to abide by its rules).  Examples of such breaches were that Mandingo would 
farm on what was considered as sacred land by Lormas.  According to the PORO code 
the sacred land must be respected. 

Revealing the issue of breaking the PORO code, led to apology from the Mandingos to 
the Lormas (which was also supported by the fact that in their blood-relationship, the 
Mandingos are the nephews of the Lormas, which puts the burden of apology on them 
as the younger group).  The Lormas accepted the apology.  This allowed for us to ask 
them to form a committee of 24 people from both groups.  The task of the committee 
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was to come up with a list of actions and behaviors that each party is to observe in 
interacting with the other.  The purpose of the list was to prevent future transgressions 
and misunderstandings that may lead to renewed violence.  The committee developed 
the list, and a smaller committee included it in the agreement. 

Finally, the delegation listened to witnesses of the specific violent actions that took 
place in February.  The delegation assigned responsibility to the Lormas for these 
actions; this decision was accepted by the committee of 24, and remedies and 
compensations were agreed upon. 

What are the next steps for ensuring the continuity of this conflict resolution? 

I believe that both the government and the community have roles to play in this post-

conflict stage.  The government should supply materials to help those who lost their 

homes rebuild them.  Law must take its course against those who were found 

responsible for criminal activities.  The community should help the distressed ones by 

providing, for example, free labor to help rebuild houses.  Finally, the government 

needs to bring community members to a ceremony and a feast to celebrate the 

resolution of the conflict.  This ceremony would inform all members of the community 

at large of the reconciliation agreement, and would ensure every individual’s 

commitment to the agreement. 

 

 

 

4.8) Outcome/Stage 

Outcome, or stage, is the effect of conflict behavior and/or intervention on the state of 

conflict. These effects are not always positive. Thus, we need to be aware that an 

outcome of a conflict is not always a happy one. It depends very much on the capability 

and seriousness of the parties to resolve a conflict, and the ability of third parties to 

narrow the gaps between the disputant parties. As a result, an outcome is not an 

ultimate or final resolution of a conflict, as much as it is a stage or a milestone. Often, 

the outcome/stage generates new dynamics between conflict parties- sometimes 

positive and sometimes negative.  To the extent that the new outcome/stage results in a 
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new conflict, a new episode of conflict analysis would be needed….and so does the 

cycle of life, conflict and peace keeps turning! 

We present here two examples of outcomes/stages.  The first, Social Cohesion, is 

presented as a model that guides intervention programs with the purpose of building 

stronger societies.  An example of a UN Environment in Sudan (Darfur and Kordofan) 

will be used.  The second is about the outcome of the intervention by the coalition forces 

to liberate Kuwaiti from the army of Iraq’s Saddam Hussain in 1990/1991. 

 

Social Cohesion211 

What is the meaning of Social Cohesion?212 

1. Social cohesion carries different connotations, depending on context, identity, 

culture, and social and political dynamics.213  

2. The force, or “glue”, that holds a society together and enables its members to 

peacefully coexist and develop.214 

3. Social cohesion is an important determinant of a peaceful, democratic and 

prosperous nation. It creates stronger bonds within and across different groups and 

fosters greater trust in the institutions of government.215  

4. Social cohesion is often viewed as the desired outcome of effective peace building 

interventions and is inextricably linked in many contexts to the wider scope of 

 

211 I am indebted to my son Joseph Abdalla for leading the effort to summarize literature and write this 
section on Social Cohesion. 
212 Significant parts of this section were adapted from Search for Common Ground’s Social Cohesion 
Framework: Social Cohesion for Stronger Communities (https://www.sfcg.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/SC2_Framework-copy.pdf) 
213 Search for Common Ground Social Cohesion Framework: Social Cohesion for Stronger Communities 
(p.7, 2017) 
214 Ibid, p.7 
215 Ibid, p.4 

https://www.sfcg.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/SC2_Framework-copy.pdf
https://www.sfcg.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/SC2_Framework-copy.pdf
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democratic governance including thematic topics such as, but not limited to, human 

rights and social accountability.216 

5. Search for Common Ground and UNDP regards social cohesion as the glue that 

bonds society together, essential for achieving peace, democracy and development. 

This “glue” is made up of four key components: 1) social relationships, 2) 

Connectedness, 3) Orientation towards the common good and 4) Equality.217  

 

Social Cohesion is the intangible bond that holds societies together in peace. Various 

groups with opposing ideologies and desires will often come into conflict if the proper 

resources are not made available equally to all groups in a society. The various leaders 

from government, to religious leaders, to the media, all play key roles in making sure 

that individuals and groups within their society are on even footing with access to 

resources, basic needs, and basic human rights. 

What are the objectives of Social Cohesion? 

The primary objective of Social Cohesion is providing an environment where all social 

groups and classes within a society can coexist in peace. This peaceful coexistence stems 

from the four key components - social relationships, connectedness, orientation towards 

the common good, and equality. Rather than focusing on homogenizing various 

disparate groups, the focus for social cohesion is on acceptance and appreciation for 

differences between groups. No one group or individual is “better” than the other, 

everyone simply “is”, being that everyone is within the same realm of existence and 

needs. Differences then become something of beauty and subjects of curiosity that join 

people together, rather than symbols used to stereotype and promote nationalistic 

agendas. 

What are the specific elements of Social Cohesion? Who does it, what specific steps 

and activities do they partake in, what are the dynamics involved? 

Given the difficulty of defining Social Cohesion, there are numerous ways in which it is 

measured by various people and organizations. According to Schiefer et al (2012), there 

 

216 Ibid, p.7 
217 Ibid, p.28 
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are three specific elements to social cohesion that can be measured218. In addition, we 

added a fourth element. 

1. Social Relationships 

Social relationships are defined and measured as one’s social network, the quantity and 

quality of those relationships and networks. Participation within these networks is 

measured in terms of participation, such as voting, and socio-cultural participation, 

such as civic involvement and volunteer work. Trust of one’s fellow human beings, 

within and without their social relationships and networks, as well as trust of their 

political institutions, are measured. Finally, acceptance of diversity, defined as inter-

group attitudes and tolerance towards minorities is measured.219 

2. Connectedness 

Feelings of connectedness are measured by feelings of belonging to a group. This is 

one’s self-perception as a member of a group, and a sense of shared identity. 

Identification with a region, state, or nation also rates importantly in feelings of 

connectedness.220 

3. Orientation towards the common good 

Orientation towards the common good is measured by one’s Social Responsibility, 

defined as defending the interest of society even at the expense of  one’s objectives and 

needs. Solidarity towards the common good is measured by the cooperation and 

support of fellow-citizens. Finally, recognition of social order and social rules are 

measured as respect for social institutions and adherence to the rules of communal life 

versus the disregard for social norms.221  

4. The fourth element of social cohesion, not measured by Schiefer, is equality. Equality 

in this context of social cohesion could then be defined by the idea that regardless of 

 

218 Schiefer D. The Essentials of Social Cohesion: A Literature Review (From Social Indicators Research 13(2), 
pp 579–603, 2017) 
219 Search for Common Ground Social Cohesion Framework: Social Cohesion for Stronger Communities 
(p.12, 2017) 
220 Ibid, p.12 
221 Ibid, p.12 
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group or class, no one group, or person is more important than another and no one 

receives preferential treatment. This can then be measured by the level of importance 

placed on each group input to influence the allocation of basic resources, obtain basic 

human rights, and define the rules of social order on the larger scales of society. 

Without this equality, there is limited chance for social relationships, connectedness, 

and orientation towards the common good to form between disparate groups. Tyranny 

by democracy, or outright authoritarianism, is a very real possibility that opens the 

doors for violence and social disorder when the concept of equality is ignored, or not 

given its full weight of importance. 

As part of the Peace building Education and Advocacy (PBEA) program, UNICEF also 

focuses on three determinants for measuring social cohesion222:  

1. Belonging and inclusion 

2. Respect and trust (tolerance) 

3. Participation 

 

UNICEF’s monitoring tool provides indicators and sample questions to measure 

attitudes and behaviors about223: 

1. Responsive and inclusive State 

2. Mutual respect and trust (toward other groups/individuals) 

3. Attitudes toward other members or groups of society 

4. Group participation (at community level or individual level) 

5. Structural equity and social justice (or perceptions thereof) 

 

The UN Research Institute for Social Development proposes a series of indicators for 

macro-level measurement, the data for which is mostly available in the World Bank or 

ILO publications. These can be summarized as follows224: 

 

222 UNICEF Compilation of Tools for Measuring Social Cohesion, Resilience, and Peacebuilding (From 
Peacebuilding education and advocacy in conflict-affected contexts programme, 2014)  
223 UNICEF Compilation of Tools for Measuring Social Cohesion, Resilience, and Peacebuilding (From 
Peacebuilding education and advocacy in conflict-affected contexts programme p27, 2014) 
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1. Social inclusion – indicated by access to financial resources, economic activity, 

education, health and technology 

2. Cultural and ethnic homogeneity – indicated by ethnic mix, recognized 

languages, foreign born populations. 

3. Trust - indicated by perceptions of government institutions, immediate 

community, other ethnic groups, etc. 

4. Participation and solidarity – as indicated by voting turnouts, volunteerism, 

community participation and activism, charitable giving, etc. 

 

OECD identifies five “symptoms” which, when taken together, can inform levels of 

social cohesion225: 

1. Life satisfaction - strongly associated with good family relationships, health 

 and confidence in governance in the broader society. 

2. Trust - extending from immediate family and community to government and 

public institutions. 

3. Pro-social behavior – specifically volunteering, giving money and helping a 

stranger. Anti-social behavior is picked up by an indicator of perceived corruption. 

4. Rates of suicide can indicate a deterioration of the social context in which a 

person lives (though has an important personal component also). 

5. Voter turnout – high turnout is a sign that a country’s political system enjoys a 

strong degree of participation. 

 

The responsibility for ensuring that the four elements of social cohesion (please see 

above) are applied falls on everyone within a society - from the government setting 

policy, to the civilian participating in elections. The key actors responsible for 

promoting social cohesion can be broken down into the following226: 

 

224 Jenson J. Defining and Measuring Social Cohesion (From Commonwealth Secretariat and UN Research 
Institute for Social Development, 2010) 
225 OECD Social Cohesion (From Society at a Glance: Asia/Pacific, 2011) 
226 Search for Common Ground Social Cohesion Framework: Social Cohesion for Stronger Communities 
(pp.25-26, 2017) 
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1) Government 

Ways in which government institutions can mainstream social cohesion into their work 

may include: 

• Organize forums for consulting the public on policy decisions that affect them 

• Increase outreach and consultations with under-represented groups 

• Take measures to increase the participation and representation of 

underrepresented groups in political processes 

• Adopt pro-poor development policies and programs 

• Ensure development programs target inequalities 

• Ensure development programs reach under-served areas and communities 

• Provide timely and accurate responses to requests for information 

• Build collaborative relationships with civil society groups 

• Build an inclusive social protection system 

• Disseminate information transparently 

• Create formal mechanisms to resolve dispute 

• Set up processes where the public can hold government institutions accountable 

(social accountability mechanisms) 

 

2) Civil Society 

Ways in which civil society groups can incorporate social cohesion into their work may 

include: 

• Identify and use mechanisms that support solidarity and conflict management 

• Support social networks that bring divided groups together 

• Work through CSO alliances and coalitions 

• Work across identity-lines; build CSO coalitions across identity-lines 

• Reflect and improve social cohesion values in organizational practices 

• Foster a common sense of belonging, a shared future vision and a focus on what 

different groups have in common 

• Encourage participation and active engagement by people from different 

backgrounds in political processes and community activities 

• Facilitate dialogue between conflicting groups and between citizens and local 

government 
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• Promote social cohesion values 

• Encourage responsiveness from local government towards its citizenry 

• Seek and propose win-win solutions in working with the government on various 

agendas 

 

3) (Identity) Ethnic Organizations 

Ways in which (identity) ethnic organizations and ethnic armed groups can mainstream 

social cohesion into their work may include: 

• Ensuring effective communication systems between EAGs and constituents 

• Building collaborative relationships with stakeholders through dialogue 

 

4) Religious Leaders 

Ways in which religious leaders can mainstream social cohesion into their work may 

include: 

• Issue joint statements condemning acts of violence or violent discourse based on 

religious differences 

• Promote messages of tolerance and peaceful co-existence towards other religious 

communities 

• Work in and through alliances with other religious leaders 

• Use religious-based schools and training institutions to build awareness of social 

cohesion 

 

5) Media 

Ways in which media can mainstream social cohesion into their work may include: 

• Highlight individuals who actively work for peace and social cohesion 

• Highlight success stories of social cohesion (reconciliation across ethnic divides, 

successful dialogue with local government, etc.) 

• Provide balanced factual information and thorough analysis of current 

democratization and peace processes 

• Give voice to marginalized groups on issues which affect them 

• Seek solutions to social, economic and political problems 
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• Avoid promoting stereotypes of ethnic and social groups 

 

What advances Social Cohesion and what hinders it? 

The advancement of social cohesion is bound to all groups within a society. Each group, 

from those with the most power, to those who have virtually none, must see and treat 

each other as equal in humanity and their right to the basic needs of life. The 

understanding and acceptance of differences between various groups is essential to 

creating an environment where disparate groups can work together. 

The major ideas that hinder social cohesion are bigotry and nationalism. Believing that 

those who oppose you, or are different from you, are inherently wrong because of their 

differences, leads to conflict. Social cohesion then does not mean the individual 

acceptance of a predetermined national identity, but rather a nation’s acceptance of its 

various cultural identities. 

Real life example 19: UN Environment Project: Promoting Peace over Natural 
Resources in Darfur and Kordofan227 

UN Environment received funding from the European Union for the implementation of 
a project aimed at improving local and state capacity to resolve resource-based conflicts 
and to manage natural resources more sustainably and equitably. The project was 
funded for a period of 39 months (July 2015-September 2018) and was implemented 
across five areas in West Darfur (Kerenik and Mornie), Central Darfur (Azum) and 
West Kordofan (Muglad and Babanusa). The project was delivered in partnership with 
two national non-governmental organizations: Darfur Development and Reconstruction 
Agency (DDRA) in West and Central Darfur, and SOS Sahel Sudan (SOS Sahel) in West 
Kordofan. 

The project aimed to reduce the incidence of local conflict over natural resources 
through improved natural resource management (NRM) and strengthened institutions 
and mechanisms for dispute resolution. It worked towards strengthening inter-
communal relationships and relations between communities and authorities over 
natural resources in the three targeted states. The project pursued a two-track approach: 

 

227 Adapted from: Abdalla, A.  Terminal Evaluation Report of the UN Environment Project: Promoting 
Peace over Natural Resources in Darfur and Kordofan.  UN Environment.  September 2019 (in print). 
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• Firstly, the project focused on mitigating the drivers of natural resource-based 

conflicts (scarcity, governance, livelihoods) by implementing a combination of 

physical NRM and livelihood interventions and by addressing key governance 

shortcomings. 

• Secondly, it focused on building the conflict management capacity of local and 

state institutions through tailored trainings and improved coordination among 

user groups. 

Upon completing the terminal evaluation mission in March 2019 and having observed 
the contribution of the project on the ground, the concept of “Best Alternative to 

Relationship Agreement (BATRA)” was introduced as a foundation for the Theory of 
Change (ToC). The concept of BATRA was inspired by a well-established concept in the 
field of negotiations and mediation- BATNA (Best Alternative to Negotiated 
Agreement).  According to BATNA, parties at a negotiating table will often assess their 
need to continue with negotiations based on calculating what they would gain or lose if 
they walked away from the negotiating table.  If they assess that they would gain more 
or lose less than what they could achieve at the negotiating table, then they are likely to 
walk away.  If they assess that they would gain less or lose more than what they could 
achieve at the negotiating table, then they are likely to remain in negotiations.  BATNA 
is used as a tool to help parties assess their maximum and minimum demands in 
negotiations above or below which they would rather walk away.  

Similar to BATNA, BATRA is based on the same logic: If I can satisfy more of my basic 
needs and interests by entering in a dialogical relationship with competitors over 
resources, with whom I would otherwise fight, then it is likely that I would maintain 
that relationship and abandon the old hostile ways.  The dialogical relationship 
becomes a more useful means for satisfying basic needs and interests and leads to 
creating healthier community living for everyone.  So BATRA extends the concept of 
BATNA beyond the specific gains and losses during a single negotiation, to the level of 
community relationships.  BATRA is more complex as building such relationships 
requires that: a) parties acquire the proper skills for engaging with each other; b) all 
stakeholders be included; and, c) financial and technical resources become available to 
support the achievement of tangible gains for all.   

The review of the ToC of this project at the terminal evaluation suggested that the 
project inputs (Finance, Technical Assistance, Training and Capacity-building) were 
critical to starting the process of engaging in structured dialogical relationships.  These 
inputs prepared community members to engage in assessments of their needs, 
identification of options for mutual gain, and implementation of plans on the ground.  
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Tangible gains (improved access to natural resources, and better participation in 
decision-making over natural resources) through structured relationships broke the 
doubts and fears about the others, and as more gains were achieved, the two outcomes 
related to improved relationships and reduced conflicts were also being achieved.  The 
inclusion of all stakeholders, especially women members of all community groups and 
government officials secured the existence of the relationships which took the form of 
committees at the community level. 

As the achievement of the interests of each of the community groups became entangled 
with the existence and function of the committees, it became difficult to resort back to 
old hostile practices.  This led to reduction in violent conflicts, which led to proliferating 
community committees following the inclusive dialogical model.  The interdependent 
achievement of the two outcomes continued, based on the ongoing BATRA dynamic, 
fulfilling the two elements of the intermediate state (reduced negative impact of 
conflict, and inclusive development and economic growth).   

Finally, a dynamic intermediate state of the project emerged: Sustained social cohesion.  
Those communities have achieved, because of the project, its processes and dynamics, a 
state of sustained social cohesion that was based on the BATRA model. The inter-
dependence between project outputs and outcomes due to the synergetic mutually 
reinforcing dynamics of continuing trust-building, fulfilling needs and interests and 
reducing violent conflicts within dialogical inclusive and participatory relationship 
structures (CBOs and other committees) was mutually reinforced by the emerging 
intermediate state: Sustained social cohesion.  

 

Real life example 20: The Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait 

In 1990, under the leadership of Saddam Hussain, Iraq invaded neighboring Kuwait 
under the claim that Kuwait has been historically part of Iraq, and that its separation 
into an independent state was a colonial act.  The invasion triggered a series of 
international responses mainly condemning the occupation of a sovereign country.   
Despite Iraq’s claims that the invasion was previously coordinated and “approved” by 
the US, still the US administration lobbied the international community to pressure Iraq 
out of Kuwait.  Despite pleas from Arab leaders, Saddam Hussain refused all such 
efforts, and insisted on his country’s historical and legitimate rights to annex Kuwait. 

At this point, the primary parties in the conflict were Iraq and Kuwait, with each having 
their declared positions and interests, and each resorting to various actions to pursue 
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them.  Secondary parties such as the US, and later the nations who joined the coalition, 
eventually engaged in a war against Iraq.  This turned the secondary parties into 
primary ones.  They succeeded in pushing the Iraqi army out of Kuwait, who as an 
outcome of the war, regained its sovereignty.  This switched the status of Kuwait in the 
conflict to a secondary party, and placed especially the US as a primary party against 
Iraq.  The US-Iraq conflict lasted from 1991 and culminated in the US invasion of Iraq in 
2003.   The withdrawal of the Iraqi army from Kuwait was an example of an outcome 
that by no means ended the conflict.  Instead, it shifted the state of parties, their 
positions and interests, and developed new dynamics, all of which required new fresh 
ongoing analysis of the conflict.  Similarly, the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the ousting 
of the Sadam Hussain regime was another significant outcome/stage in the conflict.  
That outcome/stage warranted new analysis in order to capture the new conflict 
dynamics. 
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5) Systemic C.R. SIPPABIO Conflict Analysis 

Chart 

Interactive Tool 9: C.R. SIPPABIO: Ten-step Guide to Conflict Mapping/Analysis 

Objective: To determine the key factors within C.R. SIPPABIO that will provide 
information on: 

1. Main causes of the conflict 

2. Main triggers of violence 

3. Degree of violence and the potential for escalation or de-escalation 

4. Positive and negative roles of secondary and other potential parties 

5. Factors that already advance peace 

6. Factors that may advance peace 

7. Factors that already hinder peace 

8. Factors that may hinder peace 

9. Possible interventions 

 

Step 1: Provide a 
summary description of 
the background of the 
conflict 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2: Start the analysis 

at Parties (4.P) and move 

counter-clockwise to 

Positions (3.P), Interests 

(2.I) and then Sources 

Define 

primary 

parties 

Define each 

one’s 

position(s) 

Define each 

one’s interests 

Define each 

one’s basic 

needs, 

values/beliefs 

or identity 
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(1.S)  

Party 1: 

 

 

Party 2: 

 

 

(add more 

parties as 

needed) 

 

 

 

 

issues 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Describe the 

Attitudes/Feelings (5.A), 

positive or negative, of 

each party you listed in 

Step 2 

 

 

Positive (if any) 

 

Party 1: 

 

 

Party 2: 

 

 

(add more parties as needed) 

Negative (if any) 

 

Party 1: 

 

 

Party 2: 

 

 

(add more parties as needed) 
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Step 4: Describe the 

Behaviors (6.B) of the 

parties, positive or 

negative, of each party 

you listed in Step 2 

 

 

Positive (if any) 

 

Party 1: 

 

 

Party 2: 

 

 

(add more parties as needed) 

 

 

 

 

Negative (if any) 

 

Party 1: 

 

 

Party 2: 

 

 

(add more parties as needed) 

Step 5: Define Secondary 

and Tertiary Parties (4.P) 

and their actions 

Define 

Secondary and 

Tertiary 

Parties 

 

Party 1: 

 

 

Positive Actions (if 

any) 

 

 

Party 1: 

 

 

Party 2: 

Negative Actions (if 

any) 

 

 

Party 1: 

 

 

Party 2: 
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Party 2: 

 

 

(add more 

parties as 

needed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(add more parties as 

needed) 

 

 

(add more parties as 

needed) 

Step 6: Identify positive 

and negative Contextual 

factors (C) that influence 

any of the items in Steps 

2-5 above.  

 

 

 

 

Positive (if any) Negative (if any) 

Step 7: Identify positive 

and negative Relationship 

factors (R) that influence 

any of the items in Steps 

2-5 above.   

 

 

Positive (if any) 

 

Bond: 

 

 

 

Negative (if any) 

 

Bond: 
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Power: 

 

 

 

Patterns: 

 

 

Power: 

 

 

 

Patterns: 

Step 8: Define any 

Interventions (7.I) that 

have taken place (if any) 

 

Intervenor(s) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Models of Intervention 

Step 9: Describe the 

Outcome(s) or current 

Stage where the conflict is 

(8.O) 

 

 

 

 

 

Positive (if any) 

 

 

 

Negative (if any) 
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Step 10: Suggest 

interventions that would 

reduce items in yellow 

zones, and promote or 

make use of items in 

green zones. 

 

Remember to be guided 

by the three major 

categories of intervention: 

Peacekeeping (within 

Conflict Management), 

Peacemaking (Conflict 

Resolution) and 

Peacebuilding (Conflict 

Transformation). 

 

Here you are an artist!  

There is no prescription 

for how to determine 

viable interventions.  

There is imagination, 

creativity, and intuition 

guided by the systemic 

mapping and analysis  of 

steps 1-9. 

 

 

 

 

 

Peacekeeping 

Interventions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who? 

 

 

 

To achieve 

what? 

 

 

 

How? 

Peacemaking 

Interventions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who? 

 

 

 

To achieve 

what? 

 

 

 

How? 

Peacebuilding 

Interventions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who? 

 

 

 

To achieve 

what? 

 

 

 

How? 

Other 

Interventions 

(for example, 

Advocacy, 

Activism, 

etc.) 

 

 

 

Who? 

 

 

 

To achieve 

what? 

 

 

 

How? 
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Appendix 1: Stakeholder Analysis Table228 

People / Parties Positions Interests Needs Issues / 
Problems 

Means of 
Influence / 

Power 

Willingness to 
Negotiate 

Primary and 
secondary 
individuals or 
groups 

What parties say 
they want 

Preferred way to 
get parties’ 
needs met; what 
is aspired  

Tangible and 
intangible basic 
human needs 
that drive 
interests  

What are the 
sources of the 
conflict that need 
to be addressed 

The power 
sources over 
parties, e.g. 
money, political 
influence 

Readiness to join 
negotiation table. 
If not, what is 
the BATNA?  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

   

 

228Adapted from CDR Associates, Boulder, Colorado (various training manuals) as included in Conflict Analysis Framework - Field Guidelines & 
Procedures from Reflecting on Peace Practice Project / CDA Collaborative Learning Projects, Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed 
Conflict and Norwegian Church Aid, May 2012, p. 29  
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Appendix 2: Stakeholder Mapping Example229

 

229 From Conflict Analysis Framework - Field Guidelines & Procedures from Reflecting on Peace Practice Project / CDA Collaborative Learning 
Projects, Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict and Norwegian Church Aid, May 2012, p. 33  
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Appendix 3: Glasl’s Conflict Escalation Model230 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

230 From Conflict Analysis Tools, Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Conflict 
Prevention and Transformation Division (COPRET), Simon Mason & Sandra Rychard, 2005, p. 7     
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Appendix 4: Conflict Styles – A Self-Assessment Exercise (Thomas-

Kilman) 

  

Picture yourself in a situation where your objectives differ from another person’s.  For 

each of the following questions, choose the statement (A or B) that best describes how 

you would respond.  Sometimes neither statement will be very typical for you, but 

choose the one that seems more accurate of the two. Please circle your responses for 

each question.  There are no right or wrong answers. 

 

1 A There are times when I let others take responsibility for solving the problem. 

 B Rather than negotiate the things on which we disagree, I try to stress those things upon which 

we both agree. 

   

2 A I try to find a compromise solution. 

 B I attempt to deal with all of his or her and my concerns. 

   

3 A I am usually firm in pursing my goals 

 B I might try to soothe the other’s feelings and preserve our relationship. 

   

4 A I try to find a compromise solution. 

 B I sometimes sacrifice my own wishes for the wishes of the other person. 

   

5 A I consistently seek the other’s help in working out a solution 

 B I try to do what is necessary to avoid useless tension. 

   

6 A I try to avoid creating unpleasantness for myself. 

 B I try to win my position. 

   

7 A I try to postpone the issue until I have had some time to think it over. 

 B I give up some points in exchange for others. 

   

8 A I am usually firm in pursuing my goals. 

 B I attempt to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 

   

9 A I feel the differences are not always worth worrying about. 

 B I make some effort to get my way. 
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10 A I am firm in pursuing my goals. 

 B I try to find a compromise solution. 

   

11 A I attempt to get all the concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 

 B I might try to soothe the other’s feelings and preserve our relationship. 

   

12 A I sometimes avoid taking positions that would create controversy. 

 B I will let the other person have some of his or her positions if the other person will let me have 

some of mine. 

   

13 A I propose a middle ground. 

 B I press to get my points made. 

   

14 A I tell the other person my ideas and ask for his or her ideas. 

 B I try to show the other person logic and benefits of my position. 

   

15 A I might try to sooth the other’s feelings and preserve our relationship. 

 B I try to do what is necessary to avoid tensions. 

   

16 A I try not to hurt the other person feelings. 

 B I try to convince the other person of the merits of my position. 

   

17 A I am usually firm in pursuing my goals. 

 B I try to do what is necessary to avoid useless tensions. 

   

18 A If it makes the other person happy, I might let the other maintain his or her views. 

 B I will let the other person have some of his or her positions if the other person lets me have 

some of mine. 

   

19 A I attempt to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 

 B I try to find a fair combination of gains and losses for both of us. 

   

20 A I attempt to immediately work through differences. 

 B I try to find a fair combination of gains and losses for both of us. 

   

21 A In approaching negotiation, I try to be considerate of the other person’s wishes. 

 B I always lean toward a direct discussion of the problem. 

   

22 A I try to find a position that is intermediate between the other person’s and mine. 

 B I assert my wishes. 
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23 A I am very often concerned with satisfying all our wishes. 

 B There are times when I let others take responsibility for solving the problem. 

   

24 A If the other’s position seems very important to him or her, I would try to meet his or her 

wishes. 

 B I try to get the other person to settle for a compromise. 

   

25 A I try to show the other person the logic and benefits of my position. 

 B In approaching negotiation, I try to be considerate of the other person’s wishes. 

   

26 A I propose a middle ground. 

 B I am nearly always concerned with satisfying all our wishes. 

   

27 A I sometimes avoid taking positions which would create controversy. 

 B If it makes the other person happy, I might let him maintain his or her views. 

   

28 A I am usually firm in pursuing my own goals. 

 B I usually seek the other’s help in working out a solution. 

   

29 A I propose a middle ground. 

 B I feel that differences are not always worth worrying about. 

   

30 A I try not to hurt the other’s feelings. 

 B I always share the problem with the other person so that we can work it out. 
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Scoring the Self-Assessment Exercise: For each line below, circle the letters which you circled on each 

corresponding item 

 
 

 
Competing 

(Forcing) 

 
Collaborating 

(Problem Solving) 

 
Compromising 

(Sharing) 

 
Avoiding 

(Withdrawal) 

 
Accommodating 

(Smoothing)  
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The Five Conflict Styles 231 

(Thomas/Kilman, 1972 with further descriptions and analysis by Bonnie Burrell, 2001)  

The Competing Style is when you stress your position without considering opposing 

points of view. This style is highly assertive with minimal cooperativeness; the goal is to 

win. The competing style is used when a person has to take quick action, make 

unpopular decisions, handle vital issues, or when one needs protection in a situation 

where noncompetitive behavior can be exploited. To develop this style you must 

develop your ability to argue and debate, use your rank or position, assert your 

opinions and feelings, and learn to state your position and stand your ground.  

Overuse of this style can lead to lack of feedback, reduced learning, and low 

empowerment. This can result in being surrounded by “Yes-Men”. People who overuse 

the competing style often use inflammatory statements due to a lack of interpersonal 

skills training. When overuse is taken to an extreme the person will create errors in the 

implementation of the task by withholding needed information, talking behind another 

person’s back (or “back-stabbing”), using eye motions and gestures designed to express 

disapproval, and creating distractions by fiddling or interrupting. Overuse of this style 

can be exhibited through constant tension or anger and occasional outbursts of violent 

temper.  

Under use of the competing style leads to a lowered level of influence, indecisiveness, 

slow action, and withheld contributions. When the competing style is underused some 

emergent behaviors people exhibit include justifying the behaviors, demanding 

concessions as a condition of working on the problem, threatening separation as a way 

of making others give in, and launching personal attacks.  

The Avoiding Style is when you do not satisfy your concerns or the concerns of the 

other person. This style is low assertiveness and low cooperativeness. The goal is to 

delay. It is appropriate to use this style when there are issues of low importance, to 

reduce tensions, or to buy time. Avoidance is also appropriate when you are in a low 

power position and have little control over the situation, when you need to allow others 

to deal with the conflict, or when the problem is symptomatic of a much larger issue 

 

231 From: http://web.mit.edu/collaboration/mainsite/modules/module1/1.11.5.html 
 

http://web.mit.edu/collaboration/mainsite/modules/module1/1.11.5.html
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and you need to work on the core issue. To develop skills in this style use foresight in 

knowing when to withdraw, learn to sidestep loaded questions or sensitive areas by 

using diplomacy, become skillful at creating a sense of timing, and practice leaving 

things unresolved.  

Overuse of the avoidance style can result in a low level of input, decision-making by 

default, and allowing issues to fester, which can produce a breakdown in 

communication between team members. This can inhibit brainstorming sessions from 

being productive and can prevent the team from functioning. People who overuse 

avoidance feel they cannot speak frankly without fear of repercussions. The overuse of 

conflict avoidance can often be a result of childhood experiences, past work-related 

incidents, and negative experiences with conflict resolution. Behaviors associated with 

the overuse of avoidance include being silent, sullen, and untruthful when asked if 

something is wrong being. A milder form of avoidance behavior is when the team 

member procrastinates about getting work done and deliberately takes an opposing 

point of view inappropriately during a decision-making situation, or is timid, 

withdrawn, or shy. Extreme behaviors can occur when avoidance is overused. A person 

begins to be negative, critical and sarcastic. Other extreme avoidance behaviors include 

becoming passive aggressive by being late and not paying attention at meetings. It also 

lends a greater importance to this style as compared to the other styles because you 

have devoted such a disproportionate amount of time to the style.) 

Under use of the avoidance style results in hostility and hurt feelings. In addition, work 

can become overwhelming because too many issues are taken on at once, resulting in an 

inability to prioritize and delegate. When avoidance is underused a team member may 

deny that there is a problem and allow their hurt feelings to prevent communication.  

The Compromising Style is finding a middle ground or forgoing some of your concerns 

and committing to other's concerns. This style is moderately assertive and moderately 

cooperative; the goal is to find middle ground. The compromising style is used with 

issues of moderate importance, when both parties are equally powerful and equally 

committed to opposing views. This style produces temporary solutions and is 

appropriate when time is a concern, and as a back up for the competing and 

collaborating styles when they are unsuccessful in resolving the situation. 

Compromising skills include the ability to communicate and keep the dialogue open, 

the ability to find an answer that is fair to both parties, the ability to give up part of 

what you want, and the ability to assign value to all aspects of the issue.  
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Overuse of the compromising style leads to loss of long-term goals, a lack of trust, 

creation of a cynical environment, and being viewed as having no firm values. Overuse 

of compromise can result in making concessions to keep people happy without 

resolving the original conflict.  

Under use leads to unnecessary confrontations, frequent power struggles, and 

ineffective negotiating. 

The Collaborating Style is when the concern is to satisfy both sides. It is highly assertive 

and highly cooperative; the goal is to find a “win/win” solution. Appropriate uses for 

the collaborating style include integrating solutions, learning, merging perspectives, 

gaining commitment, and improving relationships. Using this style can support open 

discussion of issues, task proficiency, equal distribution of work amongst the team 

members, better brainstorming, and development of creative problem solving. This 

style is appropriate to use frequently in a team environment. Collaborating skills 

include the ability to use active or effective listening, confront situations in a non-

threatening way, analyze input, and identify underlying concerns.  

Overuse of the collaborating style can lead to spending too much time on trivial 

matters, diffusion of responsibility, being taken advantage of, and being overloaded 

with work. Under use can result in using quick fix solutions, lack of commitment by 

other team members, disempowerment, and loss of innovation. 

The Accommodating Style is foregoing your concerns in order to satisfy the concerns of 

others. This style is low assertiveness and high cooperativeness; the goal is to yield. The 

accommodating style is appropriate to use in situations when you want to show that 

you are reasonable, develop performance, create good will, keep peace, retreat, or for 

issues of low importance. Accommodating skills include the ability to sacrifice, the 

ability to be selfless, the ability to obey orders, and the ability to yield.  

Overuse of the accommodating style results in ideas getting little attention, restricted 

influence, loss of contribution, and anarchy. People who overuse the accommodating 

style exhibit a lack of desire to change and usually demonstrate anxiety over future 

uncertainties. One of their main desires may be to keep everything the same. When 

accommodating is overused certain behaviors emerge. Some of these emergent 

behaviors include giving up personal space, making "me" or other victim statements, 

being overly helpful and then holding a grudge, and speaking in an extremely quiet 
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almost unintelligible voice. Under use of the accommodating style can result in lack of 

rapport, low morale, and an inability to yield. When the accommodating style is 

underused a person may display apathy as a way of not addressing the anger or hurt, 

and make statements full of innuendo and double meanings. 

Interpreting Your Thomas Kilman Conflict Mode Inventory Scores 

Usually, after getting the results of any test or assessment, the first question people ask 

is: "What are the right answers?" In the case of conflict-handling behavior, there are no 

universal right answers. All five modes are useful in some situations: each represents a 

set of useful social skills. Our conventional wisdom recognizes, for example, that often 

“two heads are better than one” (Collaborating). But it also says, “"Kill your enemies 

with kindness” (Accommodating), “Split the difference” (Compromising), “Leave well 

enough alone” (Avoiding), and “Might makes right” (Competing). The effectiveness of 

a given conflict-handling mode depends upon the requirements of the specific conflict 

situation and the skill with which the mode is used. 

Each of us is capable of using all five conflict-handling modes: none of us can be 

characterized as having a single, rigid style of dealing with conflict. However, any 

given individual uses some modes better than others and therefore, tends to rely upon 

those modes more heavily than others, whether because of temperament or practice. 

The conflict behaviors which individuals use are therefore the result of both their 

personal predispositions and the requirements of the situations in which they find 

themselves. The Thomas-Kilman Conflict Mode Instrument is designed to assess this 

mix of conflict-handling modes. 

To help you judge how appropriate your utilization of the five modes is, we have listed 

a number of uses for each mode based on lists generated by company presidents. Your 

score, high or low, indicates how often you tend to utilize each mode in the appropriate 

situation. There is a possibility that your social skills lead you to rely upon some conflict 

behaviors more or less than necessary. To help you determine if this is a problem for 

you we have also listed some diagnostic questions to serve as warning signals for the 

under or overuse of each mode. 

A. Competing  
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Uses:  

o When quick, decisive action is vital – e.g., emergencies.  

o On important issues where unpopular courses of action need to be implemented 

– e.g., cost cutting, enforcing unpopular rules, discipline.  

o On issues vital to company welfare when you know you're right.  

o To protect yourself against people who take advantage of noncompetitive 

behavior.  

If you scored High:  

o Are you surrounded by "yes" men?  

(If so, perhaps it's because they have learned that it's unwise to disagree 

with you, or have given up trying to influence you. This closes you off 

from information.)  

o Are subordinates afraid to admit ignorance and uncertainties to you?  

(In competitive climates, one must fight for influence and respect – which 

means acting more certain and confident than one feels. The upshot is that 

people are less able to ask for information and opinion – they are less able 

to learn.)  

If you scored Low: 

o 1. Do you often feel powerless in situations?  

(It may be because you are unaware of the power you do have, unskilled in its 

use, or uncomfortable with the idea of using it. This may hinder your 

effectiveness by restricting your influence.)  

o 2. Do you have trouble taking a firm stand, even when you see the need?  

(Sometimes concerns for other's feelings or anxieties about the use of power 

cause us to vacillate, which may mean postponing the decision and adding to the 

suffering and/or resentment of others.)  
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B. Collaborating  

Uses:  

o To find an integrative solution when both sets of concerns are too important to 

be compromised.  

o When your objective is to learn – e.g., testing your own assumptions, 

understanding the views of others.  

o To merge insights from people with different perspectives on a problem.  

o To gain commitment by incorporating other's concerns into a consensual 

decision.  

o To work through hard feelings which have been interfering with an 

interpersonal relationship.  

If you scored High:  

o Do you spend time discussing issues in depth that do not seem to deserve it?  

(Collaboration takes time and energy – perhaps the scarcest organizational 

resources. Trivial problems don't require optimal solutions, and not all personal 

differences need to be hashed out. The overuse of collaboration and consensual 

decision-making sometimes represents a desire to minimize risk by diffusing 

responsibility for a decision or by postponing action.)  

o Does your collaborative behavior fail to elicit collaborative responses from 

others?  

(The exploratory and tentative nature of some collaborative behavior may make 

it easy for others to disregard collaborative overtures, or the trust and openness 

may be taken advantage of. You may be missing some cues that indicate the 

presence of defensiveness, strong feelings, impatience, competitiveness, or 

conflicting interests.)  

If you scored Low:  

o Is it hard for you to see differences as opportunities for joint gain – as 

opportunities to learn or solve problems? 

(Although there are often threatening or unproductive aspects of conflict, 

indiscriminate pessimism can prevent you from seeing collaborative possibilities 

and thus deprive you of the mutual gains and satisfactions which accompany 

successful collaboration.)  
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o Are subordinates uncommitted to your decisions or policies?  

(Perhaps their own concerns are not being incorporated into those decisions or 

policies.)  

 

C. Compromising  

Uses:  

o When goals are moderately important, but not worth the effort or potential 

disruption of more assertive modes.  

o When two opponents with equal power are strongly committed to mutually 

exclusive goals – e.g., as in labor-management bargaining.  

o To achieve temporary settlements to complex issues.  

o To arrive at expedient solutions under time pressure.  

o As a backup mode when collaboration or competition fails to be successful.  

If you scored High:  

o 1. Do you concentrate so heavily upon the practicalities and tactics of 

compromise that you sometimes lose sight of larger issues – principles, values, 

long-term objectives, or company/team welfare?  

o 2. Does an emphasis on bargaining and trading create a cynical climate of 

gamesmanship? 

(Such a climate might undermine interpersonal trust and deflect attention away 

from the merits of the issues discussed.)  

If you scored Low:  

o Do you find yourself too sensitive or embarrassed to be effective in bargaining 

situations?  

o Do you find it hard to make concessions?  

(Without this safety valve, you may have trouble getting gracefully out of 

mutually destructive arguments, power struggles, etc.)  
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D. Avoiding  

Uses:  

o When an issue is trivial, of only passing importance, or when other more 

important issues are pressing.  

o When you perceive no chance of satisfying your concerns – e.g., when you have 

low power or you are frustrated by something which would be very difficult to 

change (national policies, someone's personality structure, etc.)  

o When the potential damage of confronting a conflict outweighs the benefits of its 

resolution.  

o To let people cool down – to reduce tensions to a productive level and to regain 

perspective and composure.  

o When gathering more information outweighs the advantages of an immediate 

decision.  

o When others can resolve the conflict more effectively.  

o When the issue seems tangential or symptomatic of another more basic issue.  

If you scored High: 

o Does your coordination suffer because people have trouble getting your inputs 

on issues?  

o Does it often appear that people are "walking on eggshells?" 

(Sometimes a dysfunctional amount of energy can be devoted to caution and the 

avoiding of issues, indicating that issues need to be faced and resolved.)  

o Are decisions on important issues made by default?  

If you scored Low:  
o Do you find yourself hurting people's feelings or stirring up hostilities?  

(You may need to exercise more discretion in confronting issues or more tact in 

framing issues in non-threatening ways. Tact is partially the art of avoiding 

potentially disruptive aspects of an issue.)  

o Do you often feel harried or overwhelmed by a number of issues?  

(You may need to devote more time to setting priorities – deciding which issues 

are relatively unimportant and perhaps delegating them to others.)  
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E. Accommodating 

Uses:  

o When you realize that you are wrong (or less experienced or knowledgeable)– to 

allow a better position to be heard, to from others, and to show that you are 

reasonable. 8"  

o When the issue is much more important to the other person than to yourself – to 

satisfy the needs of others, and as a goodwill gesture to help maintain a 

cooperative relationship.  

o To build up social credits for later issues which are important to you.  

o When continued competition would only damage your cause – when you are 

outmatched and losing.  

o When preserving harmony and avoiding disruption are especially important.  

o To aid in the managerial development of subordinates by allowing them to 

experiment and learn from their own mistakes.  

If you scored High:  

o Do you feel that your own ideas and concerns are not getting the attention they 

deserve? 

(Deferring too much to the concerns of others can deprive you of influence, 

respect, and recognition. It also deprives the organization of your potential 

contributions.)  

o Is discipline lax? 

(Although discipline for its own sake may be of little value, there are often rules, 

procedures, and assignments whose implementation is crucial for you or the 

organization.)  

If you scored Low:  

o Do you have trouble building goodwill with others? 

(Accommodation on minor issues that are important to others is a gesture of 

goodwill.)  

o Do others often seem to regard you as unreasonable?  

o Do you have trouble admitting it when you are wrong?  

o Do you recognize legitimate exceptions to rules?  

o Do you know when to give up?  
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Appendix 5: Authors’ Biographies  
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